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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted during the
period of 10 June through 14 June 1974 in the NASA/Langley Research Center
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel on an O.O15-scale model of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter, Configuration 140A/B.
The objectives of the test were as follows: Determine
1) transonic differential elevon/aileron lateral control optimiza-
tion, 2) transonic elevon hinge.moments, 3) transonic effects of the
new baseline 6-inch elevon/elevon and elevon/fuselage gaps, and 4)' tran-
sonic effects of the new short (VL70-008410) OMS pods.
Six-component aerodynamic force and moment, and elevon hinge moment
data, were recorded over an angle-of-attack range from 
-2 to +22 degrees.
The test Mach numbers were 0.35, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.92, 0.95, 0.98 and
1.2. The Reynolds number per unit length varied from 2.0 to 3.6 million
per foot.
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
SCHEDULE OF
TITLE COEFEICIENTS.PLOTTED_ PAGES
Elevon Effectiveness, Full Span Deflections A 1-20
Incremental Data Due to Full Span Elevon Deflections B 21-32
Elevon Effectiveness, Outboard Panels Only A 33-37
Incremental Data Due to Outboard Elevon Deflections Only B 38-40
Elevon Effectiveness, Inboard Panels Only A 41-45
Incremental Data,Due to Inboard Elevon Deflections Only B 46-48
Elevon Effectiveness, Outboard Panels with Inboard Panels A 49-53
at -10 Degrees
Incremental Data Due to Outboard Elevon Deflections (Inboard B 54-56
Panels at -10 Deg)
Hinge Moment Coefficients, Full Span Deflections C 57-60
Hinge Moment Coefficients, Outboard Panel Deflections Only C 61
Hinge Moment Coefficients, Inboard Panel Deflections Only C 62
Hinge Moment Coefficients, Outboard Panel Deflections (Inboard- C 63
Panels at -10 Deg)
Effect of Aileron Deflection About a Full Span -10 Deg. D 64-79
Elevator Deflection
Effect of Aileron Deflection About a 10 Deg Inboard Elevator D 80-83
Only Deflection
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded)
SCHEDULE OF
TITLE COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED PAGES
Effect of Aileron Deflection About a -20 Deg. Outboard D 84-87
Elevator Only Deflection
Effect of Outboard Aileron Only Deflection D 88-91
Effect of Outboard Aileron Deflection With Inboard Elevator D 92-95
at -10 Deg.
Effect of Outboard Aileron Deflection About a Outboard -10 D 96-99
Deg. Elevator Deflect.
Effect of Outboard Aileron Deflection About a Full Span -20 D- 100-112
Deg Elevator Deflect
Effect of OMS Pods on Longitudinal Characteristics A 113-132
Incremental Effects Due to OMS Pods B 133-156
Speed Brake Effectiveness A 157-176
Incremental Effects Due to Speed Brake Deflections B 177-188
Rudder Effectiveness E 189-208
SCHEDULE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED:
A) CN, CL, CD, CA, CLM, XCP/L, L/D vs. ALPHA; CN, CL vs. CLM; CL vs. CD
B) DLTCA, DLTCD, DLTCL, DLTCN, DLTCLM vs. ALPHA
C) CHEINB, CHEOTB, CHETTL vs. ALPHA
D) CY, CYN, CBL, DLTCY, DLTCYN, DLTCBL, DCYNDA, DCBLDA, DCY/DA, DCLMDA vs. ALPHA





a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (l -Pm)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2 , psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV 2 , N/m 2 , psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
8BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3 , slugs/ft 3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft 2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m 2, ft 2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis











CN  CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CA CAB base-force coefficient; base force
-Ab(Pb - PD)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm  CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSlREF
Cn  CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
Ce CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lf
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; base dragqS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side forceqS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching mome nt
q8JRE
F
Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yvingdgWent
CI CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD






CA CA axial-force coefficient unadjusted for base or-stingU cavity pressures
CA CASC sting cavity axial-force coefficientSC
Ce elevon mean aerodynamic chord, in.
CHei  CHEINB inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
CH CHEOTB outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
eO
CH CHETTL total elevon hinge moment coefficient
eTotal
HMeo inboard elevon panel hinge moment, in-lb
HMeO outboard elevon panel hinge moment, in-ib
H3 inboard wing root bending moment, in-ib
H4  outboard wing root' bending moment, in-lb
H5  wing torsional bending moment, in-lb
Se elevon planform area, ft2
6SB SPDBRK speed brake deflection angle (parallel to freestream),degrees
sR RUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees
6BF BDFLAP bodyflap deflection angle, degrees






6eL 0  ELV-LO left outboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-eLO tive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
6eL ELV-LI left inboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-eLI tive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
6eRO ELV-RO right outboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
eRI  ELV-RI right inboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
ACL DLTCL incremental lift force coefficient due to a change
from baseline condition
ACN DLTCN incremental normal force coefficient due to a change
from baseline condition
ACA DLTCA incremental axial force coefficient due to a change
from baseline condition
ACD DLTCD incremental drag force coefficient due to a change
from baseline condition
ACm DLTCLM incremental pitching moment coefficient due to a
change from baseline condition
ACy DLTCY incremental sideforce coefficient due to a change
from baseline condition
ACn DLTCYN incremental yawing moment coefficient due to a
change from baseline condition
AC, DLTCBL incremental rolling moment coefficient due to a
change from baseline condition
Cy6a DCY/DA side force coefficient derivative as a function
of aileron deflection







C DCBLDA rolling moment coefficient derivative as a function6a of aileron deflection
Cm DCLMDA pitching moment coefficient derivative as a function
6a of aileron deflection
Cm DCLMDR pitching moment coefficient derivative as a function
R of rudder deflection
CYR DCY/DR side force coefficient derivative as a function of
rudder deflection
Cn DCYNDR yawing moment coefficient derivative as a function
6R of rudder deflection
C DCBLDR rolling moment coefficient derivative as a function
sR of rudder deflection
a6, DEL-LO incremental deflection of left outboard elevon
LO panel from some initial setting
A6 e DEL-LI incremental deflection of left inboard elevon
LI panel from some initial setting
eRI DEL-RI incremental deflection of right inboard elevon
"RI panel from some initial setting
A6e DEL-RO incremental deflection of right outboard elevon
RO panel from some initial setting
A6SB DLSPBK incremental deflection of speed brake from some
initial setting
A6R  DLTRUD incremental deflection of rudder from some
initial setting.






CNWING CNWING wing normal force coefficient
CMWING CMWING wing pitching moment coefficient
CBLWING CBLWNG wing rolling moment coefficient
REMARKS
A total of 86 runs were made during this test with two runs (11 and
48) being considered invalid due to problems with a portion of the data.
There was a zero shift in the elevon hinge moment data during run 11 which
invalidated the outboard hinge moment data. Run 11 was rerun as run 12.
Run 48 was considered bad due to a data system problem with the axial force
channel of the balance. This run was repeated as run 49.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The test vehicle was an 0.015-scale model of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
It was sting mounted in the wind tunnel utilizing the Langley Research Cen-
ter #840 internal strain gage balance to measure six-component aerodynamic
force and moment data. The left hand inboard and outboard elevon panels
were strain-gage instrumented to measure elevon hinge moments.
The model was tested over an angle-of-attack range of -2 to +22 de-
grees. The model angle of sideslip was zero degrees for all runs. Rudder
deflections of 0 and -10 degrees were tested with speedbrake deflections
of 25, 55, and 85 degrees. The elevon positions tested were -40, -30, -20,
-10, 0, 10, and 20 degrees with various differential combinations investi-
gated during the test program. The vehicle bodyflap deflection was fixed
at 0 degrees throughout the test.
The model configuration is summarized below:
Orbiter-140A/B/C = B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
Component Definition
B26  Fuselage per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A and VL70-000140B
(Model drawing SS-A00147)
C9  Canopy per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A and VL70-000143B
(Model drawing SS-A00147)
E43  Slotted version (6-inch) of E26 elevons per Rockwell
VL70-000145 (Model drawing SS-A00147)
F8  Body flap per Rockwell Lines VL70-000145 (Model drawing
SS-A00O147)
M16 OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell Lines VL70-0084010 (Modeldrawing SS-A00147)
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded)
N28  OMS engine nozzle per Rockwell Lines VL70-000145 (Model
drawing SS-A00147)
R5  Rudder per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A (Model drawing
SS-A00148)
V8  Vertical tail per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A (Model
drawing SS-A00148
Wll 6  Wing per Rockwell Lines VL70-000200 (Model drawing
SS-A00148)




The aerodynamic forces and moments recorded by the internal strain
gage balance were reduced to coefficient form in body and stability axis
systems utilizing the following reference dimensions:
Model Full
Symbol Definition Scale Scale
AB  to al base area excluding sting cavity, 0.06080 270.2
ft
ASC sting cavity area, ft2  0.03409 151.5
Sref wing planform area, ft2  0.60525 2690.0
Iref body reference length, in 19.3545 1290.3
cw wing MAC, in 7.1222 474.81
bref wing span, in 14.0502 936.68
Ce elevon MAC, in 1.3605 90.7
Se  elevon reference area, ft2  0.04725 210.0
S eC elevon area moment, ft2-in 0.06428 19,047
Moments are referenced about model station 16.150 (full scale fuse-
lage station 1076.68) on the fuselage at model water line 5.625 (full
scale water line 375).
Model base and cavity pressures were measured during the test and have
been used to correct the data for model-base effects. Location and areas
for these pressures are shown in figure 2c.
Axial-force coefficients are determined as follows:
CA = CAU CASC
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
CAf = CAU - CAB
Where: CA = axial-force coefficient unadjusted for base or
U sting cavity pressures.
CASC = sting cavity axial-force coefficient.
CAB = base axial-force coefficient.
The elevon hinge moment coefficients are calculated by:
C = HMeI CHe HMeO
HeI CHe0
q SeCe  q Se ce
The total elevon hinge moment coefficient is calculated by:
CHeTotal = CHeI + CHeO
Moments were measured by three wing bending moment gages, located on the
right wing. The moments measured are the inboard wing bending moment (H3),
the outboard wing bending moment (H4), and the wing torsional moment (H5 ).
The outboard gage (H3 ) is located at Yo = 2.5348 (168.987 FS), the inboard
gage (H4 ) is located at Yo = 1.8611 (124.073 FS) and the torsional gage (H5)
is located at Xo = 18,9,00 (1260.0 FS). The data from these gages was re-
duced about an MRP of Xo = 16.1502 (1076.8 FS) and Yo = 0.
The wing normal force coefficient is calculated by:
CNWING = H4 - H3
.4078 q (q in PSF)
The wing pitching moment coefficient is calculated by:
CMWING .23195 (H5) - .38586 CNWING
q (q in PSF)
The wing rolling moment coefficient is calculated by:
CBLWING = .11758 (H4 ) - .1804 CNWING
q (q in PSF)
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TABLE I.
TEST : 0A116 DATE: 6/14/74
TEST CONDITIONS
MACH NUMBER REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
(per foot) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.35 20 x 106  1.84 150
0.6 .3.9 x 106 4.2 150
0.8 3.6 x 106 4.2 150
0.9 3.3 x 106  4.2 150
0.92 3.2 x 106 4.2 150
095- 3.2 x 106 4.2 150
0.98 3.1 x 10 4.2 150
1 20 2.9 x 106 42 150
BALANCE UTILIZED: LRC #840
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: COEFFICIENTTOLERANCE:
NF 800# 4 #
SF 250 # +1.25 #
AF 125 # - .625 #
PM 1600 in.# +: 8 in.#
RM 500 in.# +2.5 in.#
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT ~ ODY
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Conflguration 140A/B Orbiter ThuseTke,
NOTE: Bi isdentical to 3, except underside of .sele has b-en
refaired to accept W,.
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 MODEL DRA ,UNG: S5-400147, FELEASI , 12
DRAWING NUMBER ' VL70-OO43B, -000200, 000205, -O0 689, -. 00145,
-000140A, 000140B
D IENSIONS : FULL SCALE 'MOD;EL SCALE
*Length (0,L: Flrd Sta. Xo,-235)-In. 1293.3 194Do
";ength (I ML: Fwd Sta. Xo-238)-In. ' .Zw J-19-355
* Max Width (@ X = 1528-3) - In. 264.0 .96
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1464) - In. ___,_ v_,
Fineness Ratio
Area - Ft 2






TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: n rtnP -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Con it atnon 3A; .'nn.py ~ aq vbith ,ing,
MODEL SCALE: 0.05 T RAr-A , T.AP 1
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-OO014OlP B
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Length (Xo = 34.643 to 578) 14.57 15
Max Width (@ Xo =.513.127) . 15. 2.








TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confiuration 140A/B Orbiter elevo.
NOTE: E is a slotted version of 
. Data are for one side.
P~cc~-~;s~----T------------~
-- MOOEL =00EpL .-Model drawing SS-A00148
DRAWING NUMER: D N70-0020o, vT,70-006089, vLoo6092
DIFMENSIONS: 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft 2
-21 ~ 0_.073
Span (equivalent)- In. 5.238
Inb'd equivalent chord In. 
-
-o1.770
Outb'd equivalent chord In. 
- 28
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv..chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb'd equiv. chord . 0.4004
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.00 0.o
Trailing Edge 1 
-Of.
Hingeline
Area Moment ( Product of Area and ")-Ft 3 198-L.95
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (), in. 90.7 1.3605
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TABLE III. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - Fg
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Caonfiguration I0OA/B Orbiter Body Flat.
Hingeline located at X = 1528.3, Z = 284.3
MOn'T. SCAAT. p -0.015 MODET. DRAWING* SS-A00 1 47. RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7-OOO14OA, VL70-0001ok5
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Xo=1520 -To Xo=1613) In. 93QOO 1..95
Max Width (In.) 
-262.o0 .393
Max Depth (Xo = 1520) - In. 23.000 0..3
Fineness Ratio
Area - Ft 2
Max. Cross-Sectional




TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS Pod (M16)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140D Orbiter IMS-Pod
Model Scale = 0.015. Model Drawing No. SS-A00147
V L70-000140D
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-008410
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (OMS Fwd Sta Xo=1310.6.)-In. 585 3.878
Max Width (@ Xo = 1511 )-In. \(-36.8 2.052
Max Depth (@ Xo  J t~ 1 l )-In. - ,74.7 1.121 1,
Fineness Ratio 2.484' 4 2.484
Area - pT2 ,





TABILE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA-Continued
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - N2 8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B Orbiter 0MS Nozzles
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 
_ MODEL DRAWING:' SS-0700i47 RELEASE 5 (Contour)
DRAlING NUMBER: VL7-0014b5, (Location
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
MACH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane





Area - ft 2
Exit
Throat







Y + 88.0 + 1.320z 492.0
Null Position - Deg.
Left Nozzle
Pitch 150 49' 150 49 ,
Yaw i2017' 12017,
Right Nozzle
Pitch 15049 '  150o9,
Yaw 12o17, 120L '
23





MODEL SCALE: 0.015 Model drawing SS-A00148 :
DRAWTNG NUMRER: VL7O-oOO46A, VL7O-0000 9 5 , VL70-000139.
DIMENS IONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALF
*Area- Ft2
Span (equivalent) .- In
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. 91.8
Outb'd equivalent chord - In.
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord S _





* Area Moment (Product of area & c)-Ft3  610.92_
*Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 73.2 1.098
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*REVISED 4/24/74'
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENQN!L DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 14QARB Orh1btarU Vp 4 I -I
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 MODEL DRAWING: SS-100148,.. RELEASE 6
DRAWING NUMBER: VLo-mn1 VA
DIMEINSIONS: .FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft
Planform 41j.253 0.093
Span (Theo) In. .315. 22- 4-73
Aspect Ratio 1.675
Rate of Taper 5"057 05
Taper Ratio * _0.404 _
Sweep-Back Angles, Degreen.
Leading Edge 45.000_ -5- ,
* Trailing Edge . 26.2
0.25 Element Line 4130 b.13.1
Chords:
Root (Theo) N:P 268500 4.028
Tip (Theo) W? 108.470 1.627
MAC _1. 2.a a. --
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463.50. 1. 953
w.P. of .25 MAC _635-P2 9-?
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0Z00
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge .ngle - Deg. 10.010.00. -
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. 14.920 Th 90 --
Leading Edge Radius .00 0o.
Void Area 1.17 1 ---
Blanketed Area o. 0 _0-
25
E *RVISED 4/24/74TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DAA - Concluded.
MODEL COMPONENT: WING-W-
.ENERAL DESCRI TION: .Cfrt LL
trailing edg.-e of wnq.
MODEL SC.LE" 0.015 Model drawing SS-AO48
TEST NO. DWG. NO _ oi001o A, -o00200
DI MENSIONS: FULL~SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Tneo.) Ft2
Plan form 2690.00 0.605
Span (Theo In. 937s =17.0To-
Pspect Ratio 25 __•___
Rate of Taper 17 -,J
Taper Ratio fl2Dp0 ~
Dihedral Angle, degrees I
Incidence Angle, degrees o. _o 3.5U
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + 3. 00
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge 6 -io.o
0.25 Element Line .. -
Chords:
Root (Theo) B,P,OO.0 32
Tip, (Theo) BP, .
MAC Z
*Fus. Stao of .25 MAC7 n5
SW.P. of .25 MAC ________
* B.L. of .25 MAC L2
EXPOSED DATA
'T~i-i)feo) Ft
* Span, (Theo) In. BP108 2
* Aspect Ratio ---- , 0-Q o
Taper Ratio. . .25R
Chords
* Root BP108 
.~ S lt
Tip 1.00 b 7
* MAC 8L . 5.892
* Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC a 17 7
* W,P. of .25 MAC 94415 4
* B.L. of .25 AC 251.3 L
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b 0.113
Tip b - 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
*Planform Area Ft 113; 18_ _0.025
* Leading Edge Intersects Fus M, L. @ Sta -7 .
* Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 1024.00 1_i
26
Notes C C
1. Positive directions of force coefficients, C N  Cmw
moment coefficients, and angles are Y
indicated by arrows. C
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability C
axes have been displaced from the center
of gravity
Cm
C . y 
z
m n






Figure 1. - Axis systems.
REFERENCE DIMENSIONS (F3)
AREA S, = 2690 F?
MAC C = 474.8 IN.
C.G. Xo = 1076.7 IN.
Zo = 375.0 IN.
SPAN bw = 936.68 Iw.
LENGTH(IML) J 8 = 1290.3 IN.








xo= 238 (IML) 936.68
1290.3
1293.3
xo  235 (OMa) xo = 1528.3
a. SSV Orbiter Configuration 140A/B
Figure 2. - Model sketches.
ELEVONS- E43
WING -'
VMR CAL TAIL 
- V8
RUDDER- R
CACOP - C FUSELAGE B26 os O M
BODY FLAP = FP
b. Model Nomenclature
Figure 2. - Continued.
TAP 0 R
P1 200 1.60 IN.
P2 57o 2.10 IN.
P 83 700 1.50 IN.30
PBlk 125 1.76 IN.
P35  18 1.33 IN.
P2 (AT CETROID OF
EXTENDED OUTER
SECc. Base and Cavity Pressure LocationsPOD)
3Figure 2. 
- Continued
p P BALANCE AXMS
SC2 1.25 IN.
c. Base and Cavity Pressure Locations
Figure 2. - Continued.
Yr - 128.50 (1.928)
3.5 (0.0525)
x = 1400.0 xo  1402.7
0"- Xo = 1402.7 (21.00 21 ' )
Ko = 1411.5








d. Slotted Elevon 
- E43 (6-inch Gap)
Figure 2. - Concluded.
a) 3/4 - Front View
Figure 3. Photographs of Model stalled in LaRC 8' TPT
b). 3/4 - Rear View
Figure 3. Continued.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-I . ELV-I REFERENCE It.NFCATICN
cul-0oa 3 0 LARCO-SSOA-116) (B2SCSF6IM1GN29)I(WIISE43)(VRS) -20.000 -20.000 -2W. -20.000 MEF 2S60 .000 SO.FT,(OHUOIT)7 LARCS-6860(A-I16) (B26C9F8M1I6N28)(116E43)(V8R5) -10. 000 -10000 10000 -10.000 LREF 4748117 INCHES
COHU0CI) LARCB-6S(OA-116) (B2SC9F8M16N28)(CV1I6E43)(V8RS) .000 .0000 .000 .000 BREF 936,6817 INCHES
(DHUII05) LARC8-6860(A-116) (B2SC9F8MISN28)(W 16E43)CV8R5) 10,000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076,60 IN XO
(HU016) LARCS-686(OA-116J (826C9F8MI6N298)V!IE43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIO RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
04IG8 LARCS-66S(OA-II) 826C9F8MIAJ" 16E43 VS' -v :*R R : L, REF 474.0117 SN
LiOHU 3 LARCS-686SOA-116) 826C9F8SMI 16VIE4 V LE 0.00 FE
DMUOO1) LARCS-686t0A-1 1) 926CSF9MIGN28) Wil E4 32IV. ..5 .000 SREF 936.817 INCHES
DHLU015) LARC8-686tCA-II6) (B26C9FMI6N28)Vj 16E43)CVR5 00 10:000 0 10.000 xMpP 1076.6800 IN. XO
0H-U016) LARCB-6SS [ A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(V 16E43)(V8R5) 20,000 0.000 .000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICLRATI ON DESCRIPT10N ELV-LO ELV-L ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFO :'ATION
(0.HMi8 3 0 LARCO-686(OA-116) (926CSF8MJIN2893C(l6E43)(V6R5) -20000 -20.000 -20000 -20.000 SF 26SO.0000 S-.FT.
(DHU017] LARCB-686(OA-16) (B26C9F8MI16N28)(VI 6E43)(CVR5 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.0117 INCHES
1DHUOI) LARC-686E0A-116) (B26C9F8MIGN28)(Vl6E43)(V8RS) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(DHU0151 LARCB-6860A-116) (826CSF8MSN2S)(V 1IE43JCV8RS) 10.000 10.000 10,000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO(0HU016 LARC8-6860OA-116 [(B26CSF8MI6N28ECVI1E431(V8R53 20,000 20,000 20.000 20,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI. ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
0- Hu018 LARCS-686(OA- I IS) (826C9F8MIN28)V116E43(VqR5) -20,000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SEF '2690.0000 SO.FT.([DHU017I LARC8-6860A-116) [B26C9Fe8MI6N28)e(VII6E43(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 -INCHES
SOHU00I ) LARC-686COA-1 16 (2S6CSF8MI6N28) IS 16E43)(CVRS) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(DH0LJ5) LARC8-686(0A-116) [B2C9F8M6IN28CVII16E433)(VR5) 10,000. 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO(~OH-016) LARC8-686OA-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(V116E43)(V8R5 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INF"ATION
(0HUo01) a LARCSB-86(0A-16) (B926CSF8MI6N28)CVIIE43)CVR5) -20.-000 -20000 -. 20.000 REF 2690.0000 SQFT.(DHU017) LARC-686(OA-16) tB26C9FSMI6N28)(VI6E43(V8RS) -100 -10000 -10000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCMES
(0HIU001)O LARCS-686(OA-116) (B26C9F8M16N28)(VI16E43)(V8R5 .,000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 93.69,17 INCHES
(DHU015) LARC8-686(0A-1161 (B26C9F8MI6N28)(VW16E43] (V8R5 10.000 10.000 10,000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN, XO
[DHU016) LARCS-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(Iv16E43)(V8R5) 20,000 20,000 20,000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 775.0000 IN. 20
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L0 ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IFORWATION
{0HLU018) 0 LARCS-68(OA- 1 6) (CB26C9F8MIG6N29)(v SE43) (VR) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20-000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(9HUOI73 LARCS-68M0A-116) (B2C92F8MGN28)(VWI6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
9OHU001 3 LARCS-686(0A-116) (B26CSF8MI6N28)tV 16E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000- BREF 936.6817 INCHES
tuHU0151 LARC8-6S886A-1163 (B26C9F9MI6N28)(V116E43)(V8R5] 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(0HU0161 LARC8-686t0A-IIS) (926CSCFBMI6N28)VW116E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-9I ELV-RO IFERENCE INF1OATION
(DHDIS) LARCS-W86(0A-1lS) (826CFVMIDN28)(w E43)[VR5) -20 O -20.001 -2. 0 -20000 S EF 200000 SO.FT.
CDHU017) LARCB-686 (OA-IIIS (826CF3MIlN28)wII6E433CV8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474, 117 INCHES
([HU01)I LARC8-686OA-116) B2CSF3MINSN28)(V I6E43)(V8R5 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 93S4.S17 INCHES
(DHU015] LARC8-686(0A-Is16 (B26C9FSMISN28)(VI16E43)(V8R51 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN, x0
tDHU016) LARC8-6860OA-II6 (B26SCgF8MIPN28)CVIlE433(V8 lR 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMqP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
- 0HU08) LARC-886SCOA-II61 (892F8MlN29j(VIISE43)(V8 51 -20.000 -20O000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(DU07 LARC-68SrCA-116r (, ,SF8 W,,ll6E43)(V8R5 10 .000 -.00 000.000000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
HU001] LARCS-6860A-116) (B26CSFOMI1N28)tVI 16E43I)V8R5m  ' .000 O .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES(DHU015) LARCS-68S6tA-1S1) (B26C9FSM16N29) CVlE43I(VW8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XC(DHUOIS) LARC8-686WA-I6IS (826CSF8MIGN2)(lvilSE431)VRS) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIRATION O~EiRIPONm ELV-LG ELV-Ll ELVhl E LV-RO R EFERENCE INF'ATO WN
I0H" 3 0 LARCS-6StSOA-l 1) (26C6SlNFS t312 ISCE43)YR52 -20000 -20MC -20-C -20.000 MF 2s0.00 Msa.
(OHULO17 LARCS-SSS(GA-116) (g42SCFMIlN2Q [WIIGE-3)(V:R5] -10.000 -10000 -10 10.0 LREF 47 0117 INCES
CD-U0O01 LARC8-686 0A-S6) (B2C SFeMIG?1N28)( 2IE43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 GREF 93S.617 INCHES
(CHU015 LARC8-686CCA-116) (S2GCF89MIGN283Vl 6E43V8R5) 10.000 10.000 20,000 10.000 xMRp 1076.6800 IN. x0
(0HU016) LARC8-68OA-116) ~2CSF- MIN23EllSE432V8R53 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMP .0000 IN0 YOZMRP 75 .0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
ItHtK0C) LARC-6B(0A-II6]) (82GC9SFM6NN28)(WViE43)(V1R5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
,0HU017) LARC8-68St0A-116) (B26C9F8M16N2)(VII6E43)(V[R5J -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -JO1.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
( OH)01I ) LARC8-686(SA-116) (826C9F8MI6N28)CVI16E43)V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(OHU015) LARC- 8(0A-116) (926C9F8MIN29(V I6E43)(V8R53 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(DH1016) LARCS-686t0A-116) [B26C9FBMI6N283(WII6E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. VO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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(A).ACH = .35 PAGE 17
~OAA SE VYML C&NGUMATIGN OESCIPTY ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-PI ELV-O REFEPENCE XIN RMATION
Q OXL010 1 LARCS-68SWA- 1163 -20 M0j -26Goa -M.0O0 MF 2-0900OO SO.FT
C xU0172 LARCS-686OA-1163 (82SF5C9FISN2S 3(vIEQ CvGQS -113-00 -10.000 -10.000 - IU.00 LREF 474.3117 INCHES
C0HUO013 9 LARCS-686CMA-116 .000 .000 .000 000 EREF 9306017 INCHES
EDU0O15) LARC-BS86[OA-116) (B2J6 9FIG'IN203fV||{E' 3(V3R) I 10.000 I0.000 I0o000 10o000 IR 10766600 IN. xO
DHu,1I63 LAFRCS-686COA-II6 (B2SCAF9 M AEE1 EJMI]531) l 20.000 20000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP S75.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L I ELy-RI. ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIN
(0HU019) LARCS-686(OA- 116) (C26C9F8MI6N28J(VII6E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(HU07?] LARCB-686[0A-1l6) (B26C9F8MI6NC28)(II6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(OHU00o) LARCB-68S(0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N29)Vl 16E43 )(VR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
O(HU015 LARC8-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(Vl16E43(V8R53 10.000 10.000 .10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN, xO(DHU016) LARCB-686OA-1163 (826C9FSMI6N28)(W916E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R| ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
0HU08)D LAIRCS-6S6OAi6) 26C =F SM16N29)(VW2E43)CV8 ) -20.000 -20.000 -200,000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQO.FT.
D0-u017 LARCB-6SC0A-|163 C926CSFMI=Nt29JC |E43)CVRS) -10, -0.000 1 000 -00 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESXU0Q13 LARC-SStOA|6) (B2SFSM16N29)tVl1SE43)CV 9 5 .000 o000 .000 .000 BEF 936,o:87 INCHES
(OHU01) LARC8-6860A-1S16) B26CSF0M6N2.83Wi16E43)CVeR5 0.000 10.00 10,000 2 . 0 xMRP 10;6,6800 IN. xO
-u01D LARCS-660A-1163 [B! F 9MNSE3VR5L 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YCtrOsE2 Z 375°  Z
SCALE .0150
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGR ATION DESCRIPTION I EL-LO DEL-L0I EL-RI IEL-RO REFERENCE .NFORM TION
tEHU018) LARC-860OA-11S) (B26CsF8M GN28)tW116E43)(VSR5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 F 2690.0000 S.FT.
(EHMJ017] LARC8-6860A-116) tB26C9FqMI6N28)(W 16E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU015) LARCS-68B0GA-16) (B26C9FSMS6N29)(WIISE43)(V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES(EHUOI6) LARCS-686t0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(W IS6E43)(V8R5 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 N. XOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL.. CON I LRATION DESCRIPTION DL-LO OEL-Li DEL-R1 EL-RO REFERENCE R 'ATI N
(EU 83 0' LARCS-66M-1 16 (B2eC9FMI6N2I(V11 6E43)CV985 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20,000 SEF 
2690,0000 S.FT.
(EHU017) LARC8-686(0A-116) EB26C9F8MIGN28)(l61E433CV8R5) -10.000 -10000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 
474.8117 INCHES
(EHU015] LARCS-68(0A- 116 (926CF8Ml6N28])W 16E433 VBR) 10.000 10.000 10.000 
10.000 BREF 936.6917 INCHES
(EHM016) LARC8-686COA-116) [B26C9F8M16N298(! 16E43 CV8R5 20.000 20.000 2000 20.000 XMRP 1076,6800 IN. X0YMRP .0000 IN. Yo
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFEREMCE INFORMATION
(E-IU01 Q LARC-686OA-116) (26SC9F8MI6N2)(Vl16E43)(VSR5) -20.000 -20000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
(EHU017 LARC8-686(0A-116) (B2C9FMI6N28)(W1I6E43t(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU015) LARC8-S860A-16 ) (B26SC9FSMIN28)(VW16E43 (V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHU016 LARCS-6860A-1161 (B26C9F8MIN28)(WI1Z6E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
•YM l  .0000 IN. vYO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL COF I"RATIN DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMAION
CEHO1 08'0 LARC-6%SOA-116) (B26CWV616N2)(V1I16E43](V9R5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 5S.FT.CEU0173 LARCS-68StOA-116 tB26C9F8?.16N2 V[wII E433[V-R53 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
( EHU015) LARCB-6860A-116] (B2SC9FBMI6N28)(WI 16E43)(V8R5 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 ~EF 936.6817 INCHES(EHU0161O LARCS-6860EA-1163 [B2GC9FSMI6N28WII6E43]3VSR5I 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 Xm'p 1076.6800 IN. )0Ym p o0000 IN. YO
ZMPR 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI OEL-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHUOJ8) LARC-686(0A-l 16 (92SGC9F8MISN2)(VWI 6E432(VIR5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(EHU017 LARCS-686(0A-II6) LB2SC9FSMI6N28 (vII6E43)(VSR5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHUO153 LARC8-686COA-l1S (B26CSFM1628 CV116E43) VBR52 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 93S.6817 INCHES
CEHU016) LARC8-686(0A-1I63 (B26CSFSMIN28)3(VI6E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xOYm: .0000 IN. YO
ZMRw 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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. . . . . .. .. . ... . . . .. . .. .. .
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DATA SET SYMBOL CP~IGURATION ECRP7I1yoN ZL-L CEL-L0 0 L-R EL-RO EFERENCE INFORMATION
I LARC--SMCUA-1163 t2SGCP1 1 Ea~ V35~ -2.oC -20C.0C -20.000 -20.moS QEF 25[90.00 so-FT.
EHU07 BLARCS-8 (0A-116) (C9F (N2GWI 33V8R5 -10.000 - o10.0 -1000  -1O000 LREF 474.3117 INCHES
EHUI015) LARC8-686C0A-116) B2GC9SISN28 IIG43HVR5 10.000 0.o i000 10.000 10.10o0 EREF 936S17 INCHES
[EHU0163 LARCS-SW[0A-I163 [826C3FGMI6N)V IIEE43H[VGR5 20.000 20.000 70000 20O000 ×Pr 
1076,0O IN. XO
ymp *0000 IN. Y
ZKRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
.20
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DATA SET SYMBOL CoFIGCL ATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EUOle) 0 LARC-686(OA- 116) (26CqFS1MI6N282I 6E43)(vSR5) -20.000 -20.0 -2-20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(EHU017] LARC-68- tOA-I [I6 82S6CSFSM6IN2)C(VI 16E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU015) LARCS-686C0A- 16) (926C9FSMISN293V116SE43)(V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 8REF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHU016) LARC8-686(0A-116] (82SC9FMISN28)(Wi16E43)(v8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XMRP 1076 6800 IN. x0YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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(EHUDI LARCt-SW(MA-116S) ( CSSMI6N20)[Vil0 Vm3 -20.-CO -2000 -2U-=00 -20-=J Z2F 2S.0000 e.
tEHU0173 LARCS-68SCOA-116 IS B26CSFSMISN218)(VI1 E43[VSR~ -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LEF 474.0117 INCHES(EHU015) LARC8-686SCA-11S) (B2SC9F8M6N2B]1ll6E43)CVR5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.617 INCHES
(EHU0163 LARC8-686(CA-1163 CB26C2F8M0IN2a)C SE433tV9R5) 20,000 20.000 20.000 20,000 XMP 1076.S IN. X0YMqp .0000 IN. YO
ZMR 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 00150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION DEL-LO. DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-O REFERENCE INFORMATIJ
CEHUoe) LARC8-686(0A-I6) (B2C9FMIN29) IE43)VR 20.000 -20.000 -20.000 200.  .000 -0.000 EF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(EHU017) LARCS-686(OA-116) (B92C9FMI6N28)tvwI6E43)(VRS) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 LREF 474.0117 INCHES
EHU015] LARC8-686tA-116) (826C9F8Mt6N28V l6E43(V8R5 .10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 EREF 936.6817 INCHES(EHU01I) LARC8-6860(A-l16 (B2SCFMISI628)CVi 6E43)(VRS) 20.000 20.000 20000 20.000 xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YmRP .0000 IN, YO
ZtRp 375.0000 IN. 20
SCALE .0150
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION uEL-LO DEL-LI 0DL-I .EL-G REFERENCE INO;RATION
(EHWIBS) LARC8-686(COA-IIG] (B26C9FsMISN2(WII6E43)(CVR5) -20.000 -20000 -20000 -20.000 GREF 2690 .0000 S.FT.
(EHU017) LARC-686(CA-116] CB26C9F8MI6N28] (VlI6E43)CV8R5] -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU015) LARC-6860(A-116) (B2SC9F8MISN298(WII6E43)(V8R5) 10,000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHUOIS] LARCS-686(0A-116] (B26CSF8MI6N28)(WC16E43)CVSR5 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XMIR 1076.6800 IN, XOYmR .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU018) Q LARCB-686COA- S163 (B26C9FBMI6N2)(WVi6E43)(VR53 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SEF 2690.0000 SG.FT.(EHU017 LARCS-68(0A-161 (B26C9F8MI6N28J(VI16E43)(V8R5 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF '474.8117 INCHES
(EHIu015 LARCB-68SSOA-1S16) B26C9F8MI6N28(CV116E433]V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EnJ0163 LARC8-686(0A-116f ([26C9F8MI6N28LVjiI6E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION DEL-LO EL-LI GEL-RI GEL-RO REFERENCE ltFORMATION
EHU.0181 LARC-686(C0A-II6) (B2C9F8MI6N230)(tIIGE43V86R53 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SR F 2690.0000 S .FT.
(EHU017) LARC8-68SC0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N298)tWIE43)(VBR5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(EHU015) LARCS-686S0A-1I63 ([B2C9FSMISN28)9VII6E43)(V8R5] 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHU016) LARCS-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N298)VI6E43(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 XP 1076.6800 IN. XYMRP .0000 IN. YO
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OATA SET SYMBOL C I"ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L/ ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE JNFCRMATION
I)14J1 LARCB-SM[OA- 116 ) (B'2C9FdMIN2N2 I IE43)(V6R5) -40.000 .000 .00 -40.000 SREF 2Mo0.0000 SO.FT.
,13 LARCB-6 A-II) (B26C9F6IMI6N28wI I643IjV8R5|2, - 0.OW :QW X -20.000 LIEF 474.8117 INCHES
tOH1012 3 LARCO-68G(OA-116) CB26C9F8MI6L)CWI 6E43] VSR) -10.000 000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6917 INCHES
I(0.J00[ LRC MOA6- 1-! 16) (B2SF9MlPN28)(V{ 143jIEV'5) .00 .001 .000 .000 XMrt'P 1076.6800 IN. XO
(OHUl.l] LARCB-686OA- 1 6) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(v IIE43 vR5 10.O00 000 .000 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 7s.ooo IN. Z0
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMS. CONFIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( OHNJI14 0 LARCO-G68S(A-II6IC (329CFOIG6N20 V I IE43I R) -40.000 XV0 .001 -40.000 "REF N800000 .~F.
00 ) LARCS-S86(CA-116 (B26C9F8M16N2CGN V116E43 VRS) -20.00 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
IDHUOI 2 ) LARC8-686OA-I 161 CB26CSMI9 112)IISE43CVSR5) -0.000 o000 .000 -10.000 BEF ,936.617 INCHES
0DHU001I LARCS-686C0A-1163 (B26CSFeMIN2B)vII6E43I(VRS .000 .03000 .000 .000 XMtP 1076.6800 IN. XC
I DHUO I I) LARCS-6860A-116) (B2GC9FgMISN2S)( 16IE43)VSB5) 20.000 .000 .000 10.000 YMP .0000 IN. YCZMRP 3'75.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORATION
(DHU014 ) LARC8-686t0A-16] (B26C9F8MI6N2)tvIl6E43)(V8R5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 So.FT.
[DHU013 ) LARCB--686(0A-l16 (B26C9F8MI6N28)(I 16E43)1v8R5) -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(DHu012 LARCB-686 (A-16) (B26C9F8MI6N29)(vI 6E43)fV9 5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCH'ES
cDHOU001) LARCB-686(OA-116) (B26C9F8MI6N2 8(VI16E43(v8Br) .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
(DOH01I I) LARCS--686[A-I16) 1B26C9F8MI6N78)(WIr .643)[V8R5) 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREICE I*NFOZAT!JAN
C0HU4 ) LARCS-686C0A-I16) (B26C9F81MIN23(CV 16E43)(CVR5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
( OHU013 LARCS-686(CA-116) (B26CFS8MI6N28)(WI 6E43])VSR5) -20.000 .000 .000 -20000 LREF 4748117 INCHES
tDHU02) LARCB-S86tOA-116) 1B26C9F8MI6N289]V116E43)(VR5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(DHU003 LARC8-68610A-1163) B26C9FBMI6N28)lvI16E43)CV8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
(OHUOI I LARC-SSS(A-116S) B26CSF8MI6N281WII6E43tV8R53 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 YmR .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0HU01 4 LARC-G COA-lS16) (B26C9FOMI6N29)(VIIGE433(VOR5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(,HU013) LARCS-686O0A-116 (CB26CSF8MB1N28)(VWI6E43)(V8R5) -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(]HU012) LARC8-686S0A-lI6) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(VII6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
SOHU001 ] LARC8-686COA-I16S (826C9FQMI6N28J(VI 6E4331V8R51 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XC
(OHUOl1 LARCS-S686(A-1I6) C826C9FMI6N28)(V1S6E43)tV8R5 .10.000 .000 .000 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELY-RI 0EL-RO REFERENCE INFORMIATION
(EHUI4) .LARCO-6861OA-116) [B26C9F8MI6N28)(WI16E43)(V8R5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(EHUI.13) LARC8-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8Ml6N28)(VI16E43)(v8R5) -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU012) LARCB-6S0(OA-I6 (B26C9F8M16N28)(VIS6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHUOI ] LARC8-686[0A-1I6] (B26CFSMIGN28)(VII6E431CV8R5 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0YMRP .0000 IN. YC
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWRATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE NFORATION
( EHU014 ) LARCS-686(0A- 163 (B26C9F8MI6N28)( Vi 6E43)(V8R5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SRER 2690.0000 SO.FT.
CEHU013]) LARCS-686t0A-116) (B26C9F8M16N28(wI16E43)(v8R5) -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(EHU012) LARC-686 0A-16) B26CSFSMI6N28[WVllSE43])(V8R5 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 ICHES
(EHU011)] LARC8-686(0A-116 (82SC9F8MISN2 8)[V116E43(VSRS] 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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INCREMENTAL DATA DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ONLY
rA MACH = 1.20 PAGE 39'
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INCREMENTAL DATA DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVOlN DEFLECTINS ONLY
CA)MACH 1.20 PAGE 39'
DATA SET SYMBOL C. ONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION CEL-LO ELV-L I ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFOMATION
CEHUI04 LARCS-SG(OA-I 16S) B26C9FSMIN20)(vIIE43)(V8R5] -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SREF 260.0000 S0.FT.(EHU013) LARCS-6C(0A-|16) (B2SC9F8MIN28)(VWISE43)(V8R5) -20,000 .000 .00 -20.000 LREF 474.3117 INCHES(EHU012) LARCS-686(0A-16) (B2SC9F8lMIN283(wII6E43]V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 EREF 936.6817 INCHES(EHOU0113 LARCS-686(0A-1163 (B26CC9FSMIN28) V1ISE43)(VSR5) 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XmRP 1076,6800 IN, x0YMR°P .0000 IN, YO
ZPRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYC OL CO IFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORATION
C(0HUOIOJ0 -LARCS-686OA-16] CB26SCSFMI6N29)CWI16E43)CV9R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SPEF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
CDHU00tI I  LARCS-6MSCA-116] t26C9F8M1I6N28)CWl6IE433(VW5 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
COHU009 LARCS-686(OA-1163 (826C9F I6N28{)CWI 6E43) VSR53 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 8EF 936.6817 INCHES
DHU0093] LARC8-686C0A-I|61 8B2C9F8MI6N289)W1I6E43)(VSRS) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 3DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IFORMATI
(D-OHU10) LARCS-6SCOA-1163 (B26CSF6MlSN28)(Wll.E43)(V&R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
0HU001) LARCS-686C0A-1163 (B26C9SFMI6N28)(vII1E43)(V8R5 .000 .000 .00 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
0DHU08) LARCS-686[OA-116) (B26CSFS1MGN28C1vll6E43)(VSRS) .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
( DH009) LARCS-86S[0A-116] (B2SC9FMI6N28)(wV6E43)(V8R5] .000 20.000 20.000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
1 .8 . '. .....'"" : ..0 .:.:.
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INBRD PANELS ONLY
bA1MACH = 1.20 PAGE 42
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1LURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DHU0IO) LARC8-686(0A-I6) (B26C9F8MI6N29)(V1l6E43)(VR5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(OHU0013 LARCS-686(OA-116) (B26C9FBMI6N28)(VII6E43](V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(0HU0008) LARCS-686(0A-l16) B26C9F9MI6N29)(V116E43)V98R5 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(DHU009) LARC8-686(A- 116) [826CSF8MI6N28)(VWI6E43)(V8R5) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-FR RaFERENCE INFURMAIOGN
(0HU010) 0 LARCS-686(OA-116) (B26C9F9MI6N293(VI16E43)(V8R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SFT.
( HU001 ) LARC8-68610A-116] (B2GC9F8MI6N28)(WII6E43)(VR5] .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(DHU00 LARCB-686C0A-1 16) (B26C9FMI6N28)(V116E43)(V8R5) .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(DHU009) LARCB-6860A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)[Wi16E43) v8R5) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN, X0
YM:~P .0000 IN. YD
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I.URATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( IHUI0) LARCS-686(OA-II6] (926C9F8MI6N2)(VWII6E43)(V8R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
D0HU00l 1 LARCS-68StOA-1I6) (B26C9F8MI6N28,VI16E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES[ DHUOO9 LARC8-686(A-l16) (B26C9FBMI6N283(VI.16E43(v8R5) .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(0HU009] LARC-686(CA-116] (826CSF8M16N282(V116E43(V8BR5] .000 20.000 20.000 .000 XwRP 1076.6800 IN. xOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO DEL-LI DELA- ELMV-O REFERENCE INFORATION
(EHUJ010) LARCS-68SCA-116) 02SCSF8MISN283CVII6E43)CVSRSI .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2639,0000 .FT.
CEHU0083 LARC8-686(0A-1163 (B2SCSF8MI6N283(WI6E43)(V8R5) .000 10.000 10o000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
tEHU0093) LARCS-686sOA- 16) (B26C9F8MI1N28tW! 16E43)CV8R53 .000 20.000 20:000 .000 BEF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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INCREMENTAL DATA DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ONLY
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVL-O DEL-LI OEL-R ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU1OO) LARCB-68610A- 16) (B26C9FMIGNt28)WlV16E43).{(VR5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
CEHU008)] LARC-686t0A-1161 (B26C9F8M16N28V{w116E43)(V8R5) .000 10.000 10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
CEHU009 LARCB-6860A-116) (82SCgF8MI6N2893VWl6E43)(vSR5) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHESXMRP 1076.6800 IN. xo
YvRP .0000 IN. YO
ZPRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTIN ELV-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INF RMAIN
(EHU10) LARCB-686COA-1I] (826C9FSMI6N2)fVE1643)(VQR5J .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2G90.0000 S.FT
(EHU008 LARCS-686(0A-1163 (B26CSFBMI6N283(w 16E43)(V8R5 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
SEHU009O Q LARCS-686OA-II16 (B26C9F9MIGN28)VWIIlE43C)(VR5) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI -ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
0HU?021 ) LARCB-68C6(A-1163 (926CC9F8MI6N298)(Vl6E43(V8RS5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(DHU020) LARC8-686C0A-116) (B26CSF8MI6N28)(WlISE43)(V8R S)-30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
([HU0193 LARC8-686OA-116) (826C9F8MI6N28)V116E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 BREF 93.6817 INCHES
(DHU017 LARCB-686OA-116] IB26CSF8MI6N28)[VIS6E43)(V8R5S -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 xMrP 1076.6800 IN. xo
(OHU1OO) LARC8-686(OA-116] (826C9FBMI6N28HVII6E43(VSR5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOMATION
(DHU021I Q LARC8-G66(OA-I6]) (926C9F8I6N28)(WIISE43(V8R5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 EF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(0HU020) LARC8-686(OA-116] (B26C9F1MI6N29)(WII6E43)(V8R5) -30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(tDHU019O) LARC8-686 0A-116) EB26C9FM16N29~)W116E43)V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10,000 -20.000 BREF 938.6817 INCHES
(DHU017) LARCS-686(0A-116) (B26C9FeMI6N28)(WVI6E43)(V8R53 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 xmRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
(Hu01O LARCS-686CA-116) (B26C9F8MIN28)WISE43)v8R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG) ATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LU ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0HU021) LARCS-SSSCOA-116) (926CWFMI t jwl 6E43 VS9-5 -40-. -10.000 -10.000 -40000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
DHU0..20 LARC-688t0A-116) B26C9FSMI5N twl lE43 VSR5 -30. -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.,8117 INCHES
HULARC-6StOA-11l6) IB26CSFB*MI6N28 (116£43 CVS -20.0 -10.000 -10.000 -20,000 REF 936.6817 INCHES
CD mU017 LARCS-686COA-Il6 (B2GCSF8M9SN28)(CVI6E43)CV8RS) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.00 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO(4HUOI0) LARCS-686( OA-11s (826C9FSMI6N28)(Vl6SE43)CV8R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-I ELV-O REFERENCE INFOPMAT(ION
0HU021) Q LARC-686(0A-116) (82SC9F84IGN28)VI SE43V8R5) -40.000 -10.00 -10.000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
[DHU020) UI LARCS-686(0A-l|6) [B26C9FsMI6N28)(W16E43CVRW5) -30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(DHU019) LARC8-686(0A-116) (B2SCSF8MISN28)CWI16E433(V8R3 -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 BREF 936.6B17 INCHES
(DHU017) LARC8-686(0A-1163 (B26C9F8MI6N28jCVwI6E433(V8R5) -10000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(0HU010) LARC8-68 0A-116s) B26C9F9MISN28)(VIIGE43[VR53 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 YIRP .0000 IN. YO
ZFRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0HU021) LARCB-686(0A-1 16) (926C9F8MIN29)(Vl lE43)(V8R5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
tDHU020) LARC-686[0A-116) (B26CF8MI6N28)(Vl6E43)(V8R5) -30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
t04(IHUo019 LARCS-686tOA- 163 (B26C9F91MGN291(vl 6E43)(V8R5 -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 BREF 936.S917 INCHES
(DHIU017) LARCS-686COA-116) (B26C9F8M16N28)(VlI6E43)(CVR5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(DHU010) LARCS-SGSO0A-116) (B26CSFBMIGN28V(WII6E43)(V8RS) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELy-R I DL-RD REFERENCE INFORMATION
EHUD21) LARCO-686COA-1 163 (B2C9F9MI6N28)1(V1SE43)CV R5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 SEF 2690.0000 SQFT.
(EHU020O3 LARCB-686(OA-l16) (926C9F8MI6N28)(VIl6E43)(VR5) -30.000 -10.00 -10000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCES
(EHU019) LARC9-6SSCOA-116)] B26C9F8MIN28)( WIIE43)(V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10,000 -20.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHU033 LARCO-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N29)(VII6E43)[V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFOIATION
(EHU02! LARC8-86(SA-I 16) (B26C9F SIN29)VWII6E43lVS9R5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 SREF 2M90.0000 SQ.FT.
tEHU020) I LARC8-6SS6CA-1I16) [26C9F8MI1N2983VIl6E43VS8R5) -30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
EHU0193] LARCS-686(OA-116) [B26C9F8MI6N28tVil16E43CVS8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(EHU0333 LARC8-686[0A-116) (B26C9FSMI6N28)WIVlSE43I(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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INCREMENTAL DATA DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTIONSCINBOARD PANELS AT -10 DEG)
CA)MACH = 1.20 PAGE 55
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION 0ESCIU IPTN DuL-LQ ELV-b ELV-QI DEL-M REFEENCE 1NFR1AN AT
(EMU02 0 LARC-S6( OA-116) (26CSF8MIGN2I )V ilE43)(VLR -40000 -10.0 -10.000 -40,000 SREF 2S0.0000 0.FT.
(EHUO 2) LARCS-686C0A-116) (B26CSFBMS6N2 3 1IMGE43t(V8R5) -0,000 -10,000 -10.000 -M,.000 LREF 474.117 INCHES
(EHU019) LARC8-686(CA-I6) (B26CSF8MIGN28)Wj2E43)(VIR53 -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20,000 BREF 9S oS 17 INCHES(EHU033) LARCS-6c6(OA-116) (B26C9FMlN28)C IE43)[V8R53 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XM~R 1076.S00 IN. x0YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRAT10N DESCRIPTION ELVV-O ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHUIS) ( LARCS-686OA-116) (926CFsMIGN28)(V16E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(FHU017 ) LARCB-686(OA-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(VilGE43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
( FHU00I )] LARCS-686(OA- 116) (826C9FSMI6N28)(V1 6E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(FHU015) LARC8-686(OA-1161) B26C9FSMI6N28)(VlW6E433V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 xMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
(FHUI6] LARCB-686(OA-1IS) IB26C9FeMIGN28)(V2W1E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
(A)MACH = .35 PAGE 57
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOv ATINS
(FHUOIS8 LARCO-SISCOA-116) (C26C9FSM'I3N28)(il~3 E4)(V R~S -20.000 -20,000 -20.000 -20.000 CREF 26 0,0000 ~,Ft.
CFHU017) LARC8-68S6CA-116) 1B2CF8MI6N28)(WII6E40)(vBR5 -10.000 -10.000 -10000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(FHU001) LARCS-686(OA-116S (B26C9F8MIGN28)CVII6E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 RPF 936.6917 INCHES
CFHU015) LARCS-SSBCOA-116) (B26C9F8MlN2C3(WIIE43IV6R5) 10.000 10.000 10,000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(FHUOIl) LARCB-686(A-116) (82SCSF8MIzN28CW6VE4~23(VMR5J 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN,' YZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYML. CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
FMUOI9) LARCS-660CA-116) [BE92C9F9M16N289CI 16E43](VSR5 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
EFHU017) LARCS-686[C0A-116) B26C9F8MISN28)W1I6E43)(VSR5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
[FHUOI)] LARC8-860A-116] (B26C9FBMI6N2](WII6 E43)CVR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(FHU015) LARCS-686(OA-116] B26C9F8M61N28C(WII6E43)(V8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
(FHU016 LARCB-6860A-1163 (B26C9FMI6N28) w( 16E43)(V6R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELY-LI ELy-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFCRMATION
(FFHU018O) LARCB-686(0A-ll6) (B26CF8M16N28)( lI6E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQoFT.
(FHU017) LARCS-686(0A-1161 (B26CSF8I6N28)(Wll6E433(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(FHU0013 LARCS-686(OA-116] (B26C9F8MISN28)(WI16E433(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
[FHU015) LARCB-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8MISN28)(VIl6E43)VS8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(FHU0163 LARCS-686[0A-1 16)] B26C9F8MI6N28) (Vl16E43)(V8R5) 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YOZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELY-L ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU1JOI4 Q LARC8-68S(OA-I 16) cB2SC9FSWISN28j)v 6E43)tVSR5) -40.000 .000 .000 -40.000 SEF 269.0000 SO.FT.
CFHu0133 LARCS-686(0A-1163 [B2GC9FBMj6N28)C116E43) (VRS) -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
CFHU0121 LARC8-686COA-116) €B26C9F8MI16N28)v116E43)CV8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
!FH001) LARCB-686COA-116) CB26C9FSM16N28CWv1I6E43)CV8R5] .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO(FHUOIIl] LARC-686COA-1162 C 126C9F8 N29(VI6E43)tV8R5) 30.000 .000 .000 10.000 YtMP .0000 IN. YO
Z RP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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(A)MACH = 1.20 PAGE 61
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELy-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHLU0103 LARCBS-S6B0A-116) (B2SC9FMI6N289)V II6E43)(V8R5) .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(FHU001] LARCS-6860CA-1163 (B26C9F8M16N28)( VI6E43)(V8R5 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(FHU008) LARCS-686(OA-116) (B26C9FSMI6N28)(W116E43)(V8RS5 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(FHU0093 LARCS-686(OA-116 [(B26C9F8MI6N28(VW I6E43(V8RS) .000 20.000 20.000 .000 )MRP 1076.6800 IN. XOYMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZPRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU021) LARCS-S6S(OA-I I6 (926C9F8MIGN2B )VI 6E43)(VR5) -40.000 -10.000 -10.000 -40.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
EFHU020) LARC8-686(0A-1I6) (B26C9F8HIN28)(WISE43(V8R5) -30.000 -10.000 -10.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(FHU019) LARC8-686C0A-116 C(826C9F8MISN28)(VIS1E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(FHU017) LARC8-686(A-116) (92C9F8MBIN28)(WIlSE43)(V8RS) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0(FHLU0)0) LARC-6 60A-116) (926C9FMISN23tWilS.E43)3VSR5) ,000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 vMRP .0000 IN. Y0
ZMR'P 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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(A)MACH 1.20 PAGE 63
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGtRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L I ELV-R ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORATION
(RHU0173 LARC-686(0A-116] C926C9F'MI6N28)(Wil6E43)(V8R5] -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0Q.T.
1RHU027) U LARCS-686(0A-116 (9826C9F8MI6N28C)VW6E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHU032) LARCS-68S(0A-IIS) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(WII6E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHESXMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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CA.MACH = .35 PAGE 64
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
C(RHU0173 ) LARCS-6860CA-116) (B26C9FSMI6N28)(V16E43)(V9R5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(RHU077 ) LARC8-686(0A-1163 t926C9FS1M6N28)(V116E43)(v8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHU032) LARCS-686(OA-l16) (926C9F8M]6N28)(W16E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHESXMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
0- 
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EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ABOUT A FULL SPAN -10 DEG. ELEVATOR DEFLECTION
CB)MACH = .60 PAGE 65
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI1RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELv-LI ELV-RI ELV-R REFERENCE INFORMSATION
(RHU017) Q LARCS-686(OA-116) (26C9F8MI6N28)(WIV6E43)(VR5) -10.000 -10.00 -10.000 -10.000 EF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(RHLJ0773 LARCO-6860A-116) B(26CSFOMI6N28(VSE11433C(VR5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHU032) LARC-6860A-116) (B2SCSF8MI6N28)( W16E43I)V8R53 -20.000 -20.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHESXMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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CC)MACH : .90 PAGE 66
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION'
'RJ0173 LARCS-68G6(A-lt16 (826C9F8MI6N28)(ll6E43)(VR5) -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
tRIHU02'7 LI LARCB-686E0A-1161 tB26C9FeMI6N28)(WIl16E43)(V8R5) -20.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHU032) LARCB-G86(A-1163 (B26CSF8MI6N28)(WIISE43)(V8R5) -20.000 -20.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION DEL-LO uDEL-LI DEL-RI CEL-RO REFERENCE IWNFWMATI10N
CFHU027- O LARC-686COA-116 C26C9F8Mi6N2eCVI16E43CVRS) I1o.o00 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(FHU032J O LARC8-686C0A-116) (926C9F9M16N293(VlI6E43)VSR5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESBREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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aaSMACH = .35 PAGE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CFHU027 Q LARCB-68 0CA-1I16 (B26C9F8MI6N28)(vWI6E43J(V8R5J -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
EFHU032) U LARC-686DOA-116s) B26C9FMI6N28)(I1d6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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CB)MACH .60 PAGE 69
DATA SET SYMBOL CONWILURAT10N DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-IRO REFERENCE INFRMATIDN
CFH27) 0 LARC8-686OA-116) (826C9F8MI6N29)(VI6E43)(CVR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
FHU032) O LARCe-686OA-Is16 (B2SC9F8MI6N28)(WII6E43(CVRS) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESBREF 936.6817 INCHES
x!MRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMp .0000 IN. YO
ZRP 37/5.0000 IN, ZO
_ SCALE .0150
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CC.MACH = .SO PAGE .O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHUD027) LARCB-686(OA-116] (B26C9F8MI6N29)(V 16E43)CVR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tFHU032) LARC8-686(OA-116) (B26C9FSMIGN283CVII6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xo
YMRP .0000 IN.. VO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTI3N DEL-LO CEL-LI DEL-RI REL-RO FERENCE NFO"MAT|IN
(FHU027) Q LARC-6SC0A-116) (B2SC9RMIGN29I(t16iE43f(VIN5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
(FHU032 U] LARC8-686(0A-116) (CB2C9F8MI6N28(jWI6E43)(V8R53 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESBREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 775.0000 IN. 20
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-Ld 0EL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RD REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FIHU027) Q LARCS-se8tA-1 163 B26C9FMISN28)W1||6E43H)VR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(FHU032) U LARC-686r0A-116) (B26CSF8MI6N28)(1l6E433(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
-REF 936.6817 INCHES
x~MR 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ABOUT A FULL SPAN -10 DEG. ELEVATOR DEFLECTION
(B)MACH = .60 PAGE 73
DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIURATION ESCRIPTION DEL-LO CEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFOHATION
(FHU277) ) LARCS-66OA-1163 (826C9F8MIGN293il16E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690000 SO.FT(FHU032) O LARCO-6S86tA-116) (826C9F8MI6N28)CwII6E43)(VRS5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. Y0
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIRATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LJ EL-R IDEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CFHU0O2 O LARCS-s S6A-1t6S (B26C9F8MI6N20)(V1iE43)(VQR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
t FHU032) LARC-686s0A-116 (B826C9F8MI6N28)(WI16E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFILRATION 0ESCRIPTION OEL-LO 0EL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATINM
(FHU7027) LARCS-686(OA-I 16) (26C9FSMI6N29(VS16E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SEF 2690.0000 SO. FT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION D' EL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU027) LARC-68sGOA-116) (926CSFSMI6N29)(WI6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
W(FHU0323 U LARCS-686(0A-Il6) (B26C9FMIG6N28)twl6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
w BREF 936.6817 INCHES
& XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
Lo YMRP .0000 IN. YO
W ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
o SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFE'RENCE INFORMATION
(F4U077) LARC-686s(A-II6 (B26C9FM16N28(Vi16E43(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
WL(FHU32) [ LARCS-686(0A-11) (B26CSFSMI6N28)(WIl6E43)(V8R53 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
W BREF 936.6817 INCHES
CEXMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(. YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO OEL-LI 0EL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU027) LARCS-S8(OA-116) (B26C9F89I6N28)1CII6E43)(V6R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
wFHU032) " LARC-6860A-116) (B26C9F8MIGN28)(VII6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
J BREF 936.6817 INCHES
cr XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
( YMRP .0000 IN. Y0W ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INIRMATION
(RIU008) LARC-6S (0A-16) (826C 8MI6N20)(VII6E43)VR5) .000 10.000 10.0000 00 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(RHU025) LARC8-686(0A-16) (8B26CSF8MI6N28)(V116E433CV8R5) 10.000 10.000 10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(RHU031) LARC-S6StOA-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)tVlIGE43)tV8R5) 10.000 20.000 .000 -10.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. Y0
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-L DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU025) C LARCSe-s86 OA-116) tB26CSFeMI6N28(WII6E43)(VSRS) 10000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tFHU031) OL LARCB-6860CA-116) (B26C9FSMI6N28)(VII6E43)(V8R5) 10.000 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION 0EL-LO OEL-LI 0EL-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU025) 0 LARCe-686sOA-16) (926CFMIG6N29) CVl6E43) IVR5) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 S$.FT.
(FHU031) U LARCB-6860WA-I16) (826C9F8MI6N28Vl16E43)(VORS) 10.000 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHLU025) Q LARCB-686(OA-116) (B26C9FsMI6N28)(VIIGE43)(V8RS) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.000 SQ.FT.
WLFHUI031) L LARCS-6860A-116) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(VI6E43)(V8R5) 10.000 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8917 INCHES
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xrMP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RHU013) g LARCO-6 (0A-I16) 826C9F8M16N21 (W111E43)(vSR5) -20,000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tRHU024) LARCS-68S0A- 16] (B26CSF8MS6N28)(Vi16E43)(V8R5) -30.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(RHL030 LARC8-686COA-116 (B2SC9F8MI6N298(VI16E43)CV8R5) -10.000 10.000 -10.000 -30.000 BREF 935.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(FHU024) LARCt-686(0A- S16) (B2C9F9MI6N2S)(WIGE43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tFUJ030) U LARCS-686COA-116) C826CFSMIGN29)(Il6E43V8R5) 10.000 10.000000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO DEL-LI DEL-RI DEL-RO REFERNCE INFORMATION
FL4 ) 24 LARCS-686C A-1163 (926C9FBMI6N29(Vl I6E43)(VR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFGLPATlION DESCRIPTION CEL-LO 0EL-LI CEL-RI 0EL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
C FH.U024) 8 LARC-8MCOA-116) C 26C9F MI6N2 O)VI6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONF GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-Ld ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFOQrMATIV
(RIU001I) 0 LARCe-S6 sOA-1163 B26CSFcesI6N2(iVlIt6E43CVeR5) .000 .000 .00 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IRHU0L22] LARC8-686(OA-|16) (B92CSF8MI6N28)(VII6E43)V8R5) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMIRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RD REFERENCE INlORMATION
(FHu0223 O LARCS-686COA-116) ( 26C9F8MI6N20)(V11E43)(V8R5) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.PT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
.02 ..... ........... i............ .. i.i
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION DEL-LD ELV-LI ELV-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE IFORMATIION
(FHUO22) 0 LARC-6ss(OA-116) (26C9F9MI6N28)(VII6E43)(VSRS) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6917 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
.002
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORATION
CFHU022) 0 LARCSe-6stOA-IIS (CB26C9FBIGN20)(WVl6E43)(V8R5) 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.W LREF 474.8117 INCHES
W BREF 936.6817 INCHES
O: XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
L. YMRP .0000 IN. YO
W ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
3 SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI E :L ELV-RO REFERENCE INRMATI
(RMU01I0 LARC,-98SOA-S63 C826CSFMIGN28) WlIE431vBRS) Io: -10.000 -10.o .000 SREF 2690.0000 0,FT.
RQU026) LARCS-6SSCOA-11S) (B26C9F'@MIN2)1ViI6E43VRS) 50. -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 4741,?17 INCHESBREF 9)6.6817 INCHES
XMcP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMFP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CFHU026) O LARCS-686(C0A-I4 (B26C9F8MI6N28)CVIl6E43)(VS 5) 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGLRATION ESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-L ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFO R TIM
(FHU026) O LARCe-S86(0A-ll6) 26C9F6MIN2)SCVIl6E43VRS5) 10.000 -10.000 -10.00 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
MRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
.0004
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI DEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
EF HU 0 26]  O LARC-68(0A-116) (926C9F6MIGN29)(vII6E43)(CVe5) 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
W LREF 474.9117 INCHES
W BREF 936.6817 INCHES
o xMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0(D YMRP .0000 IN. YO
W ZM~P 375.0000 IN. ZO
C3 SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RU012) LARCS-68tOA-I16) W26CigSF8MI6N2)(W16E43J(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 290.0000 SQ.FT.
(RHU023) LARCS-6860OA-116) (826C9F8MI6N28)(VII6E43)3V8R5) -20.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
C(FH033) 0 LARCS-ssCOA-16) (82SCF9MISm2S)(VIIE43)(VsR5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 S 2690.0000 S6.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZmRP 375. 00C IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE INFOATlON
CFHU023) 0 LARCO-G (OA-116) (B26C9'SMI6N28)t I6E43)(V8R5) -10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 2690.000 SQFT.LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
x RP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI.GRATION DESCRIPTION DEL-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI OEL-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( F HU023) 0 LARCO-686(OA-116) (B26C MIN2)61(VIl16E43)(VORS5) -10.000 .000 .. 00O 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
w LREF 474.8117 INCHES
W EF 936.6817 INCHES
m X~RP 1076.6800 IN. XO
C YMRP .0000 IN. VO
W ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
O SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-IR REFERENCE INFMAT1cN
(RNtMJ018 LARCS-seGS A- 16) (B2SCF'SMISN2I (VI ISE43) VR5) -20 000 -20.000 -20000 -20.0 SREF 2690.0000 oFT.
(RU029 L LARCS-68S(OA-1l16 (826CSFSMI1N283 i 1SE43) VR5) -10.000 -20.000 -20.000 -30.000 LREF 474.8117 1NCHESBREF 93.6817 INCHES
XtWRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. vO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMeBL CuRIsTiN SCRIaPTION CEL-LO ELV-LI ELY-RI OEL-O REFERENCE INFMATION
C FHuo29) O LARC-68s(CA- l6) L(26C9F~J6N2e)(WVI IE43)(V6RS) 10.000 -20.000 -20.000 -10.000 SREF 26.900000 SQOFT.LREF 474,8117 lNCHES
8EF 936.6817 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-I ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DIUJO0) LARC8-6860CA- 16) (B26C9F8MISN28)(VI 6E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 jREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.(OHU002) LARC8-6sCOA- 16) (B26CSF8 N28)(vISE433(VSR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
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ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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t0HU00t 3] LARC-6s6(OA-!16) (B26C9FMISN231V116SE43)(V8R53 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
t 0HU02) ] LARCS-686sOA-1i6) (82CFS8 N2JtW) I6E43)tv8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.9117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
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(M0013 ) LARC-686tOA-I 16) (92SC9F8MIN28)(V l6E43)(VRS) .000 . .00 0 00 000 SREF 2690.0000 9QFT.
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(DoU001Ol LARCS-886(OA-116) (926C9F8MI6N20)CWI16E43)(v8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
DH10023 LARC-6SSCOA-116) (CB2SCSF N28)(W1S6E43)(VOR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
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0-U00I ) 8 LARCS-SSCOA-116) C26CSF0MIGN23VII8E433VMS) .000 .000 000 .000 XSEF 290,0000 6.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R5 REFERENCE IW MATIGN
(IDHu001 C LARC-686tA-IS ) (B2CSF8MIGN28)WIS1E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 REF 690oC000 OQ.FT.
(DHU002) L LARCS-686M0A-116) tB2SCSF8 N28)(vI16E43)(VSR) .000 000 000 .000 LREF 474.0117 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L0 ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0HIMI ) 0 LARCS-686(0A-1I6) (92SCFSMI6N28)(v6 1E43)(VSR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 EF 2690.0000 SO.fT.(0HU002- 3 LARC-686COA-1I6) (B26C9F8 N2Bltv 16E43)(VR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 938.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMIL CO FIIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOMATION
(0H,1001) 0 LARC8-6G86(A-1I16 ( 26C9FSMI6N29)(VI16E43)CV8R53 .000 .000 .0 .0 .00 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
COHL002) LARC-68s60A-116) t926CSF8 N28)(vWl6E43)(CVR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.9117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DHUL001 O LARC8-6GsoA-116) (B26C9Fs8IGN28)WIS6E433CVR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(IDHU002 I LARCS-686C0A-116) C826CSF8 'N2iC I16E43)tWVR5) ,000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0D EFERENCE INFOWMATION
( JU001) LARC8-696(OA-116) (826C9F1MIN2)(VIIE43](VSR5 .000 000 .000 .000 SREF 2690,000 SO.FT.( HU0023 I LARCS-6s860A-1163 (B26C9F8 N28)tIV16E43tvR5) .000  .000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESBREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP t076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOU ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CEIU1002) 0 LARCO-s686sA-1 I6 (B26CFSMI6IN208(Vi16E43)V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.68917 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YqRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMO CONFIGURAT1N DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMIATION
IEHU002) O LARC-686C0A-I163 (B26C9SFSn6N28)WVIS6E433(VR53J .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FTLREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZpRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.(EHJU02) O LARC-686e0A-1iS6 (926C9FMI6N28)C(VIiGE43)(lVRS) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YC
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU002) O LARC8-s86CA-IIS) (826C9F84I6N23 (WlI6E43tVOIR) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XmP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE --- .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
C(EU002) 0 LARCS-686s0A-116) tC26C9FSMIN2n)WI116E43)(V9RS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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PATA SET SYMBL CONFIlURATION PESCRIPTION ELV-0 ELV-LI ELY RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INF9MAT ION
E=U02) O LARCS-sestOA-1s16) tBreC9FeMa6NMetvt I3)(v6R .0o .0 .0100 W00 s8EF 2G90.000n So.FT.
LREF 474..8117 1NCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP IC1/6.6800 IN, xO
Ymp .0000 IN. YQ
ZMRP 375:0000 IN. 20
SCALE 00150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU.002) O LARCS-860oA-! R (26CS9reM6N2Se)(Vil6E143)Ve") .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.PT.
LREF 474.8 17 INCHES
BREF 938.6817 INCHES
X)RP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI"URATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOMATION
(EI4002) 0 LARCe-sGs(CA-I16) C826C8MISN2)CVI16E43)(VWasJ .00 000 .000 S~EF 2 .6900000 s.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMFR 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREtCE INFORMATION
(EM.J02) 0 LARC-686sCOA-116) (826C9PMIIN209)VII6E43)tVRS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xmRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRt 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYI~OL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EJ0023) 0 LARCS-sGs(OA-116s (B2SceFM6N2InI(VI6E439V)S ,000 .000 .000 .000 SEF 260.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES3BEF 936.817 INCHES
XMP 1076.6800 IN, x0
yMRP .0000 IN. YO
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(E 002 3 0 LARCe-86OA-II6 (B26CSFSMI6N28)tWI11E43)CVRS) :.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMP 1076.6800 IN. 0O
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ENU0021 O LARC-686(OA-116) (WB2CS 9IG2981vIS6E643MOR5)W00 .0 0 .000 SEF 2690,0000 SQF.
LREF 474.8117 INCHESSREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP, .0000 IN~. yO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO IEFERENCE IF 'TI~
tEU02) O LARC-69sCOA-1161 WE26C eM16N2(Wtl16E433(VSR5I .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMnB. CONFIGRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-O0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU1002 O LARn-6SC0A-16) (926CSF4I6GN289(VlIE43)(VR) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 260.0000 S.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHU1O2) 0 LARCS-68s(OA-I 16) (B26C9FMIN298)(3I16E43) (VR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMaP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IF0O AT
(EHU002) O LARCc-6(OA-16B) (B26CFWeIINSN)(VIE43)(R) oS . 0 000 . .0 EF 26900 .FT.LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZmRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(EHLM02) 0 LARCB-686OA-116) (e26CSFe1MI6JN2SWlI6E43)(VR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SRE 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xo
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CIONFIGURAI 1N DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFRMATIO
(EHU002) O LARC-eSBOA-16) 6 (26CF BMI6N23(WIl6E43)(VRS) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.600 IN. xo
YMP .0000 IN. YO
ZP 375.0000 IN. ZOSCALE .0150
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIN
(EHUX002 LARC-8B(oA-II6) (c826CoeIsN2I2)VIIsE43)(VnR5s .00 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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OATA SET SYMBWL CONFIOURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORKATION
tEHN02) 0 LARCBG6G6(OA-II ) ( 2SC9FMIGS2S)CISE43)(VOR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 290.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMR 1076.6800 IN. XO
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO1 IURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tEHLU02) O LAR0c-s66C0A-11) t(26C9 IMN20)(V.I6E43)(V0R5) .0 000 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMR .0000 IN. YO
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONF URATION OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE It ATION
CEHU0 2) O LARMC86- A(OA-16 (26CFW8M4IN2Mi V16E433VOR5) .000 .00 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEHU002) 0 LARC-sW8COA-116) C26C9F9MIGN21)3VWI6E43)(V8R5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.LREF 474.9117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
X mP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMIOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IJt.MA TION
(EHU002) 0 LARCe8-s8GOA-116) (B2SCSF8MI6N283(VilE43)(VOR5) .000 .000 .000 .000 SEF 2690.0000 SO.FT.LREF 474.8117 INCHES
BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG RATION DESCRIPTION SP0BRK RU0ER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0 0! ) LARC8-686(0A-I!16) (B2CSFMI1SN28)(1ISE43)(VRS5) 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sd.FT.
[OHLJ0033 LARC-6860A-263 ) 826C9F8MIN29)(VI16E43)(VSR5) 55.000 .000 LEF 474.8117 INCHES
(0HU004 LARCS-686(0A-1 16S (B26C9F8MISN2)J(vI IE43)(V8R53 85.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
XMaR 1076.6800 IN. XO
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0ATA SET SYVG& CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION SPOORK RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0HU0OI ) LARCO-6(CA-116) (2CSFOIGN29)vtISE433(VIRS) 25.1)0 .oo000 SREF 20.0000 SQ.FT.
U ;3) j LARCS-89(DA-116) (B2gC9FQMl6N28)(Vil6E433(V8RS) 55.000 .000 LREF - 474.8117 INCHES
(0004 LARC-686(A-116) (826C081lSN28)(VIISE43(V8R5) 85.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
zo 375.0000 IN. 20
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBO CONFIURATION 0ESCRIPTION SPOORK RUOMR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DtU1 01) LARC8-68O(0A-1I) (26C9FOMI6N20)(VIIB6E43)(VORS) 25.000 .000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
OHLU003) LARCS-680CA-1161 (B2SCgFMIGN2l6(VE43)(V8R5) 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(0H004) LARC8-686(COA-16) (26C9FM IGN28)(VlIE43)(V8R5) 05.000 .000 BREF 93S6.817 INCHES
xMRpn 1076.800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. Y0
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DATA SET SYMIBOL. CONFIGURATION IESCRIPTION SPOMR R.ER REFERENCE INORMATION
OHUDDI 3 LARCS-89GCOA-11 ) ( -- IN2 w)(i lE4331VfR5) 25.000 .00 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LARC8-66OSA-116) j2SCW81MSIN20v IlSE43(V8RS 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
Dk4LARCO-686(aA-I6) 826C SMISN28)VIE46E43 VOR5 85.000 .000 BREF 936.6917 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 75.0000 IN. Z0
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGlUATION DESCRIPT1ON SPCos RLMDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRHU00 ) ' LARCS-6SSCOA-116 (926C S F&6N2SJ(VlI6E43)(VSR5) 25.000 .c 00 REF 2S,000 SMo..T.
(RHU005) LARCS-6StODA-II6) (B26CSFqMI6N289CWII6E43)(V)53 25.000 -10.00 LREF 474.0117 INCtES
(RHLU003) LARCS-686(0A-Il6) (B26C9FBMI1N29(VII6E43)(V8R5) 55.000 .O000 REF 935.6817 INCHES
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(RHU004 LARCS-686(OA-116) (B26C9FSMI6N28(VlI6E43 V8R5) 65.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
(RHU007) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 -10.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI GURATION DESCRIPTION P S 0 RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(IRHU001) 0 LARCB-6BS(A-1 16) (926CSFFMIN2B) (Vll6E43)tV9~R3 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION OESCRIPTION OWNp MPUMEFERECE IWI0RMATIO
.001) LARC8-WSIA-1163 26C9FeM41N20 (I6E43 ( R53 25.000 0 REF 2690.0000 SOT.(R'JO05) LARC8-686A-l016 (B26C9F8MI6N28)(VI6E43](V8R5) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.9117 INCES(MRH0033 LARC-686C0A- 163 (926C9FMISN29)(WIVS1E433CR5) 55.000 0BREF 93.17 INCHES
(RnU06 LARC-68 (A-16) e26CSF416N2)QV1I6E43)(VSR5) 55.000 -10.000 XP"P 1076.6500 IN. X0
(RHU004) LARCS-S[0SCA-ll6 CB2C9F8M16N28CVl16E433(v8R53 85.000 .000 YP .0000 IN. Yv
(RHU007) to LARC8-€SSCA-l16) (926C9F8MI6N283(W16E43)(V8R5J 65.000 -10.000 ZMRP 3750000 IN. ZOSCALE .0150
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DATA IET SYnBL CNFIUUIRATION ECRIPTION SRPBW RUur . *ERENCE IaRTIa -
LARC8-606tA-61 16) S(26CSFMIGN26W V E43j(VfR5) 25.000 D. E 2ss0.0000 SO.FT.
tLA;RC-SGSCOA-!) (B26C9FSMIGN29, WI 843) V-) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
RMU03LA - COA-lIS) C26 OM6N20 V1i6E433[vSe5) 55.000 .000, REF 936.6817 INCHES
RHU006 LARCS-886t(A-11) tB28GCSMIN20 V11lE43](VW5) 55.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X(RHU 004) LARCO-696(DA-116) (26C9FB MIN2'O VilGE433CVOR5) 85.000 .000 YMIP .0000 IN. Y(
tH. 007 (1~ ATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 -10.000 ZMP 375.000 IN. ZOSCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGURATION DESCRIPTION SPOBRK RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RHU0.I) LARC8-686(0A-136) (B26C9FMIGN2i8)(VII16E43)(V8R5) 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 So.FT.(RHU005) LARCS-6SSOA-I16) (B26C9FBMI6N28)WVII6E43)(V8R5) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES(RHU003) LARCS-S66[OA-116) (B26CSFBMIjN28IJVII6E43](VSRS5 55.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES(RHU006) LARCS-686OA-116) (B26C9FBM16N28CVI16E43)vB8R5) 55.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO(RHU004 LARCS-69860A-1163 (B26CSF8MI6N29)(VI 6E43)(VSR53 65.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO(RHU007 [C ODATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 -10.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGF RATION DESCRIPTION SPOBRK IuODDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RHU00I LARC9-686OA- I16) t82C9FMI6N203tVl16E433(V9R53 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ T.
RMU0i05) LARC-68[OA- 161 (B26C9F8M16N283CI6IE43I (VR5) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INHES
(IRHL003) LARC-686(OA-116) (826CSFSMI6N298)(VIE 43)(V8R5) 55.000 .000 REF 936.6817 INCHES
(RHL1006) LARC8-686(OA- 116) (26CF8M1IN28)(V6tSE43)tV8R5) 55.000 -10.000 XmRP 1076.6800 IN. xo
( RHU004 ) LARCS-686(0A- lI6) (82SC9F8MI6N2)IBV116E43](VRS) 85.000 .000 vMPP .0000 IN. YO
(RHU007)J r LARC-686(A-116i) B26C9F8M16N282)t116E43)(V 8R5 85.000 -10.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CMNFIGRATION DESCRIPTION PDBRK RUIDER WEFERENCE INFRMATION
(RU001) LARCB-686 A-IIS) (B26CF9F8MI6N28)(WII6E43)(R5) 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F.
(RHU05 LARCS-GOSCOA-|il) (B2SC9F8MI6N28X(V1i6E43)(V8R5) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RH~U035 LARC8-68M0A-11S) (B26C9F8MI6N28IVil6E43W/8R5] 55.000 .000 BREF 93.6817 INCHES
CRHU0063 LARCS-686OA-I 16) (B26C9F8MI6N29)(W 1E43)(V R5] 55.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(RHU0043 LARCS-686OA-116) (B2C9F8MI6N28)(WI 16E43Vt8R5I 85.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0
(RHU007) C LARCS-686(0A-1l6) (B26C9FBMI6N283(VWIIE43)(V8R5J 85.000 -10.000 ZMFRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTIN SPOWuK RIJER REFERENCE 1NFORMATION
(RMU0I ] LARCS-6860A-S) 1] (B26C9FMI6N2ICV1i6E43)CVRS) 25.000 .000 SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT.
CRHU005 U LARCB-66CCoA-116s (B26C9g8M16N28)CvI16E43)(V8R53 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
ERHU003) LARC8-6860A-1163 tB26C9F8M16N28)WCV16E433V8R5) 55.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES(RHU00S] LARCS-6SEA-116) 9B26C9F8MI6N28vII16E43CtV8R5J 55.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
(RHULO4) LARCS-6860A-116) t926C9FSMI6N28CVI 6E43)(VBR5)3 5.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
(RHLUO07) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 -10.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO NIGLATION DESCRIPTION SPO1RK RiDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RHU01 ) LARC9-86(DA-2 II) (B26CS9FSMI2)V16E43)(V8R5) . 25.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT.(RHU00S) LARC8-6 86OA- 163 (B26CSF1MI6N28 )WI1l6E43) VSR5) 25.000 -10,000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHUO03) LARCS-686COA- 1S) (B26CSFBMI6N28)VW116E43 VSR5J 55.000 .000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
(RHuOOG6 LARCS-686SOA-116) (B26CSF8MI6N28)(VII6E43)(VR5) 55.000 -10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
(RHU004) LARCS-SSA- 116 [B2SCSFMI6N2B)tV116E43)[V8R5) 85.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
(RHU0073 [ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 -10.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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DATA SET SYO. C I RATION DESCRIPTION SPOO RUXER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RU001)I LARCS-686(0A-I IS) 9B2 cFM1SN2)(W IS6E43)(V8R5) 25.000 .000 SREF 21890.0000 SO.FT.(RHIU005CO LARC8-6 COA-IIS) C826MSMI6N283CVIlSE43)(VSR5 25.000 -0.000 LREF 474 .8117 INCHES
Rij003] LARCS-80A- 116) (B26C9FM6N283 (VI16E43)(V9R5) 55.000 .000 BREF 936.617 INCHES
(RHUO] LARC-686C0A-116) (B26C9FM16SN28)(V116E43)(V8RS) 55.000 -10.000 X'RP 1076.6800 IN. xO
CRHUO04) LARCS-68M(OA-116 (CB26C9 F8M6N283v16IE43)(V9R5I 85.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
CRHU073 LARC8-686C0A- 16 C26CSMFMI N28)CWI11E43]CV8R5) 85.000 -10.000 ZM1P 375.0000 IN. ZOSCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF UIRATI ONDESCRIPTION SP R R REFERENCE INO ATION
RU01 LARC-686 0A-I IS] CB26C9 F8MI6N28)WilE 43](VRS 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
[RU005] LARC-ME0A-I6]S) 26CFSMI6N28)Wv116E43)Ev9R5) 25.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
(RHU003] LARCS-86(0A-I16) (826CFMIN28)(WIIS6E43])(VlRS) 55.000 .000 BEF 90.617 INCHES(RHU006) LARCB-6861SA-ll6) (826CSFMI6N28XWIG6E43)(V1R53 55.000 -10.000 MRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
( RHU004 ) LARCS-68 (0A-1161 (B26C9F8MIN28)(WI l6E43)lVl3R5) 85.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
(RHU007) r LARC-W6(0A-116 [(B26CFMIN28)wi16E431 CVR5) 85.000 -10.000 ZRP 375.0000 IN. ZOSCALE 01.50
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.... .. 2 4 26 28 3
ANGLE ... .... .... .... .... E
crDREFETVNS
.0 1 44L= ... . ... 20
OATA SET SYMBOL CONIGLRATION DESCRIPTION SPuE]iR REFEARENCE NFORMATION
CF.0J05) LARCS-6B6OA-116) (926C9F16MIN2e)(wViSE43)(VRS 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
EFHU006 LARCS-6810A-116I [B26C9FMI16N28)itv16E43)(VSR5) 55.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
IFHU0"07 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
o.0 0 4 -! ..0 .... .. 0.. , .. . o .. . . ... . . . . ,
S.000
.0020 ...................... lIII.... .... .... . . .. .. ::::::::
...0010.  .... ...... ... iii. .. il...i .li.
0 : :::: :::: :l::: . :::~: : 1::: ~ ::::'::::
.000........ .. . .. .... ...................................................
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
CA.MACH ..35 PAGE 201. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . : .. : :::I::::  :::: :: :::: ::::::: :::: : ::: :::0 0 :: :::: :::: :::: :::: *.1: * :.:::,::.:i'...:....:::=
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0:l: !i i~ ~ !: : ;:::1:. o : ,1.... : ~ : :::: :::: ::::1::
.CA)MACH = .35 PAGE 201
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION S REFERENCE INFOATION
(tHUO05) 0 LARCS-S(OA-116l (B2GCSOMIGN293(VWl6E431 VSR5) 25.000 SREF 260.000 SO.FT
F LARCS-6860A-I 16) (B26C9F8MI6N28)(11 6E43) VI8R5 55.000 LREF 474.f117 I1NCI4E
FU007) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 BREF 93.6817 INCHES
xmRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
. ,00 4 . ,,. ... .. ,o, --A oN
AN .00324 AN :.
,: : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : ::: .... , .... , ....
0cm i00a1oAAT Em11R A
z a-
A-- - .00 15.. .
.001 i:.
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
-ji.i i i ji i g I ii ii!!! ii iii l ! i i iii ii ::iiiiiiiii   ii iii
- .0010
o iii Wliiiilii i iii]INi .iii ..., .... ,... ...... No:: : ::  :: to :m:y :No AN:A N ...... . ... .... I ..
.0 v a"-::::::::.:::: ::: .... :::: : : 11 No ,1
-000
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
B)MACH 0 PAGE 20
.... .... .... .... L
W A Y!::::: ::: ::: ::....:::: ::: ::: ::..: .:..:.: :: : : : : :: : :....:: :: :: :: ::.:.... .... ... ..   ..... 
RUDDERa EFFCT VENESoS~q% .-
HHHEMAC : .6 PAG 201N . .. :::: oONt ot P nt on
DATA SET SYMBOL9 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION '  SPOBn REFERENCE INFOMATION
(FHUI05) LARC-686COA-116] B26C9FMISM1N2)tWI16E43)(V6RS) 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(FHUl003 LARCO-68SCOA-1163 (B26C9FMISN28tCWIlSE43)(VSR5) .55.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
FHUJ007) LARCS-6S EOA-1163 tB26C9F8MIGN29)(VI16E433 VBRS 85.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHES
xMRP 1076.6800 IN. xO
YMP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
.004 ... ...
0000 " :::: ::::I:5:::: :::: :::: ::. . .i.I..
.00 10 .... ...
o :::: :: : :: ::- 0::: ::::
- .002 .... .... ... ..... i. .....
* ... I'll 1- 1* *** .... .... .*.* .*** .... *** *
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
0 . . . . . . . .... . .  .  . . ... ....
. :005:::: ::.. .
.... ...................
!. .... .. ii..liil.ii
:. ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... .
-00 0 0: ::: .................... .................. ....
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
RU00ER EFFECTIVENESS
.001MCH = .90 PAGE 203....
..... ..: ..: ..: ..: : ::::I::: :I :: - ***i i i - ::00 15,:.:
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
C):ACH : .90 PAGE 203
DATA SET SYMB3L CFIMURATION DESCRIPTION SPe REFERENCE INPF ATICN
(FHU005 Q LARCO-G8A- S11) (926CSF8MI6N28)(VIISE43VW5) 25-M SF 25000 .FTO.
FUOOS) LARCS-68SA-II63 (B26CSF8MS6N28)(VWI6E43)V9R53 55.000 LREF 474o3117 INCHES
CFHUO73 9 LARC8-66(0A- 116) (B26C9F8MIN28)(VIISE433HVBR5 85.000 BREF 933.6917 INCHES
XMRP 1076.6800 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
..... 0.............. .... .... ...
-6-4 20 2 81 0 12 1416 18 20222 4 2 28 30
.0025
. ........ ...... ..........................................................
.0.. : : . .......... .. ... .... ... ..... .. .. . ....... .. .... .
.. .... . ... .... ::: :: :: I * * ;;. .::: ;;;; :::: ::: ::: :::: :::: . ;:::
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*:: :::: :::::: ::::: :  :::: ::::  ........
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ALPHA
0015- ::.::: ":": :-" ::S.00 ... ... ..... . .. .... ...... ... ,,, ,.
e: - .001 ""
... .. . ..... ...
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 28 30
ALPHA
RU00ER EFFECTIVENESS
.I)MACH = 1.20 PAGE 204
... .. 
.... . .. ..... ... .... . ......... .. ....
(DMACH = I.20 PAGE 204
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SPCORK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CFu005) LARCS-886(OA- 11) (B26C9FSMIN2t 1WII6E43)(V R53 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(FHUNO6) LARCS-686OA-1163 (2C9FM1tN23 (WI16E43)(VR) 55.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHESW(FHU007) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 85.000 GREF 936.617 INCHESw x 1076.80 IN. XO
YM RP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZOW SCALE .0150
.... i li :::i li i iiiii ii
0
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A)MACH = .35 PAGE 205 i
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PDTA05 LASET-(BA-106 riFRYIME& 9oMQAwa MMPT uCM O
0LAa-E(gMA-S 2IBFM EF VILE 17 IN
W HU07 DATA W~T AVAILABLE Xp W 07I No '8
SVMRP . 0 IN. Y0
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. MO
wSCALE .0150
tx ... . :.:.1::::1:.;.::: :::: ::
. ii-iiii iii il iiii iiiiii i .
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESSCB)MACH = .60 PAGE 206
DATA SET SYMBL. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION SPOOR REFERENCE INFORIMATIN
C(FH.10053 LARC-GSCOA-1S16 (826C9gW1MlI42S)CI1E43) (V95) 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
(FHUo) LARC8-686C0A-I16) B(92SC9FSMIN28)WIIE43) (V8~ 55.000 LREF 474.8117 INCHES
d(FQHU007) LARCe-8[ I A- ) t(B26C9F8MIGN2(8HVll6E43].(V9t 85.000 BREF 936.6817 INCHESW XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO
yMWP .0000 IN. YO
CD ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
W SCALE .01500
,00,
w .00.04 .... ... ::
o' I ::::: .... .. .... .... ... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... ...
w:
... . .--
.................. ........... .................................. .
£ .0006"m.. :::...........
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W .0004
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RU.00ER EFFECTVENESS
C)MACH .90 PAGE 207
... .........  ... .... . - - - - ..".. .. ..
w -.0012
z 777: .... ... ... ... . ..... ... ... ... . . ... .. 1
' ' ~' ' '~ ' ' ' ' 1 ... ... ... ... .. I
-6 4 2 2 6 8 0 1 1 1 18 20 22 4 2 3
.CL ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES l ii i
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS ::r::r::::::l::1::1::::::
(C)MACH .90 PAGE 207~~ I I I I I I I I I I~ 1 1 I~lii~i Ii;r~r .l - I . -
DATA SET SYM&L CCIX7G1AYICN cESIPTIOWN' Ie A
(F1U0053 LAMC-MM A-a B20AIM8 I114 C00 ME 2 0 SOTQ
tIFMIU408 LARCO-66C(A-fl) tB26CWF8MIN28)(WIIE43HY/6R5) 55.000 LREF 474.31 7 INCHESQ(F0071 LARCS-68tSA-l11) CB2C9FSMIGN28)yllSE43)(CVR5) 85000 EF 935917 INCHES
W XMRP 107.6800 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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APPENDIX
TABULATED SOURCE DATA
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABULAED SCARCE DATA - CA16 PAGE I
LARC8-66 CA-116) 26C9F8MInt8) 6416E43) twvM) ( UILOC) ( 13 NCV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
S'EF c 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. )C BETA .000. ELV-LC = .000
LBEF = 474.8117. INCHES *RP = .. 0000 IN. V0 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI = .000
BEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. M ELV-rI .000 RDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 OPDBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 8/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL X -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY N CBL L0D
.350 -2.054 .00000 -. 15722 .03035 .06605 .03515 .03090 -.00084 -. 00016 -. 00030 -2.16015
.350 -. 022 .00000 -. 06904 .02937 .06780 .03484 .03296 -. 00321 -. 00035 -. 00037 -1.01746
.351 2.023 .00000 .02374 .02839 .06612 .03429 .03183 -. 00243 -.00099 -. 00040 .31969
.351 4.067 .00000 .11547 .02744 .05020 .03375 .02645 -. 00407 -. 00113 -.00052 1.62538
.352 6.122 .00000 .20869 .02578 .05141 .03291 .01850 -. 00149 -. 00133 -. 00068 2.75334
.350 10.211 .00000oo .41220 .02559 .02707 .05255 -. 00548 .00296 -..0197 -..0004 4.02017
.351 14.327 .00000 .63462 .01918 .00650 .03530 -. 02881 .00524 -. 00280 .00051 3.75475
.550 18.431 .00000 .88241 .00840 .00724 .0417? -. 03449 .00250 -. r0253 -. 00087 2.92061
.350 21.148 .00000 1.04881 -. 00008 .00218 .04809 -. 04592 -. 0006 -. 001123 -. 00119 2.56924
v- GRADIENT .00000 .04463 -. 00048 -.00094 -.00023 -. 00071 -. 00044 -. nl017 - .00003 .62203
RLN NO. 7/ 0 N4A. = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C1N CBL Lt)
.600 -2.157 .00000 -. 16632 .03461 .06771 .03779 .02992 -.00369 .00102 -. 0008 -2.21375
.599 -. 039 .00000 -. 06745 .03257 .06917 .03720 .03196 -. 00519 .00051 .00J41 -. 97389
.599 2.081 .00000 .03332 .03070 .06674 .03656 .03018 -. 00494 -.00003 -. 00005 .45462
.600 4.191 .00000 .13309 .02946 .06044 .03547 .02497 -. 00554 -. 00036 .00002 1.83295
.600 6.315 .00000 .23749 .02700 .04999 .03461 .01538 -.00302 -.0006? -. r00010 3.04121
.599 8.451 .00000 .35181 .02451 .03758 .03447 .00311 -. 00163 -. 00106 -. 00035 3.85321
.599 10.597 .00000 .46503 .02341 .02584 .03504 -. 00920 .00123 -. 00181 .00055 4.07806
.599 14.861 .00000 .70148 .01245 .02902 .03983 -. 01080 .00322 -. 00202 .00058 3.22444
.599 19.152 .00000 .94754 .00362 .02715 .04766 -.02052 -.00104 -.00051 .00169 2.63341
.599 22.000 .00000 1.11155 .00208 .02388 .05558 -. 03170 -. 01118 .00156 .00404 2.32969
GRADIENT .00000 .04720 -. 0002 -. 00114 -.00036 -.00079 -.00025 -. 00022 -. 00001 .64111
RUN NO. 6/ 0 RN/L 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY Ct4 CBL LO
.800 -2.244 .00000 -. 18871 .04430 .07221 .03837 .03383 -. 00496 .00120 .00067 -2.33508
.800 -. 082 .00000 -. 07466 .03992 .07324 .03741 .03582 -. 0071 .00086 .00098 -t .01653
.801 2.129 .00000 .03811 .03667 .07057 .03624 .03433 -. 00615 .00005 .00082 .49295
.800 4.321 .00000 .15t61 .03272 ..16444 .03494 .02950 -. 00499 -.00045 .00086 1.93333
.799 6.519 .00000 .27877 .02424 .05674 .03431 .02243 -.00337 -. 00059 .00073 3.07330
.8R00 0.881 .00000 .48987 .01990 .05560 .03631 .01929 .00076 -. 00146 -. 00066 . 3.19948
.800 15.268 .00000 .72628 .01067 .05913 .04322 .01591 -.00169 -. 0003 .00136 2.75916
.801 19.697 .00000 .96266 .00768 .06253 .05312 .00942 -. 01310 .00209 .00732 2.30932
.800 22.518 .00000 1.05111 .03354 .06610 .06296 .00313 -. 02098 .00324 .01163 2.03978
GRADIENT .000c0 .05175 -. 00173 -.00119 -. r0052 -.00066 .00004 -. 00026 .00002 .65352
DATE 14 NCV 74 TABLLATED SOU CE DATA - CA116 PAGE 2
LARC8-686 oA-ll6) 626C9IF46N2te8) h16E43) (VMR) (RHUDOI) ( 1 NCV 74
REFEIENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
.REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. xMRP = 1076.6800 IN. X) BETA = .000 ELV-LC = .000
LrEF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. )0 ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RD = .000 RUDDER = .00
-CALE = .0150 FPBRK = 25.000
RLN NO. 5/ 0 RN/L = 3,36 GRA IENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C CN COL L00
.901 -2.272 .00000 -. 20357 .05679 .08520 .04191 .04329 -. 00520 .00156 .00074 -2.14616
.901 -. 050 .00000 -. 06946 .04239 .08564 .04058 .04507 -. 00755 .00124 .00096 -. 80959
.901 2.145 .00000 .05802 .05079 .08450 .03928 .04522 -. 00649 .00012 .00016 .63299
.901 4.346 .00000 .17657 .02745 .08327 .03854 .04492 -. 00286 -. 00101 -. o0010 1.76079
.901 6.543 .00000 .28841 .02177 .08189 .03758 .04431 -. 00225 -. 00148 .00045 2.42694
.901 10.896 .00000 .50895 .00841 .08132 .04048 .04084 .00175 -. 00203 .00013 2.75125
.901 15.296 .00000 .74857 -. 01012 .08552 .04705 .03847 -. 00162 .0l010 -. 00220 2.49850
.901 19.680 .00000 .97650 -. 01253 .08926 .05759 .03166 -. 01248 .00244 .00291 2.15407
.901 22.519 .00000 1.06312 .02016 .09469 .06991 .02478 -. 02500 .00591 .00768 1.91210
GRADIENT .00000 .05751 -. 00452 -. 000351 -. 00054 .00023 .00037 -. 00040 -. 00027 .59702
RU NO. 4/ 0 RN/L = 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C l4 CBL L/D
.920 -2.257 .00000 -. 19877 .05439 .09234 .04301 .04933 -. 00450 .00142 -. 00001 -1.94795
.920 -. 044 ,00000 -. 06163 .03747 .09263 .04198 .05066 -. 00850 .00126 -. 00016 -. 66642
.921 2.158 .00000 .07262 .02306 .09112 .04030 .05082 -. 00644 .00011 -. 00113 .73714
.920 4.366 .00000 .19058 .01790 .08933 .03915 .05017 -. 00421 -. 00062 -. 00105 1.76901
.919 6.555 .00000 .30373 .01538 .08723 .03877 .04847 -. 00301 -. 00125 .00012 2.40480
.920 10.914 .00000 .52787 -. 00104 .08790 .04172 .04618 .00266 -. 00234 -. 00104 2.69357
.920 15.308 .00000 .77089 -. 02008 .09084 .04857 .04227 -. 00042 -. 00036 -. 01 88 2.47149
.921 19.692 .00000 .99598 -. 02629 .09488 .05869 .03619 -. 01090 .00216 .00209 2.13150
.920 22.550 .00000 1.08918 .00578 .10094 .07225 .02869 -. 01723 .00351 .00373 1.89303
GRADIENT .00000 .05901 -. 00561 -. 0048 -,00060 .00012 .00013 -. 00033 -. 00019 .56882
RUN NO. 3/ 0 RN/L = 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF Cl C'(N CBL LID
.949 -2.274 ,00000 -. 21969 .07449 .10785 .04693 .06092 -. 00626 .00201 -. 00047 -1 .4785
.950 -. 045 .00000 -. 07577 .05346 .10705 .04582 .06123 -. 00595 .00123 -. 00127 -. 70656
.950 2.154 .00000 .06236 .03274 .10522 .04470 .06052 -,00616 .00046 -.00177 .54296
.950 4.369 .00000 .20153 .01401 .10290 .04386 .05904 -. 00230 -. 001090 -. 00227 1.63712
.950 6.575 .00000 .33533 -. 00334 .09951 .04388 .05563 -. 00028 -. 00149 -. 00176 2.3440
.950 10.968 .00000 .57623 -. 02185 .09710 .04624 .05086 .00101 -. 00206 -. 00095 2.66995
.950 15.375 .00000 .82205 -. 04103 .10041 .05563 .04478 -. 00097 -. 00619 .00009 2.43350
.950 19.759 .00000 1.05098 -. 04531 .10398 .06564 .03834 .00252 -. 00235 -. 00236 2.10518
.950 22.627 .00000 1.14950 -. 01436 .10811 .07428 .03383 -. 02168 .00575 .0r410 1.88073
GRADIENT .00000 .06335 -. 00914 -. 00075 -. 00047 -. 00029 .000r53 -. 00043 -.. 0027 .52892
DATE 14 PCV 74 TABULAED SCIURCE DATA - C4A116 PAGE 3
LARCS-686 CA-416) 26C9F8M16N28) 4t16E43) (V890) (RHtLD0) ( 1 NOV 74 )
IEFERENCE DATA PARAPCTRIC DATA
SIEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMFP = 1076.6800 IN. ' BETA = .000 ELV-LC = .000
LFEF = 474.8t11tINCHES MrP = .0000 IN. 'C ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI 2 .000
BIFF = 936.6817 INCHES ZKFP = 375.0000 IN. 3 ELV-RC .000 RUDOER = .000
SCALE = .0150 S9PO8 a 25.000
RLN NC. 2/ 0 RN/L s 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL r -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C N CBL LIO
.979 .256 .00000 -. 21518 .08110 .13013 .05889 .07124 -.00631 .00221 -. y0007 -t.51544
.980 -. 031 .00000 -.07224 .05912 .12I44 .05706 .07139 -.00692 .00132 -. l00ot -.56175
.980 2.167 .00000 .06587 .03780 .12594 .05564 .07030 -. 00548 .00040 -. 00154 .47579
.979 4.376 .00000 .20382 .01707 .12394 .05545 .06849 -. 00390 -. 00027 -. 00205 1.39268
.980 6.594 .00000 .34024 -.00271 .12202 .05635 .06567 -.00148 -.00098 -. 00195 2.02131
.979 10.992 .00000 .58943 -. 02625 .12340 .06205 .06135 .00474 -. 00285 -. 00182 2.37699
.981 15.405 .00000 .85655 -.05497 .12662 .07264 .05398 .00848 -. 00512 -. 00350 2.26577
.980 19.799 .00000 1.09529 -.06916 .12650 .08007 .04643 .00827 -.00484 -. 00495 2.01565
.979 22.672 .00000 1.21967 -.05783 .12501 .08473 .04028 -. 00303 -. 00020 -. 0006 1.3993
GRADIENT .00000 .06315 -. 00966 -. 00095 -. 00053 -. 00042 .00039 -. 0008 -. 00020 .4412
RLU N. 1/ 0 RNA- = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY Cwl CBL LiD
1.200 -2.199 .00000 -. 17238 .07097 .15116 .05566 .09550 -. 00614 .00o18 -. 00143 -1.05579
1.201 -. 012 .00000 -.03799 .03944 .15264 .05639 .09626 -. 00670 .00146 -. 00159 -. 24869
1.200 2.173 .00000 .09249 .01153 .15271 .05710 .09561 -. 00606 .00088 -. 0017TI .55498
1.200 4.369 .00000 .21878 -. 01103 .15089 .05747 .09342 -. 00506 .00064 -. 00207 1.23656
1.200 6.555 .00000 .34048 -.02870 .14788 .05791 .08997 -. 00331 .00016 -. 00205 1.72985
21.200 10.935 .00000 .58517 -. 05330 .14116 .06027 .08090 .00168 -. 00130 -.00241 2.19457
1.200 15.347 .00000 .83992 -. 08060 .14301 .06719 .07582 .0023X -. 01i76 -. 00153 2.14359
1.200 19.694 .00000 1.05157 -. 08802 .14210 .07403 .06807 .00433 -.00295 -. 00135 1.93007
1.200 22.545 .00000 i.16732 -. 08148 .13706 .07623 .06083 -. 00104 -.00123 -.00074 1.78625
GRADIENT .00000 .05957 -. 01250 -. 00003 .00028 -.0002 .0001 -. 00024 -. 00009 .35088
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLATED SCOUEE DATA - CA116 PAGE 4
LARCS-686 CA-116) e26C9FO Wei) Mt6E43) (VS9) tFrU02) (13 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BrEF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP a 1076.6800 IN. Y* BETA x .000 ELV-LC'= .000
LFEF = 474.8117 INCHES MP = .0000 IN. y ELV-LI 
=  
.000 ELV-R = .0o0
BREF c 936.6817 INCHES 2IRP = 375.0000 IN. M' ELY-RD ' .000 RUDDER .000
SCALE = .0150 S&OBR = 25.000
RUN N. 73/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 lRADIENT INTERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LiD
.348 -2.037 .00000 -,11785 .02499 .05277 .03013 .02264 -. 00480 .00081 -. 00045 -2.03597
.349 .004 .00000 -. 03237 .02410 .05466 .02999 .02476 -. 00579 .00021 -. 00051 -.59241
.348 2.048 .00000 .05922 .02291 .05370 .02977 .02393 -. 00716 -. 00026 -. 00014 1.02673
.5349 4.093 .00000 .15530 .02171 .04859 .02963 .01896 -.00599 -. 00068 -. 00049 2.54297
.349 8.178 .00000 .35244 .01970 .02921 .02984 -. 00062 -. 00255 -. 00t10 -. 00047 4.56056
.349 12.286 .00000 .55796 .01886 .00635 .03216 -. 02581 -. 0001t8 .00136 .r0002 4.35299
.349 16.399 .00000 .80274 .00590 .00278 .03771 -.03493 .00079 -.00196 -. 0 3.35500
.348 20.510 .0000 1.04604 -. 00497 -. 00280 .04697 -. 04977 -. 000 -. 00158 *.002.33 2.69516
GRADIENT .00000 .04459 -. 00054 -.00066 -. 00009 -. 00058 -.00024 -,00024 .00001 .75150
RLN NO. 72/ 0 RN/L. 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL c --. 00/ 5.00
NACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C 1N CL LAD
.599 -2.125 r00000 -. 12887 .03026 .05301 .03173 .02128 -. 0062 .00090 .00036 -2.19571
.599 -. 002 .00000 -. 03363 .02811 .05529 .03165 .02364 -. 0580 .0009 .00021 -. 60827
.599 2.109 .00000 .06756 .02699 .05357 .03"44 .02213 -. 00627 -. 0000o .00011 1.17003
.599 4.233 .00000 .17111 .02509 .0478 .03112 .01676 -.00418 -.00044 .00020 2.76759
.599 8.496 .00000 .39290 .01961 .02677 .03177 -. 00500 -. 00264 -. r0092 -. 00027 4.5566
.599 12.771 .00000 .61956 .00929 .02406 .05599 -. 01193 .00364 -. 0029 *-.00203 3.73354
.599 17.026 .00000 .83553 .00321 .03040 .04428 -.01388 -. 000 -.00148 .00073 2.9z628
.598 21.339 .0000 1.10137 -. 00318 .02141 .05467 -. 03326 -.00653 -. 000r06 .00169 2.41988
GRADIENT .00000 .04726 -. 00079 -. 00081 -. 00010 -. 00071 -. 00010 -. 00021 -. 00003 .78677
RLNM ND. 71/ 0 RN/L = 3.64 GRDIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY Ct CBL LiD
.800 -2.196 .00000 -. 14477 .03801 .05656 .03180 .02475 -. 00558 .00116 .00090 -e.29719
.900 -.009 .00000 -. 03318 .03375 .05848 .03147 .02701 -. 00698 .00051 .0010 -.56726
.800 2.204 .00000 .08148 .02960 .05714 .03077 .02638 -. 00649 -. 00019 .00071 1.31531
.800 4.392 .00000 .19929 .02447 .05253 .03028 .02225 -. 00453 -. r0001 .00067 2.87829
.800 8.776 .00000 .42981 .01341 .04890 .03179 .01712 -. 00010 -. 00193 -. 00134 3.66366
.800 12.025 .00000 .57509 .01104 .05466 .03643 .013 .00123 -0016 -. 00165 146 3.18048
.799 17.526 .00000 .87434 -. 00070 .06017 .04858 .01159 -.00364 .00013 .00225 2.54345
.800 21.859 .00000 1.04466 .02096 .06391 .06522 -. 00131 -. 02175 .00352 .01024 2.10989
GRADIENT .ro000 .05226 -. 00204 -. 061 -. 0002437 .00017 -. 00030 -. 00005 .79326
DATE 14 NC'V 74 TABLLATED SC RE DATA - CA116 PAGE 5
LAC8486 CA-i16) O6C9F8 NlS) 64t6E43) VRS) (RWLMU2) (-13 NCV 74 )
IFEIENCE DATA PARATRIC DATA
SW s 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMNtP 1076.6800 IN. 0' BETA : .000o LV-Lo = .000
L EF a 474.8117 INCIES MRP 3 .0000 IN. No ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI A .000
BIEF = 936.6817 INCHES MRP 375.0000 IN. M ELVY-MID .000 RUCER = .000
SCALE .0150 SPBRK 25.000
RLN NC. 70/ 0 RN/L a 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL 4.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C CtN CBL LA
.902 -.16 .00000 -.15427 .04976 .06s0 .03437 .034 -. 00457 .00102 .00004 -. 04697
.901 .026 .00000 -. 01817 .03306 .07167 .03438 .03729 -. 00519 .00025 .00072 -.25406
.901 2.213 .00000 .10275 .02396 .07451 .03397 .04054 -. 00376 -.00114 -. 00044 1.27246
.901 4.404 .00000 .21737 .01819 .07662 .05369 .04293 -. 00332 -. 00157 -. 00109 2.26519
.900 8.760 .00000 .42871 .01102 .07760 .03591 .04169 .00160 -. 00265 -. 00316 2.90084
.900 13.126 .00000 .64623 -. 00369 .08417 .04302 .04115 .r0289 -.00168 -. 00328 2.66790
.899 17.526 .00000 .88967 -. 01902 .08723 .05451 .03292 -. 00597 .00079 -. 00040 2.34159
.900 21.838 .00000 1.05062 .00813 .09052 .07202 .01850 -. 02180 .00503 .00484 1.98290
GRADIENT .00000 .05629 -. 00473 .00128 -. 00011 .00139 .00024 -. 00042 -. 00032 .65885
RUN NO. 69/ 0 N/L 3.31 GRADIENT IN1ERVAL : 4.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LA
.920 -2.180 .00000 -.14920 .04809 .07433 .03562 .03871 -. 00476 .00099 .00052 -1 .2946
.920 .041 .00000 -. 00407 .02680 .07859 .03528 .04331 -. 00518 .00013 .00001 -.05250
.920 2.238 .00000 .11666 .01836 .08187 .03493 .0695 -. 00275 -. 00153 -. 00195 1.31275
.920 4.418 .00000 .23347, .01000 .08360 .03437 .04923 -. 00314 -. 00170 -. 00136 2.23348
.920 8.799 .00000 .44574 .00446 .08363 .03623 .04740 .00011 -. 00342 -. 00263 2.83560
.920 13.138 .00000 .66207 -. 01311 .08988 .04472 .04516 .00532 -. 00230 -. 00379 2.62293
.920 17.546 .00000 .91578 -.03557 .09292 .05564 .03728 -. 00486 .00030 -. 00031 2.31748
.920 21.875 .00000 1.08070 -. 00805 .09680 .07485 .02195 -. 01418 .00318 .00007 1.96317
GRADIENT .00000 .05770 -. 00559 .00141 -. 00019 .00160 .00033 -. 00044 -. 00035 .61670
RIN NO. 68/ 0 RN/L = 3.24 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C IN CBL LD
.951 -2.159 .00000 -. 13847 .04997 .08988 .03868 .05120 -. 00400 .00094 -. 00067 -1.42036
.951 .064 .00000 .01352 .02222 .09418 .03877 .05541 -. 00527 .00009 -. 00197 .14243
.951 2.272 .00000 .15178 .00000 .09695 .03843 .05852 -. 00527 -. 00071 -. 00293 1.43670
.950 4.464 .00000 .28532 -.01985 .09743 .03871 .05872 -. 00426 -. 00100 -. 00325 . 2.31997
.950 8.847 .00000 .50824 -.02996 .09250 .03899 .05351 -. 00410 -. 00054 -. 00151 2.87773
.950 13.216 .00000 .72861 -.04014 .09663 .04799 .04864 .00525 -. 00699 -. 00279 2.63661
.950 17.606 .00000 .97279 -. 05656 .10159 .06142 .04017 .01019 -. 00087 -. 00437 2.29239
.950 21 .971 .00000 1.15431 -. 03152 .10551 .07697 .02854 -. 01732 .00350 .00138 1.94636
GRADIENT .00000 .16386 -. 01050 .00115 .00001 .00116 -. 00004 -. 00030 -. 00039 .56710
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAll6 PAGE 6
LARC8-686 CA-116) 26C9F8 Ne8) 416E431 (vS1 cUH02Z) t 13 NOV 74 )
FEFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP : 1076.6800 IN. )0 BETA = .000 ELV-LO = .000
LIF = 474.8117 INCHES WRP x .0000 IN. N) ELV-L m .000 ELV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES W4RP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RC = .000 RDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK : 25.000
RUN NO. 67/ 0 RN/L 3.18 GRAD)IENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CNN CBL LAD
.979 -2.148 .0000 -. 13735 .05589 .10542 .04613 .05929 -. 00519 .00153 -. 00103 -1.20640
.979 .076 .00000 .01912 .02387 .10825 .04599 .06226 -. 00486 .00052 -. 00172 .17525
.979 2.273 .00000 .15976 -.00119 .11158 .04675 .06484 -. 00546 -. 00057 -.00271 1.31723
.979 4.486 .00000 .29740 -. 02536 .11289 .04849 .06440 -. 00493 -. 00070 -. 00313 2.11816
.979 8.864 .00000 .52841 -. 04111 .11188 .05402 .05786 -. 00427 -. 00048 -. 00192 2.63002
.981 13.256 .00000 .76852 -.05992 .11795 .06503 .05212 .00748 -. 00435 -. 0098 2.47746
.980 17.663 .00000 1.02437 -. 08490 .12113 .07856 .04256 .00842 -. 00524 -. 00559 2.20383
.980 22.045 .00000 1.24770 -. 08853 .11792 .08570 .03222 -. 00499 .00064 -. 00396 1.92557
GRADIENT .0000 .06539 -. 01217 .00116 .00055 .00081 .00001 -. 0004 -. 00033 .50305
RLN NO. 66/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
ACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL L D
1.200 - .126 .00000 -. 09457 .02827 .13236 .05088 .08148 -. 00608 .00189 -.00091 -. 65986
1.201 .055 .00000 .03339 .00024 .13381 .05085 .00296 -. 00663 .00129 -. 000r96 .24848
1.201 2.245 .00000 .15810 -. 02409 .13450 .05154 .0296 -. 00734 .00094 -. o00094 1.0625
1.201 4.437 .00000 .28020 -. 04467 .13370 .05261 .08110 -. 00693 .00068 -. 00144 1.73578
1.201 8.797 .00000 .51262 -. 06795 .12702 .05419 .07282 -. 00342 -.00005 -. 00251 2.38901
1.200 13.195 .0000 .76194 -. 09179 .12639 .06178 .06461 .00026 -. 00119 -. 00r16 2.40077
1.200 17.576 .00000 .99708 -. 11118 .12740 .06744 .05996 .00193 -. 00250 -. 00196 2.15859
1.200 21.926 .00000 1.19218 -. 11102 .12540 .07522 .05019 .00289 -. 00360 -.00172 1.88623
GRADIENT .00n00 .05709 -. 01111 00nnE .00027 -. onr5 -. 00015 -. 00018 -.00007 .36675
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABULAIED S(UJRCE DATA - CPA16 FAGE 7
LARCS-696 CA-It6) 4 SC9FOMI6tS) 616E43) (MRSM) (RHU*0) ( 13 NOV 74 )
FEFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sEr  = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. )0 BETA a .000 ELV-LoL = .000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES 8F4 = .0000 IN. '0 ELV-LI .000 ELV-R1 = .000
B EF = 936.6817 INCHES 24iP = 375.0000 IN. M ELV-RC' .000 RUDOER = .000
SCALE c .0150 SPDBK s 55.000
RUN N. 44/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL 2 -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CA r  CY C N CSL L/0
.349 -2.052 .00000 -.17032 .05t44 .09315 .04413 .04902 -. 00593 -.00144 .00018 -1.68242
.350 .011 .00000 -. 08030 .04980 .09449 .04370 .05079 -. 00866 -. 00186 .00020 -. 05015
.349 2.095 .00000 .01054 .04967 .09303 .04267 .05036 -. 00792 -. 00240 .0Ol22 .07637
.349 4.078 .00000 .10221 .04847 .08703 .04133 .04569 -. 00t -. 00262 .00030 1.01794
.349 8.152 .00000 .29668 .04605 .06655 .03919 .02736 -. 00334 -. 00323 .0002r 2.63329
.349 12.239 .00000 .49885 .0472t .04182 .03974 .00207 -. 00060 -. 00351 .00061 3.26446
.349 16.383 .00000 .74565 .03389 .03321 .04395 -. 01074 .00101 -. 00489 .00023 2.91529
.349 20.516 .00000 .98684 .02594 .02871 .05303 -. 02432 -. 00473 -. 00267 -. 00188 2.45264
GRADIENT .00000 .04436 -. 00044 -.00096 -. 00046 -. 00050 -.00014 -. 00020 .r0002 .44080
RLN NO. 43/ 0 iN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLN CA CAB CAF CY CN COL LtD
.601 -2.174 .00000 -. 18300 .05764 .09292 .04679 .04613 -. 00431 .00044 .00088 -1.79709
.600 -. 077 .00000 -. 08500 .05537 .09447 .04623 .04825 -. 00620 -. 00004 .00097 -. 89723
.600 2.093 .00000 .01438 .05460 .09176 .04467 .04709 -. 00628 -. 00059 .00127 .11947
.600 4.259 .00000 .11978 - .05279 .08517 .04314 .04203 -. 00532 -. 00094 .00104 1.20554
.600 8.475 .00000 .33445 .04806 .06217 .04126 .02091 -. 00251 -. 00138 .r00062 2.90340
.600 12.761 .00000 .56923 .03916 .05132 .04299 , .00833 .00292 -. 00329 -. 00084 3.09362
.599 17.040 .00000 .80406 .03603 .05000 .04924 .00076 .00051 -. 00195 -. 0002 2.66069
.600 21.275 .00000 1.06169 .02524 .04630 .06027 -. 01397 -. 00839 -. 00018 .00178 2.27037
GRADIENT .00000 .04694 -. 00071 -. 00122 -. 00058 -.00063 -. 00014 -. r0002 .00004 .46705
RLN Nj. 42/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C Y C w CBL LM
.900 -2.262 .00000 -. 22723 .08450 .10849 .05080 .05770 -.00594 .00107 .00177 -i .89789
.901 .015 .00000 -. 08956 .06946 .10915 .04958 .05957 -. 00702 .00059 .00184 -. 82)92
.901 2.181 .00000 .03916 .05764 .10744 .04800 .05944 -. 00593 -. 00019 .00100 .32193
.900 4.423 .00000 .16035 .05184 .10591 .04681 .05909 -.00395 -. 00123 -. 00034 1.2609
.900 8,.699 .00000 .38233 .03783 .10221 .04489 .05732 -. 00072 -. 00201 -. 00164 2.28177
.902 13.178 .00000 .62205 .01796 .10348 .04832 .05516 .00043 -.00148 -. 00166 2.39968
.901 17.555 .00000 .86054 .00648 .10670 .05567 .05103 -. 00570 .00010 .00040 2.18188
.902 21.884 .00000 1.02741 .03707 .10995 .06810 . .04185 -. 01880 .00282 .00594 1.88130
GRADIENT .00000 .05812 -. 00494 -. 00042 -.00061 .00018 .00032 -. 00035 -.00032 .48120
DATE 14 NOV 74 TAB..AIED SOURCE DATA - CA116 PAGE 8
LARC8-686 CA-116) M26C9Fit6M6Se8) 416E45) (~fS) (lD03) ( s1 NOCV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5IEF = 2690.00M1 SQ.FT. X4MRP 1076.6800 IN. C BETA = .000 ELV-LCO .000
LIF = 474.8117 INCHES 4IRP .0000 IN. '0 ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2ARP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RO : .000 RLDDER = 000
SCALE = .0150 F0DBRK = 55.000
RUN NO. 41/ 0 RNI/L 2.87 GRAIENT INERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C N CBL LAD
1.200 -2.100 .00000 -. 19068 .10537 .17617 .05891 .11926 -. 00553 .00208 -. 00072 -. 99454
1.200 .115 .00000 -. 04829 .07023 .17914 .05005 .11909 -. 00655 .00146 -. r0120 -. 27174
1.200 2.205 .00000 .08105 .04030 .17844 .06102 .11742 -. 00651 .0007 -_.0143 .4059
1.200 4.405 .00000 .21270 .01404 .17569 .06195 .113574 -. 00558 .00063 -.00219 1.03694
1.199 8.792 .00000 .44950 -. 01639 .16542 .05352 .10190 -. 00088 -.0",O -. 00303 1.80433
1.200 13.158 .00000 .71089 -. 04900 .16110 .06760 .09350 .0020 -. 0018 4 -. r0285 2.05693
1.199 17.484 .00000 .94550 -. 07029 .15818 .0728? .08532 .00206 -. 00284 -. 00126 1.96418
1.200 21.829 .00000 1.13405 -. 06592 .15139 .07812 .07327 .000 -. 00Z255 -,00077 1.77234
GRADIENT .00000 .06200 -. 01407 -.00038 .00047 -. 00084 -. 00001 -. 000r3 -. r0022 .31355
LARC8-6S6 CA-116) 626C9FNKI6~8) (W16E43) (V9RI) f;RHWL4) 13 NCV 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMP = 1076.6800 IN. NO BETA = 000 ELV-LC' = .000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YRP = .0000 IN. 10 ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI s .000
BEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. a, ELV-r,= .000 RLDVER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SF0BK = 85.000
RLN NO. 65/ 0 RN/L 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C ' C w CBL L/0
.350 -2.072 .00000 -. 19171 .07585 .11907 .05519 .0638 -. 00547 -. 00142 -. 00038 -1.48722
.350 - -. 029 .00000 -. 10101 .07338 .12028 .0554 .06487 -. 00647 -. 00177 -. 00001 -. 83897
.350 2.024 .00000 -. 01147 .07260 .11870 .05494 .06375 -. 00813 -. 00r203 .00004 -. 13238
.350 4.057 .00000 .07917 .07002 .11265 .05335 .05930 -. 00630 -. 00259 -. 00004 .60184
.350 8.154 .00000 .28120 .06776 .09178 .04984 .04194 -.00393 -.00297 -. 00020 2.02963
.349 12.262 .00000 .48450 .07023 .06693 .04933 .01760 -. 00119 -. 00327 -. Ow18 2.72859
.350 16.378 .00000 .72913 .05801 .05781 .05262 .00519 .00078 -. 00443 -. 00017 2.61722
.350 20.480 .00000 .96822 .05379 .05213 .06185 -.00971 -. 00606 -. 00266 -. 00170 2.29304
GRADIENT .00000 .04414 -. 00089 -. 00102 -. 00029 -. 00073 -. 0001 8 .005 .34117
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABULA1ED 3URCE DATA - CA16 PAGE 9
LARC8-686 (CA-116) 26C9F8M16M8) (C16E43) IVOIr) (RHiL04) ( 13 NOV 74 )
EFIENCE DATA PARAMTRIC DATA
SIF = 2690.0000 S.FT. XMPI = 1076.6800 IN. XC, BETA a .000 ELV-LO C .000
LIEF = 474.8117 INCKES ymRP = ;0000 IN. 0 ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BIF = 936.6817 INC ES MrP = 375.000 IN. M' ELV- = .000 LDOER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SOORK = 85.000
RUN No. 64/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL x -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CN4 CBL LID
.599 -4.168 .00000 -. 21084 .08693 .11996 .05644 .06351 -. 00524 .002Or .00017 -1.61257
.600 -.061 .00000 -. 11248 .08454 .12100 .05584 .06516 -. 00698 -. 00007 .00070 -.92762
.600 2.059 .00000 -.01113 .08152 .11867 .05543 .06324 -. 00676 -. 00061 .00052 -. 13018
.600 4.190 .00000 .08954 .07968 .11263 .05361 .05903 -. 00579 -. 00096 .00018 .68203
.599 8.452 .00000 .31095 .07403 .08931 .05088 .03843 -. 00328 -. 00147 .00001 2.19664
.600 12.718 .00000 .54459 .06529 .07660 .05172 .02489 .00217 -. 00342 -. 00198 2.64291
.599 17.017 .00000 .78466 .06367 .07473 .05724 .01749 -. 00009 -. 00186 -. 00038 2.41934
.600 21.3053 00000 1.03598 .05394 .07081 .06670 .00411 -. 00 82 -.00005 .00099 2.12389
GRADIENT .00000 .04730 -.0117 -.00115 -. 00042 -. 0073 -. 0000719 -. 00001 .36246
RUN NO. 63/ 0 RN/L. 5.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CN CBL L,4
.900 -2.276 .00000 -. 26381 .12531 .13682 .05502 .08180 -. 00566 .00090 .00111 -1.75394
.900 -. 065 .OOO -. 15010 .11100 .13595 .05450 .08145 -. 00686 .00046 .00155 -.95477
.901 2.142 .00000 .00045 .09769 .15400 .05308 .08091 -. 00733 -. 00023 .00074 -. 053407
.901 45350 .00000 .12655 .08948 .13218 .05142 .08076 -. 00386 -. 00101 -. 00021 .82154
.900 8.728 .00000 .35580 .07601 .12996 .05062 .07933 -.00036 -.00168 -. 00218 1.81955
.901 13.114 .00000 .59494 .05489 .12993 .05368 .07625 -. 00084 -. 00085 -. 00248 2.10284
.901 17.504 .00000 .83458 .04339 .13239 .05953 .07286 -. 00480 -. 00014 -. 00024 2.00409
.900 21.854 .00000 1.00729 .07007 .13393 .07067 .06326 -. 01374 .00137 .00513 1.77273
GRADIENT .00000 .05894 -. 00547 -. 00072 -. 00055 -. 00017 .00022 -. 00029 -. r0002 .39154
RLN NO. 62/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C V1 CBL LA)
1.199 -2.167 .00000 -. 20488 .13809 .20032 .05736 .14296 -. 00643 .00186 -. 00121 -. 94823
1.199 .040 .00000 -.06647 .10211 .19964 .0587t .14093 -.00746 .00117 -. 00176 -. 33374
1.199 2.213 .00000 .06668 .07001 .19779 .06013 .13766 -. 00731 .00060 -. 00193 .29465
1.200 4.396 .00000 .19490 .04279 .19455 .06136 .13318 -. 00603 .00035 -.00217 .85881
1.201 8.772 .00000 .43954 .00940 .18373 .06327 .12045 -.00052 -.00129 -.00377 1.63458
1.199 13.162 .00000 .69579 -. 02083 .17955 .06665 .11290 .00079 -. 00174 -. 00313 1.91023
1.199 17.555 .00000 .93135 -. 03909 .17813 .0720 .10613 .00131 -. 00256 -. 00157 1.85080
1.199 21.880 .00000 1.10742 -. 02601 .17561 .07788 .09773 -.00149 -.00228 -. 00013 1.67152
GRADIENT .0000n0 .06095 -.01455 -. m00 .00061 -.00149 .00006 -. 00023 -. r0014 .27672
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLAIED SOURCE DATA - CAte1 PAGE 10
LARCS-686 CA-t16) 26COFMt6N28) 16E43) (VARS) (RLOS) ( N Ov 4 )
MEFERENCE DATA PARAPETRIC DATA
SEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XC BETA = .000 ELV-LO = .000
L4EF z 474.8117 INCHES YMRP .0= O IN. )v ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI s .000
BRF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. M ELV-RO 
=  
.000 RUDDER = -10.000
SCALE = .0150 SODBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 54/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLN CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL - L4
.350 -2.000 .00000 -.15101 .03291 .07245 .03649 .03596 -. 03898 .01708 -. 00959 -1.91035
.350 .001 .00000 -. 06605 .03153 .07396 .03632 .03764 -. 03819 .01621 -. 00918 -. 89315
.5349 2.134 .00000 .02479 .02984 .07238 .03592 .03645 -. 03796 .01511 -. 00894 .30142
.350 4.101 .00000 .12311 .02973 .06620 .03491 .03128 -. 03708 .01461 -.00873 1.57768
.350 8.205 .00000 .31830 .02766 .04583 .03365 .01218 -. 03231 .01338 -. 00838 3.39798
.350 12.377 .00000 .52806 .02816 .02075 .03470 -. 01396 -. 02828 .01240 -. 00789 3.83167
.349 16.397 .00000 .76983 .01397 .01339 .03906 -. 02567 -. 02643 .01098 -.00t 5 3.19230
.349 20.479 .00000 1.00952 .00568 .00948 .04710 -. 03762 -. 03558 .01343 -. 00958 2.60283
GRADIENT .00000 .04467 -. 00055 -. 00099 -. 00025 -. 00074 .00029 -. 00042 .00014 .57033
RU4N Ni. 53/ 0 RN/L 3.17 GRADIENT INIEMVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C N CBL L
.599 -2.165 .00000 -. 16649 .03683 .07287 .03928 .05359 -. 03921 .01836 -. 00952 -e.06838
.599 -. 027 .00000 -. 06788 .03461 .07441 .03896 .03544 -. 04133 .01759 -. 00907 -. 91140
.600 2.142 .00000 .03181 .03323 .07186 .03818 .03368 -. 04013 .01643 -. 00893 .39860
.599 4.323 .00000 .14080 .03215 .06502 .03719 .02783 -. 03772 .01565 -. 00879 1.79593
.599 8.568 .00000 .35553 .02648 .04203 .03592 .00611 -. 03233 .01418 -. 00854 3.65284
.599 12.732 .00000 .58955 .01769 .03276 .03860 -.00584 -. 02666 .01186 -. 00997 3.50755
.600 17.215 .00000 .82343 .01474 .03156 .04484 -. 01328 -. 02928 .01330 -.00855 2.83812
.599 21.351 .00000 1.07761 .00449 .02842 .05455 -. 02613 -. 03948 .01595 -. 00716 2.37179
GRADIENT .00000 .04723 -. 00071 -. 00121 -. 00033 -. 00099 .00026 -. 00043 .00011 .59655
RUN NO. 52/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CABAF C'T C'N CBL LD
.900 -2.287 .00000 -. 20686 .06345 .09347 .04491 .04855 -. 04378 .02158 -. 01033 -1.99675
.901 -. 056 .00000 -. 07288 .04901 .09421 .04365 .05056 -. 04422 .02061 -. 00998 -. 77203
.900 2.203 .00000 .05828 .03660 .09143 .04213 .04929 -. 04192 .01890 -. 01005 .58467
.901 4.395 .00000 .17829 .03145 .09037 .04080 .04957 -.03740 .01693 -.01121 1.64648
.900 8.700 .00000 .39902 .01931 .08695 .03999 .04696 -. 03119 .01473 -. 01161 2.60603
.901 13.092 .00000 .63408 .00084 .08927 .04451 .04476 -. 02944 .01480 -. 01132 2.59078
.900 17.506 .00000 .87184 -. 01237 .09280 .05270 .04010 -. 03820 .01765 -. 00966 2.29096
.901 21.837 .00000 1.04159 .01782 .09938 .06860 .03078 -. 05927 .02388 -. 00213 1.93853
GRADIENT .00000 .05769 -. 00486 -. 00054 -. 00062 .00008 .00096 -. 00070 -. 00012 .55096
DAlE 14 WIV 74 TABULA1LD SAUlCE DATA - CA6 FAGE It
LARC-686 00A-116) e26C9F8IM61t8) 4616E43) (IR5) (RHW1KS) ( 13 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF : 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN. )C BETA 3 .000 ELV-LC, .000
LFEF m 474.8117 INCHES miP .0000 IN. 0 ELV-Ll .000 ELV-RAI .000
BiEF a 936.6817 INCHES MRP 3575.0000 IN. M' ELV-ID N .000 RLDDER 2 -10.000
CALE x .0150 O SPDeRK 25.000
RLN NO. 51/ 0 RNA. 2.88 GRADIENT INERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CNN CSL LC
1.201 -2.202 .00000 -. 17468 .07857 .15870 .05769 .10101 -. 03331 .01757 -. 01026 -1.01913
1.201 .017 .00000 -. 03875 .04648 .16023 .05844 .10179 -. 03302 .01631 -. 01036 -. 24213
1.201 2.246 .00000 .09465 .01787 .16001 .05913 .10088 -. 03202 .01520 -. 01035 .53977
1.201 4.559 .00000 .22026 -. 00628 .15845 .05956 .09888 -. 02977 .01453 -. 01063 1.18803
1.200 8.801 .00000 .46370 -. 03461 .15006 .06046 .08960 -. 0220 .01187 -. 01131 1.98546
1.200 13.154 .00000 .72005 -. 06320 .14884 .06541 .03O43 -. 01975 .010t! -. 01033 2.16089
1.200 17.502 .00000 .95371 -. 08242 .14956 .07190 .07766 -. 01941 .00991 -. 0062 2.01317
1.200 21.922 .00000 1.14386 -. 07606 .14557 .07846 .06710 -. 02190 .01059 -. 00019 1.79117
GRADIENT .00000 .06016 -. 01293 -. 00004 .00029 -. 00033 .00053 -. 000r47 -. r00005 .33 0
LARC8-6S6 CA-16) 626C9F8M168) 4EE43) (YvR) tRHtos) ( 13 NOV 74)
REFERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
SIEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 3 1076.6800 IN. X BETA = .000 ELV-LC. .000
LBEF : 474.8117 INCHES RP .0000 IN. 0 ELY-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
B aEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2WP = 375.0000 IN. x ELV-f, = . RWUER -10.000
SCALE : .0150 SPOBRK 55.000
RUL NO. 58/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INIERVAL x -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CSL LD
.350 -e.000 .00000 -. 16734 .05288 .09350 .04363 .04987 -. 05406 .01376 -. 0090 -1.65158
.350 .174 .00000 -. 07652 .05160 .09398 .04335 .05063 -. 03651 .01295 -. 00750 -. 81711
.350 2.088 .00000 .01696 .04964 .09269 .04236 .05034 -. 03359 .01195 -. 00717 .14552
.349 4.191 .00000 .10590 .04861 .08623 .04129 .04494 -. 03437 .01151 -. 00714 1.05957
.349 8.196 .00000 .30431 .04684 .06588 .03915 .02674 -. 02716 .00990 -. 00692 2.68722
.349 12.352 .00000 .50357 .04720 .04154 .03952 .00202 -. 02413 .00931 -. 0048 3.25712
.349 16.477 .00000 .75035 .03533 .03207 .04355 -. 01148 -. 02114 .00743 -.00597 2.91676
.349 20.488 .00000 .99006 .02624 .02805 .05229 -.02424 -. 02660 .00940 -. 00776 2.46145
GRADIENT .00000 .04454 -.00072 -. 2 -.00039 -. 00073 .00009 -. 00038 .00013 .44350
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLAUED SURCE DATA - CA116 PAGE 12
LARC8-66 CA-116) 26C9F8$M1618) 416E43) (VSR5) (RHU6) ( 13 NCV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 3 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP c 1076.6800 IN. YC BETA : .000 ELV-LC .000
LIEF = 474.8117 INCHES MRP = .0000 IN. )' ELV-LI = .000M ELV-RI . 000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RO .000 RUDODER = -10.000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK = 55.000
RLN NO. 57/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INlERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL L/D
.599 -2.126 .00000 -. 18508 .05785 .09388 .04658 .04730 -.03649 .01583 -. 00793 -t.80245
.600 .118 .00000 -. 08066 .05559 .09473 .04592 .04881 -. 03812 .01501 -. 00745 -. 85506
.599 2.178 .00000 .01935 .05370 .09230 .04506 .04724 -. 03642 .01407 -.00714 .17030
.598 4.285 .00000 .11792 .05176 .08585 .04348 .04237 -. 035t18 .01323 -. 00715 1.17752
.599 8.492 .00000 .34183 .04705 .06204 .04145 .02059 -. 02953 .01190 -. 007r0 2.94101
.599- 12.772-- .00000 .57216 .03797 .05081 .04320 .00761 -. 02504 .00907 -. 00o45 3.10592
.599 17.085 .00000 .80831 .03445 .04942 .04899 .00043 -.02695 .01063 -.00697 2.66276
.599 21.326 .00000 1.06570 .02398 .04597 .05936 -. 01339 -. 03385 .01253 -. 00517 2.26778
GRADIENT .00000 .04738 -. 00095 -. 00123 -. 004 -. 00076 .00026 -. 00041 .00013 .46772
RLN NO. 56/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LAD
.900 -2.257 .00000 -.22630 .08703 .11286 .05073 .06213 -. 04163 .01868 -.00770 -1.82178
.900 .008 .00000 -.09022 .07273 .11253 .04970 .06283 -. 04091 .01757 -.00719 -. r0200
.900 2.188 .00000 .03484 .06058 .11036 .04836 .06199 -.03993 .01611 -.00743 .27417
.900 4.251 .00000 .15228 .05334 .10907 .04707 .06199 -.03548 .01457 -. 00877 1.19754
.901 8.769 .00000 .38709 .03940 .10512 .04506 .06007 -.03023 .01275 -.00959 2.24995
.901 13.187 .00000 .62710 .01896 .10632 .04878 .05755 -. 02800 .01281 -. 00930 2.37771
.900 17.479 .00000 .85657 .00739 .10866 .05588 .05279 -. 03436 .01405 -.00707 2.17328
.901 21.854 .00000 1.02902 .03651 .11240 .06865 .04375 -.04753 .01699 -. 00072 1.87377
GRADIENT .00000 .05811 -. 00523 -. 00062 -. 00057 -. 00006 .00089 -. 00063 -. 00015 .46694
RLN NO. 55/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CYN CBL LAD
1.200 -2.166 .00000 -. 19735 .10428 .18047 .06010 .12037 -. 03076 .01569 -. 00909 -. 96250
1.201 .085 .00000 -. 04850 .07027 .18055 .06062 .11993 -.03179 .01493 -.00933 -.27021
1.200 2.316 .00000 .08749 .04037 .17943 .06113 .11830 -.03016 .01415 -. 00968 .43851
1.200 4.448 .00000 .21339 .01527 .17750 .06191 .11559 -.02952 .01387 -. 01026 1.02822
1.200 8.799 .00000 .45278 -.01547 .16754 .06299 .10454 -. 02317 .01188 -. 01116 1.79637
1.199 13.232 .00000 .71070 -. 04618 .16353 .06720 .09633 -. 02103 .01131 -. 01055 2.03317
1.199 17.599 .00000 .95158 -. 06716 .16135 .07372 .08762 -. 02103 .01069 -. 00918 1.94395
1.200 21.894 .00000 1.13200 -.05961 .15570 .07796 .07774 -.02648 .01212 -. 00832 1.75134
GRADIENT .00000 .06063 -.01346 -.. 0045 .00027 -. 00072 .00024 -. 00028 -. 00017 .30277
DAlE 14 NOV 74 TABLLAlED s~cKCE DATA - CAMt PAGE 13
LARC8-686 tC*-116) f26C9FsM16NS) 4116E43) (V81) iR l ) c13 V 74 p
REFEIENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SIEF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 1N. ,O BETA .000 EL-LO = .000 /
LEF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. 1C ELV-LI z .000 ELV-RI = .000
BEF = 936.6817 INCHES 34WR = 375.0000 IN. to ELV-Wo Z .000 RLDOER = -10.000
scALE = .0150 SPOBRK 85.000
RUN NO. 61/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5 .00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C rN C6L L)D
.901 -2.147 .00000 -. 26413 .12510 .13884 .05634 .08O50 -. 03190 .0129? -. 00345 -1.74073
.900 .012 .00000 -. 13156 .11080 .13799 .05565 .00234 -. 03216 .01210 -. 00289 -.95377
.901 2.201 .00000 -. 00060 .09804 .13590 .05415 .08175 -. 03129 .01106 -. 00r00 -. 04289
.900 4.390 .00000 .12016 .09021 .13408 .052 1 .09127 -. 02652 .00954 -. 00409 .76670
.901 8.810 .00000 .35682 .07517 .13087 .05077 .08011t -. 02 06 .00769 -. 00558 t1.8063
.901 13.118 .00000 .5921? .05376 .13083 .05350 .07733 -. 01989 .00834 -. 00556 2.08938
.899 17.632 .00000 .83506 .04316 .13S28 .05969 .07259 -. 02392 c.0073 -. 00323 1.99407
.901 21.778 .00000 1.00989 .06865 .13445 .07007 .06438 -. 030 1 .0019 .00199 1.77752
GRADIENT .00000 .05889 -. 00538 -. 00075 -. 00056 -. 00020 .00078 -. 000-. 2 -. r009 .38686
RNM NO. 60/ 0 RN/IL = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C YN COL LP0
1.201 -. 023 .00000 -. 06826 .10270 .20178 .06073 .14104 -. 01718 .00669 -. 00427 -. 33787
1.201 2.360 .00000 .07166 .06856 .20057 .. 05234 .13823 -. 01632 .00603 -. 00476 .31147
1.201 4.323 .00000 .19229 .04348 .19733 .06313 .13420 -. 01631 .00589 -. 00494 .83721
1.200 8.842 .00000 .43892 .00991 .18532 .06380 .12151 -. 01058 .00425 -. 00672 1.61715
1.199 13.199 .00000 .6996? -. 02067 .18123 .06700 .11423 -. 00931 .00401 -. 00615 1.90300
1.201 17.494 .00000 .93057 -. 035891 .17952 .07183 .10769 -. 00957 .00392 -. 00476 1.84844
1.199 21.793 .00000 1.10877 -.02636 .17671 .07651 .10020 -. 01539 - .00532 -. 00323 1.67433
GRADIENT .ooro0 .05991 -. 01365 -. 00101 .00056 -. 00156 .00021 -. 00019 -. 00016 .27046
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLATED SURCE DATA - CAI16 PAGE 14
LARC8-686 CA-116) 626C9FP816N28) (W16E43) (VRS) (RHOD8) ( 13 NOV 74
REEFrENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SrEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMP = 1076.6800 IN. )aX BETA = .000 ELV-LC' = .000
LIEF = 474.8117 INCHES iYRP = .0000 IN. 1C ELV-LI = 10.000 ELV-RI = 10.000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2Mr = 375.0000 IN. aj ELV-RC, = .000 RLDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SDBRK = 25.000
RLN NO. 9/ 0 RN/L x 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CIN CBL LI
1.199 -2.156 .00000 -. 10702 .02299 .15597 .05066 .09731 -. 00586 .00248 -. 00200 -. 63219
1.199 .043 .00000 .02808 -. 00754 .15720 .05891 .09829 -. 00623 .00161 -. 00205 .17788
1.200 2.218 .00000 .15709 -.03375 .15029 .05949 .09880 -. 00567 .00099 -.00250 .91837
1.200 4.414 .00000 .28411 -. 05713 .1579 .06028 .09764 -.00462 .00099 -.003335 1.51188
1.200 6.601 .00000 .40692 -. 07539 .15435 .06043 .09392 -. 00268 .0005 -. 00343 1.93143
1.199 10.984 .00000 .65504 -. 10141 ;14848 .06248 .08599 -. 00020 -. 00041 -. 00320 2.27213
1.199 15.395 .00000 .90926 -. 12883 .15119 .06783 .08336 .00199 -. 00099 -. 00264 2.16070
1.199 19 .754 .00000 1.12194 -. 13551 .15045 .07341 .07704 .00223 -. 00257 -. 00111 1.92988
1.199 22.620 .00000 1.23886 -. 12732 .14798 .01703 .07095 -. 00326 -. 00083 -. 00001 1.77241
GRADIENT .00000 .05951 -. 01218 .0002 .00025 .00007 .0000 -. 0003 -. 00021 .32774
LARC8-686 CA-1O) e26C9F*8Mbe8) 416CAf43) VRS) (RHO) 13 NoC 74 )
IFEE'ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S :;E = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMAP Z 1076.6800 IN. ) BETA = .000 ELV-LC = .000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES WRe P .0000 IN. ') ELV-L! = 20.000 ELV-R! 20.000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP 2 575.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RO = .000 RUDMER = .r00
SCALE = .0150 SBRK = 25.000
RULN NO. 87/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT IN41ERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C , C'N CBL LDO
1.200 -1.851 .00000 -.03526 -. 02334 .171e3 .06104 .11079 -.00565 .00252 -.00250 -. 17173
t .200 .066 .00000 .08405 -.05060 .17306 .06096 .11210 -. 0061T .00200 -. 00296 .48427
1.200 2.363 .00000 .22291 -. 08012 .17350 .06143 .11207 -.00611 ..0037 -. r0325 1.18091
1.200 4.468 .00000 .35023 -. 10465 .17268 .06234 .11034 -. 00534 .00099 -. 00305 1.68329
1.200 8.834 .00000 .60360 -. 14108 .16874 .06454 .10420 -. r0073 -. 00023 -. 00337 2.19912
1.200 13.310 .00000 .86567 -. 16746 .16952 .06963 .09989 .00058 -. 00037 -. 00355 2.20547
t.200 i7.633 .00000 1.09340 -. 17598 .17284 .07463 .09821 .00164 -.00143 -. 00101 1.99554
1.200 21.954 ' .0000 1.27452 -.16552 .16729 .07612 .09117 .00007 -. 00141 -. 00074 1.77240.
GRADIENT .00000 .06093 -. 01285 .00014 .21 - 07 .. 0005 025 -. r0009 .29426
DATE 14 I CV 74 -TABLLAED SCOuCE DATA - CA16 -AGE 15
LARCSe-64 --16) W COFSMISt ) 1 (VMs) (Rt4WIO) (13 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SBEF m 2690.0000 sG.FT. XMRP r 1076.6800 IN, ~ BETA : .000 ELV-LC- .000
LrEF = 474.8117 INCHES WMRP .0000 IN. ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI z -10.000
BrEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP s 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-FM a .000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE z .0150 POBRK s 25.000
RUN NC,. 10/ 0 rN/L 2 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CN CS( LD
1.200 -2.229 .00000M -.24029 .11675 .16040 .05424 .10616 -. 00791 .00525 -. 00007 -1.37975
1.201 -. 116 .00000 -.10940 .08688 .16088 .0544T7 .0641 -. 0047 .00258 -. 0012 -. 67704
t.202 2.102 .00000 .02292 .05854 .1600 .05579 .10501 -.00719 .00152 -.00026 .10531
1.201 4.378 .00000 .15782 .03259 .1580 .05660 .10220 -. 005 1 .00101 -. 00094 .85241
1.201 6.513 .00000 .28112 .01251 .15505 .05692 .09813 -. 00376 .00040 -. 00146 1.40760
1.200 10.902 .00000 .53564 -. 01708 .14630 .05857 .08773 .00022 -. or079 -. 0276 2.03418
1.200 15.358 .00000 .78980 -. 04174 .14563 .06568 .07995 .00180 -. M0184 -. 00102 2.06818
1.201 19.659 .00000 .99534 -. 04680 .14138 .07053 .07085 .00395 -. 00347 -. 00028 1.90126
1.200 22.885 .00000 1. 1270 -.03449 .13876 .07487 .06389 -. 00093 -. 0020.1 .00028 1.77612
GRADIENT .00000 .06019 -.01273 -.00023 .00038 -. 00061 .0005 -. 00035 -. 00013 .33920
LARC8-4686 CA-116) 626C9F816N8) MI643) (VIm) (RHUii) ( 13 NtDV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAPETRIC DATA
SIEF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. EC B TA = .r ELV-LC, 10.000
LEF = 474.8117 INCES F4 = .0000 IN. 'C ELV-LI = .00 ELV-RI = ,000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. X3, ELV-R = 10.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SFO8RK = 25.000
RUN NO. 29/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY - CN CBL L/D
1.200 -2.168 .00000 -. 1443 .05210 .15370 .05654 .09716 -. 00612 .00261 -. 00150 -. 87085
1.201 .020 .00000 -. 01046 .02219 .15590 .05705 .09885 -. 00684 .00206 -. 00185 -. 06743
1.201 2.209 .00000 .12129 -. 00497 .15613 .05780 .09833 -. 00684 .00150 -. 00264 .71684
1.201 4.382 .00000 .24581 -.02739 .15499 .05811 .09688 -. 00577 .00115 -. 00277 1.34574
1.201 8.770 .00000 .48946 -.05878 .14792 .05894 .08898 -. 00103 -. 00002 -.00377 2.08860
1.200 13.165 .00000 .74925 -. 08983 .14779 .06436 .08343 .00164 -.00078 -. 00497 2.21228
1.200 17.556 .00000 .98290 -.10735 .14902 .07193 .07709 .00238 -. 00182 -. 00239 2.03433
1.200 21.886 .00000 1.16777 -. 10122 .14489 .076S9 .06800 .00136 -. 01i 88 -.00179 1.80709
GRADIENT .00000 .05964 -. 01216e .0009 .00025 -. 0000nn6 .00005 -. 00023 -.00021 .34043
DATE 14 4YV TABLLATED SOUlCE DATA - CAiOB PAGE 16
LARCS-686 CA-416) 626C9FIM6,e8) MW16E45) (VR5) (FRH02) ( 3 IV 74
REFEENCE DATA PARAITRIC DATA
SFF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XC BETA m .000 ELV-LC = -10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. N* ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
e EF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 575.0000 IN. 2, ELV-RO = -10.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDRK 25.000
RLN NO. 30/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C~N CBL L/D
1 .200 -2.200 .00000 -. 20382 .09350 .15420 .05570 .099850 -.00530 .00239 .00044 -1.22139
1.200 -.009 .00000 -.06523 .05972 .15395 .05560 .09835 -.00685 .00172 .00033 -. 42352
1.200 2.181 .00000 .07090 .02861 .15364 .05660 .09704 -. 00611 .00098 -.00014 .41609
1.200 4.365 .00000 .19738 .00432 .15190 .05723 .09467 -. 00444 .00021 -. 00132 1.11275
1.200 8.737 .00000 .44529 -. 02914 .14417 .05831 .08585 -. 00164 -. 00033 -.00170 1.99034
1.199 13.142 .00000 .70171 -.05600 .14272 .06431 .07841 .00093 -. 00114 -. 00145 2.18930
1.200 17.535 .00000 .93712 -.07451 .14397 .07273 .07124 .00241 -.00248 -. 00048 2.02609
1.199 21.867 .00000 1.12333 -. 06856 .13982 .07829 .06153 .00023 -. 00243 -. 00009 1.M0685
GRADIENT .00000 .06122 -.01365 -. 00033 .00026 -. 00058 .00015 -. 00033 -. r0026 .35n34
LARCS-686 CA-116) 626C9FS8116e8) 8416E43) (VbRS) (rEHL3) ( 13 NCV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAtETRIC DATA
SBEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. O BETA = .000 ELV-LC = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES "4W = .0000 IN. )0 ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BIEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. Z0 ELV-RC = -20.000 RDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SFDOBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 12/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CN CBL L,4
1.200 -2.232 .00000 -. 22934 .10884 .16124 .05699 .10425 -. 00581 .0023 .00109 -1 .31t01
1.200 -.053 .00000 -.09109 .07382 .15891 .05631 .10259 -. 00646 .00168 .00074 -. 57198
1.200 2.226 .00000 .05245 .04029 .15626 .05638 .09987 -. 00575 .00069 .00014 .29299
1.200 4.319 .00000 .18052 .01371 .15399 .05676 .09724 -. 00556 .00028 -. 00029 1.00750
1.200 8.675 .00000 .43412 -. 02382 .14686 .05805 .08881 -. 00287 -. 00006 -. 00046 1.93204
1.200 13.168 .00000 .69502 -. 05127 .14501 .06347 .08154 .00059 -.00122 -.00076 2.14916
1.200 17.507 .00000 .92667 -.06703 .14634 .06968 .07666 .00242 -. 00229 -. 00021 2.00737
1.200 21.889 .00000 1.12055 -.06374 .14222 .07689 .06532 .00170 -. 00266 -. 00020 1.79501
1.199 22.896 .00000 1.16332 -.06242 .13861 .07766 .06095 -. 00082 -.00194 -. 00006 1.75388
GRADIENT .00000 .06261 -. 01455 -. 00111 -. 00003 -. 0108 .000t7 -. 00033 -. 00022 .35664
DAlE 14 NOV 74 TABLLATED SCORCE DATA - CAII6 PAGE 17
LARC8-686 CIA-t6) 6B C9FSN61he8) (16E43) (VR) (RHULD4) ( 13 NOV 74
rEFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
IEF : L2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP a 1078.6800 IN. O BETA s .000 ELV-LC 8 -40.00o
LIFF a 474.0117 INCHES "WP a .0000 IN. NO ELV-Lt z .000 ELV-RI 3 .000
BrEF z 936.6817 INCHES RP = 375.0000 IN. OD ELV-Mi a -40.000 RUDDER a .000
aCALE Z .0150 SPOB K 25.000
RLN NO. 45/ 0 RN/L 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL L)
1.201 -. 090 .00000 -. 1445 .10191 .17466 .05442 .12024 -. 00980 .00360 .00081 -. 80723
1.201 2.102 .00000 .00822 .06234 .16700 .05640 .11060 -. 00843 .00180 .00098 .01252
1.201 4.306 .00000. .14491 .03268 .16222 .05709 .10513 -. 00708 .00125 .00064 
.76646
1.201 8.690 .00000 .41 827 -. 01559 .14735 .05740 .08995 -. 00299 .00045 .00088 1.87309
S.199 13.127 .00000 .68353 -. 04534 .14572 .06381 .08191 .00170 -. 00132 .00028 2.12881
1.200 17.501 .00000 .91919 -. 06289 .14825 .07191 .07635 .00472 -. 00276 .00010 1.99150
1.199 21.851 .00000 1.11160 -. 05904 .14594 .07773 .06821 .00261 -.00256 -. 00024 1.77978
GRADIENT .00000 .06514 -. 01575 -. 00293 .00061 -. 00344 .00062 -. 00053 -. 00004 .35797
LARC8-686 C(A-16) 426C9FSI6EMS) C16.43) (VWR) (HWL01) ( 13 NOV 74 )
lEFEINCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SEF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN. D BETA = .000 ELV-LC = 10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES 4MRP = .0000 IN. 0 . ELV-LI= 10.000 ELV-Ri = 
10.000
9pEF = 936.6817 INCHES MRP 375.0000 IN. 23 ' tLV-I = 10.000 RUDDER: 
.= .
SCALE = .0150 E08BR% 25.000
RUN ND. 28/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C M CBL Ls0
.350 -2.007 .00000 .00611 -. 04677 .07655 .035964 .03691 -. 00015 -. 00023 -. 00429 .11523
.350 .017 .00000 .09857 -. 04762 .07709 .03925 .05784 -. 00148 -. 00057 -. 00409 1.27779
.350 2.060 .00000 .18872 -. 04941 .07483 .05879 .03603 -. 00183 -. 00151 -. 00360 2.27924
.349 4.104 .00000 .28065 -. 05002 .06892 .03782 .03110 -. 01032 -. 00194 -. 00r85 3.09578
.349 8.198 .00000 .47674 -. 05241 .04808 .05644 .01164 .00239 -. 00246 -. 00362 4.02380
.349 12.302 .00000 .69430 -. 05621 .02418 .03735 -. 01317 .00437 -.00296 -. 00271 3.92413
.349 16.426 .00000 .94759 -. 07230 .01720 .04125 -. 02404 .00905 -. 00522 -. 00165 3.17T13
.348 20.554 .00000 1.20820 -. 08703 .01794 .05310 -. 03515 -. 00171 -. 00147 -. 00040 2.55100
GRADIENT .00000 .04484 -. 00057 -. 00124 -. 00029 -. 00095 -. 00004 -.00030 .00009 .4.790
DAlE 14 NV 74 TABLATED DLCE DATA - A116 PAE 8o
LARC8-686 C~-116) G26CSFMI6E8) (UI6E43) (VOIS) (R19) (13 c V 74 )
IFERENCE DATA PARAWETPIC DATA
SF = 690.000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA .000 ELV-LC = 10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES N4RP = .0000 IN. )o ELV-LI = 10.000 ELV-RI 2 10.000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 4RP = 375.0000 IN. X0 ELV-RO = 10.000 RLDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SFOBRK = 25.000
RUN NC. 27/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C CBL L/D
.599 -2.063 .00000 -.00119 -. 04824 .07749 .04210 .03539 .00014 .00022 -. 00476 .02063
.599 .064 .00000 .09623 -. 04983 .07812 .04156 .03655 -. 00149 -. 00049 -. l0452 1.22907
.599 2.199 .00000 .20140 -.05205 .07514 .04086 .03428 -. 00171 -. 00119 -.00428 2.39545
.600 4.323 .00000 .30611 -. 05471 .06840 .03954 .02886 -. 00157 -. 00146 -. 00456 3.28739
.599 8.573 .00000 .52454 -. 05995 .04614 .03872 .00742 .00124 -. 00178 -.00421 4.13356
.599 12.853 .00000 .76544 -. 07143 .04044 .04124 -. 0000r .00756 -. 00441 -. 00473 3.51569
.599 17.120 .00000 .99012 -. 07545 .04538 .04799 -. 00261 -. or079 -. 0n107 .00370 2.78610
.599 21 .433 .00000 1.25142 -. 08184 .03907 .06014 -. 02107 -. 01461 .00216 .00551 2.33082
GRADIENT .00000 .04824 -. 0012O -. 00142 -. 00039 -. 0013 -. r00025 -.00027 .00004 .51506
RLN NO. 26/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
ACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL L/D
.901 -2.160 .00000 -. 07596 -. 024C2 .09367 .04578 .04790 -. 00287 .00119 -. 00254 -. 75027
.901 .057 .00000 .06005 -. 03691 .09385 .04433 .04953 -. 00392 .00056 -. 0023 .63843
.901 2.269 .00000 .19392 -. 05123 .09282 .04261 .05021 -. 00297 -. 00049 -. 00351 1.89295
.901 4.454 .00000 .32318 -. 06418 .09217 .04230 .04988 .00068 -. 00173 -.00498 2.69279
.901 8.856 .000Oo .55833 -. 08256 .09376 .04327 .05050 .00196 -. 00197 -. 00332 3.00799
.900 13 .224 .0000 .79273 -.10195 .09992 .04938 .05054 .00401 -. 00229 -. 00179 2.68783
.901 17.624 .00000 1.03011 -. 11117 .10621 .05900 .04721 -.00746 .00157 .00129 2.29965
.900 21 .914 .00000 1.15336 -.06061 .11338 .07697 .03641 -. 02743 .00559 .00793 1.91969
GRADIENT .00000 .06037 -. 00611 -. 00025 -. 00055 .00030 .00052 -. 00044 -. 00034 .52544
RUN NO. 25/ 0 RN/L = 2. 7 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF Cr C NN CBL LAD
1.200 -2.139 .00000 -. 08055 .00405 .15870 .05951 .09919 -. 00642 .00310 -. 00289 -. 46148
1.201 .046 .00000 .05164 -. 02594 .16053 .05969 .10084 -. 00666 .00237 -.00333 .32078
1.201 2.244 .00000 .18254 -. 05258 .16205 .06021 .10184 -.00694 .00192 -. r0412 1.04133
1.201 4.429 .00000 .30887 -. 07594 .16154 .06062 .10091 -. 00557 .00162 -. 00413 1.59795
1.201 8.815 .00000 .56214 -. 11274 .15683 .06199 .09484 -. 00143 .00060 -. 00466 2.20414
1.199 13.224 .00000 .82205 -. 14105 .15581 .06555 .09026 .00057 .00009 -. 00533 2.25060
t.199 17.607 .00000 1.05870 -. 16023 .15800 .07116 .08683 .00121 -. 00088 -. 00277 2.04173
1.200 21.933 .00000 1.24646 -. 15369 .15551 .07602 .07949 .00030 -. 00099 -. 00077 1.80073
GRADIENT .00000 .05932 -. 01217 .00046 .00018 .00028 .00010 -. 00021 .31499
DAlE 14 ND.V 74 TABULATED URCE DATA - CAttI PAGE 19
LARC8-686 A-11t6) 6C9FMI6W IE8) d M46E45) I) ((R  UI) 13 NCV 74 )
IEFEEINCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
WoE z 2690.0000 so.FT. XMRP = 1076.6600 IN. )o BETA = .000 ELV- LCO 20.000
LrEF u 474.8117 INCHES -..'RP .0000 IN. NC ELV-LI = 20.000 ELV-RI 20.000
rTF s 936.6817 INCHES MRP = 375.0000 IN. M ELV-r = 20.000 RuDOER = .0 0
cALE : .0150 SPOBRK 25.000
RtN NO. 24/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT INIERVAL s -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF Cr C N CBL L/
.350 -1.954 .00000 .15484 -. 11655 .10259 .04248 .06011 .00521 -. 0069 1.62716
.350 .087 .00000 .24236 -. 11861 .10377 .04242 .06135 .00346 -. 00263 -. 00523 2.32577
.350 2.141 .00000 .33399 -. 11935 .10040 .04193 .05646 .00244 -. 00343 -. 00487 2.92536
.350 4.176 .00000 .43103 -. 12533 .09119 .04184 .04935 .0000 -. 00429 -. 00571 5.45967
.350 8.272 .00000 .63270 -. 131it .07062 .04089 .02973 .00t66 -. 00422 -. 00431 3. 605
.350 12.378 .00000 .63558 -. 14381 .04862 .04213 .00650 .00554 -.00505 -. 00265 3.5s152
.350 16.489 .00000 1.10189 -.15354 .05052 .04623 .00429 .00457 -. 0055 -. 00249 2.88556
.349 20.605 .00000 1.35450 -. 16167 .0455 .05365 -. 00907 -. 00422 -. 00289 -. 0050 2.41037
GRADIENT .00000 .04501 -. 00132 -. 00184 -. 00012 -. 0017.0-.00081 -. 00040 .r0001 .29824
RLN NO. 23/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C * CBL L D
.600 -1.937 .00000 .13968 -. 11969 .10482 .045st .05951 .00319 -. 00107 -. r0537 1,43085
.600 .194 .00000 .24197 -. 12238 .10576 .04506 .06070 .00200 -. 001464 -. 0r01 2.26704
.599 2.308 .00000 .34677 -. 12565 .10244 .04429 .05814 .00084 -. 00183 -. 00486 2.94326
.600 4.432 .000Or .45103 -. 12794 .09499 .04310 .05100 .00R24 -.00215 -. 00506 3.41404
.599 8.729 .00000 .70282 -. 14598 '.07540 .04314 .03226 .00437 -. 00239 -. 00472 3.77083
..599 12.974 .00000 .91766 -. 15015 .07595 .04662 .02933 .00739 -. 00360 -. 00205 3.13239
.596 17.240 .00000 1.12708 -. 14496 .07784 .05294 .02490 .00302 -. 00t73 .00157 2.57933
.599 21.529 .00000 1.36653 -. 14168 .07168 .06344 .002 4 -. 02630 .00395 .01279 2.19112
GRADIENT .00000 .04895 -. 00132 -. 00155 -. 00038 -.00117 -. 00019 -. 00017 .r005 .31225
RLIN N. 22/0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CA CY C N1 CBL LO
.901 -2.026 .00000 .06678 -. 10686 .12797 .05115 .07682 -. 00641 .00217 -. 00072 .56?72
.901 .182 .00000 .20802 -. 12517 .13096 .04989 .08107 . -. 00507 .00108 -. 00 14 1.57734
.902 2.415 .00000 .35339 -. 14526 .13172 .04869 .08302 -. 00409 .00021 -. 00154 2.37250
.900 4.639 .00000 .49236 -. 16391 .12874 .04800 .08074 -. 00146 -. 00090 -. 00248 2;.5683
.900 9.006 .00000 .71613 -. 17158 .1960 .04956 .08004 .00289 -. 00220 -. 00108 2.86136
.901 13.372 .00000 .93234 -. 17941 .13742 .05508 .08234 .00575 -. 00221 -. 0009 2.50569
.900 17.732 .00000 t.12654 -. 17067 .14467 .0715 .07753 -. 01412 .00M83 .0057 - 2.13962
.900 22.005 .00000 1.23701 -. 11057 .14842 .08671 .06170 -. 02518 .00454 .00857 1.81552
GRADIENT .0nnJ .06398 -. 00M60 .00014 -. 04.00062e .00071 -. 00045 -. r026 .34463
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - CA116 PAGE 20
LARC8-686 A-116) 26C9F'84)f68) t16E43) (V85) (RHL16) 1( 3 NCv 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SrEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. IC, BETA z .000 ELV-LC = 20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMWt = .0000 IN. NO ELV-LI = 20.000 ELV-RI = 20.000
BlEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. 2C ELV-RO = 20.000 RDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SBRK = 25.000
RLN iN. 21/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C N) CBL LAD
1.200 -2.064 .00000 .01113 -. 06597 .18511 .06223 .12288 -. 00551 .00306 -. 00243 .09638
1.200 .131 .00000 .15084 -.09801 .1 690 .06197 .12493 -. 00555 .00241 -. 00278 .80327
1.201 2.314 .00000 .28777 -. 12818 .18883 .06232 .12651 -. 00521 .00169 -.00285 1.39752
1.200 4.514 .00000 .41948 -.15425 .18990 .06323 .12667 -. 00421 .00157 -. 00286 1.81371
1.199 8.927 .00000 .68390 -.19206 .19685 .06551 .12133 -. 00127 .00071 -. 00245 2.22428
1.199 13.324 .00000 .93515 -. 21192 .18990 .07031 .11959 .00048 .00043 -. 00179 2.16391
1.199 17.704 .00000 1.16021 -.21949 .19390 .07488 .11902 .00125 -. 00066 .000t1 1.94643
1.200 22.031 .00000 1.33423 -. 20329 .18879 .07646 .11233 .00009 -. 0101 .003129 1.72618
GRADIENT .00000 .06214 -.01346 .00074 .00015 .00059 .00019 -.00024 -. 00006 .26216
LARC8-686 C-.116) 626C9F$Id69e8) (w116E43) (VOR) (RHI7) t 13 NCV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAPEIRIC DATA
SFEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHIMP = 1076.6800 IN. )C BETA = .000 ELV-LC z -10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES ARP = .0000 IN. NO ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI -10.000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2Ms = 375.0000 IN. ELV-RC, = -10.r00 RUDER = .r0
SCALE = .0150 SFDBRK = 25.000
RLN NC. 16/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C n CBL L D
.349 -2.121 .00000 -.32455 .11183 .07556 .03190 .04366 -.00813 -.00153 .00526 -3.67375
.350 -. 048 .00000 -. 23290 .10906 .07843 .03153 .04690 -. 01048 -. 00183 .00517 -. 96137
.350 2.017 .00000 -. 13781 .10817 .07698 .03096 .04603 -. 01040 -. 0022? .00496 -1.94827
.5350 4.020 .00000 -. 04852 .10705 .07287 .03033 .04254 -. 00991 -.00264 .00495 -. 77227
.5350 8.164 .00000 .14512 .10604 .05339 .02905 .02434 -. 00513 -. 00331 .00421 1.85243
.5350 12.263 .00000 .34900 .10670 .02981 .03056 -. 00074 -. 00270 -.00338 .00346 35.4140
.350 16.313 .00000 .58602 .09420 .01902 .03564 -.01662 -. 00216 -. 00403 .00432 3.04651
.349 20.413 .00000 .82210 .08967 .01230 .04217 -. 02987 -. 00593 -. 00298 .00280 2.56879
GRADIENT .00000 .04506 -. 00074 -. 00046 -. 00026I -.00020 -. 011 -. 000(11 -.00006 .47390
OAXE 14 NOV 74 TABUAAD SUcE DATA - Cass6 PAGE 21
LARCe-66.CA-t16) e26Cg9FSm6tR) bA16E43) (VBSS) HW1it?) ( 1 NCV 74
W FEIENCE DATA PARAWETRIC DATA
SFEF r 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN. )O BETA z .000 ELV-L.O - 10.000
LFEF a 474.8117 INCHES 'M4 P .0000 IN. IC ELV-LI a -10.000 - ELV-RI s -10.000
3FEF 2 9 6.6817 INCHES RP " 3?5.0000 IN. Zi ELV-M' a -10.000 RUDOER .000
SCALE a .0150 WPOBRK 25.000
RLN N. 15/0 RN/A x 3.16 GRADIENT INIERVAL a -. 00/ 5.00
wACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CIN CSL LO
.600 -2.343 .00000 -. 34451 .12t45 .07663 .03429 .0425s -. R0074 .00072 .00666 -3.76253
.599 -. 139 .00000 -. 23928 .1176? .07902 .0•370 .04532 -. 01051 .00050 .00655 -3.00337
.599 2.022 .00000 -. 13765 .11547 .07712 .03316 .04396 -. 01179 .00002 .00654 -1.94260
.599 4.024 .00000 -. 04275 .11310 .030 .0522? .04004 -. 0095 -.-.004 .0622 -. 6903
.599 8.393 .00000 .17203 .11172 .05073 .001 .01992 -.00468 -. 00113 .00559 2.161 7
.599 12.598 .00000 .40747 .10107 .05692 .03360 .00262 .0r0 -. 00290 .00358 3.13770
.599 16.940 .00000 .64416 .09806 .03280 .03937 -. 00657 -. 00342 -. 00133 .00354 2.76926
.596 21.167 .00000 .89438 .08841 .02787 .04?38 -. 01951 -. 00775 -. (015t .0033 2.36146
GRADIENT .00000 .04736 -. 00128 -.00068 -. C0031 -. 00037 -. 00038 -.00019 -. 00006 .48207
RUN NO. 14/ 0 RN/L x 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL -4.00/ 5.00
.901 -2.426 .00000 -. 39652 .17265 .10697 .05825 .06872 -. 0096 .0M020 .00311 -3.16699
.900 -. 177 .00000 -. 24935 .15429 .10591 .03744 .06848 -. 00896 .00134 .300298 -. 53416
.900 2.051 .00000 -. 11294 .13469 .10237 .03681 .06556 -. 00843 ."024 .0031S -1.1$593
.901 4.220 .00000 .03348 .1108t .09872 .03593 .06279 -. 00525 -. 00087 .00t94 .25883
.900 8.665 .000 .30683 .07696 .09342 .03530 .05813 .00141 -. 00340 -. 00066 2.08720
.900 13.078 .00000 .53779 .06462 .09457 .03s88 .05571 .00014 -. 00n90j -.00130 2.34993
.901 17.459 .00000 .75719 .06215 .09796 .04650 .05146 -. J0016 .00043 .00198 2.16118
.901 21.800 .00000 .93117 .08838 .10127 .05998 .04129 -. 01575 .00229 .005s5 1.esot6
GRADIENT .00000 .06435 -. 00925 -. 00127 -.00034 -. 00093 .000 9 -.00044 -.00019 .51493
RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CWN . CBL LD
1.200 -2.267 .00000 -. 27766 .14154 .16467 .05394 .11073 -.0090 .00418 .00149 -1.54352
1.200 -. 039 .00000 -. 13278 .10542 .16359 .05421 .10938 -. 01027 .00522 .00125 -. 81056
1.200 2.144 .00000 -. 00135 .07467 .16305 .05579 .10726 -. 00850 .00204 .00016 -. 04573
1.200 4.337 .00000 .13289 .04798 .16067 .05698 .10369 -. 00665 .00137 -. 00009 .70692
1.200 8.663 .0r000 .38685 .01030 .15104 .05743 .09362 -. 00263 .00032 -. 00067 1.73269
1.200 13.104 .00000 .64574 -. 01658 .14664 .06255 .08409 .00154 -. 00132 -.00045 2.05961
1.200 17.426 .00000 .88286 -. 03669 .14317 .06765 .07552 .00212 -. 00169 .00061 1.99366
1.200 21.a18 .00000 1.06564 -. 02723, .13978 .07426 .06552 .00150 -. 00192 .00073 1.78260
GRADIENT .00000 .06198 -. 01416 -. 00057 .00049 -. 00106 .0r039 -. 00044 -. 00024 .34170
DATE 14 NCV 74 TABULLATED SURCE DATA - CASi6 PAGE 22
LARC8-686 OA-116) 626C9FbM6ME8) G416E43) (MRS) (RHLDIl 13 NOCV 74 )
IFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
.s*F a 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .00 ELV-tC = -40.000
LIWF = 4?4.8117 INCHES MP = .0000 IN. NC ELV-LI 2 -20.000 ELV-RI = -20.000
BSEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2ARP = 375.0000 IN. 2~ ELV-RO = -20.000 RIDDER = .000
SALE = .0150 SPDBRK = 25.000
RLN N. 20/ 0 RN/L. 2.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.r00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C)N CeL LD)
.348 -2.144 .00000 -. 44121 .16694 .09501 .02938 .06562 -. 00417 -. 05395 .00974 -3.92434
.348 -. 071 .00000 -. 35022 .16395 .09855 .02929 .06926 -. 00733 -. 00419 .01011 -3.53676
.348 1.931 .00000 -. 26129 .16302 .09870 .02941 .06930 -. 01045 -. 00435 .01066 -2.94357
.348 3.994 .00000 -. 16760 .15818 .09509 .02925 .06585 -. 00892 -. 00439 .01069 -2.08938
.348 8.096 .00000 .02408 .15926 .07771 .02924 .04847 -. 00650 -. 00465 .00998 .16047
.348 12.163 .00000 .22823 .15809 .05481 .03032 .02449 -. 00450 -. 00479 .01050 2.08086
.347 16.308 .00000 .44996 .15586 .04282 .03369 .00913 -. 00773 -. 00457 .00978 2.50722
.347 20.433 .00000 .66575 .16320 .03410 .03930 -. 00520 -. 00871 -. 00473 .00662 2.31473
GRADIENT .00000 .04456 -. 00133 .00002 -. 00001 .00004 -.00085 -. 00007 .00017 .29864
RLUN NO. 19/ 0 V/L. = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CL CA CAB CAF CY C Nw CL LAD
.601 -2.373 .00000 -. 45456 .17434 .09916 .03211 .06705 -. 00532 .00004 .00978 -3.81736
.598 -. 275 .00000 -. 35449 .16973 .10159 .03244 .06915 -. 00850 -. 00014 .00925 -3.42732
.599 1.867 .00000 -. 24965 .16575 .10085 .03171 .06914 -. 00952 -. 00061 .00934 -2.72824
.600 4.114 .00000 -.14130 .16098 .09518 .03145 .06373 -. 00774 -. 00110 .00926 -1.74262
.600 8.260 .00000 .06403 .15811 .07517 .03070 .04447 -. 00552 -. 00152 .00890 .62881
.599 12.474 .00000 .29542 .15140 .05589 .03244 .02345 -.00125 -. 00322 .00982 2.35456
.599 16.798 .00000 .51917 .15493 .05490 .03760 .01730 -. 00621 -. 00106 .00937 2.37491
.599 21 .067 .O00000 .74877 .15502 .05142 .04479 .0r663 -. 00915 -. 00014 .01859 2.14496
GRADIENT .00000 .04836 -.00204 -.00060 -. 00013 -. 00047 -. 000 3n8 - -. 0 ~ 7 .32135
RLN NO. 18/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CN CBL LA)
.901 -2.516 .00000 -. 50818 .23038 .13792 .038.8 .09954 -. 00705 .00120 .00179 -3.13329
.901 -. 312 .00000 -. 37151 .21439 .15731 .03752 .09979 -. 00875 .00066 .00242 -2.66087
.901 1.871 .00000 -. 24122 .19811 .13230 .03676 .09554 -.00726 -.00061 .00211 -1.97340
.901 4.123 .00000 -. 08475 .17131 .12315 .03587 .08727 -. 00473 -. 00156 .00143 -. 79979
.901 8.647 .00000 .23381 .11633 .10959 .03421 .07538 .00301 -.00456 -.00024 1.49604
.901 13.036 .00000 .50959 .08173 .10783 .04004 .06780 .00135 -. 00384 -. 00088 2.14605
.901 17.373 .00000 .71723 .08598 .11320 .04851 .06469 -. 00687 -. 00112 .00r63 2.01963
.901 21.736 .00000 .88954 .11392 .11848 .05987 .05861 -.01716 .00223 .00741 1.780351
GRADIENT .nnnn .06339 -.00876 -. 0r24 -. 3 .0018 .00038 -. 00043 -. 0000)6 .34825
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLAIED SOURCE DATA - PAE 23
LARC8-6e6 OA-16) S0SC9FSb16tIS) 6416453) (WMRG) . (a4lin ) . 13 NOV 74 )
REFEIE CE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5 =F 2690.0000 So.FT. M~aP a 1076.6800 IN, )o BETA s .000 ELV-LC 0 -eo.000
LEF = 474.8117 INCHES 'P = .0000 IN. ', ELV-LI z -0.000 ELV-RI 3 -20.000
BRE = 956.6817 INCHES 2MiP = 375.0000 IN. I ELVI-AD -20.000 RUDER .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK 25.000
RLN NO. 17/ 0 A /L 2.88 GRADIENT INERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL L
1.201 -4.378 .00000 -. 37866 .19992 .19288 .05379 .13909 -. 01015 .00389 .00033 -1.77684
1.201 -. 181 .00000 -. 23207 .16095 .18806 .05340 .13466 -. 0116T .0291 .00091 -1.22610
1.200 2.034 .00000 -. 0821 .12202 .1t230 .05325 .12905 -. 00761 .o0077 -. 00031 -. 49439
1.200 4.279 .00000 .05518 .09354 .17753 .05368 .12385 -. 00543 -. 00026 -. 00055 .23062
1.200 8.662 .00000 .32704 .04648 .16822 .05781 .t04t .00007 -. 00238 -.00149 1.38235
1.200 13.052 .00000 .58556 .01969 .16350 .06277 .10073 .0053 -. 00347 -.00234 1.3010
1.199 17.432 .00000 .82675 -. 00077 .15919 .06842 .09078 .00?7z -. 00296 -. 0003 1.85479
1.199 21.753 .00000 1.01706 .00541 .15171 .07337 .07 34 -. 0016 -. 00204 .00"5s 1.71566
GRADIENT .00000 .06541 -. 01610 -. 00234 -. 00002 -. 0031 .00082 -. 00066 -. 00017 .30450
LARC8-66 CA-t6) 626C9FOMb6teS) 6416F43) (vG) t H9t) (13 -C*V 74 )
REFEFENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S 2690.0C00 SQ.FT. XMRP 106.6W00 IN. )4c BETA o .000 ELv-LC = -o0.000
LREF 474.8117 INCHES tW = .0000 IN. ' ELV-LI . -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BIEF = 956.6817 INCHES 2~0P 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-4C, -e0.000 RUDDER z .000
SCALE = .0150 SPORK 25.000
RUN NO. 96/ 0 IN/L s 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00./ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLN CA CAB CAF CY CW CBL L4)
1.200 -2.207 .00000 -. 30100 .15563 .17193 .05447 .11747 -.0100 . .0026 0011 -1.60392
1.200 -. 058 .00000 -. 15260 .11637 .16794 .05462 .11331 -. 00915 .00230 .00058 -. 9062
1.201 2.109 .00000 -. 00978 .08134 .16580 .05605 .10974 -. 00722 .00112 .00073 -. 09604
1.200 4.290 .00000 .12398 .05339 .16339 .05747 .10592 -. 00626 .00058 .r0003 .64696
1.200 8.672 .00000 .38274 .01377 .15299 .05782 .09516 -. 00263 -. 00063 -. 00051 1.70045
1.200 13.197 .00000 .64503 -. 01367 .14913 .06289 .08624 .00167 -. 00209 -. 00064 2.03093
1.200 17.496 .00000 .87814 -.03127 .14547 .06806 .07741 .00146 -. 00248 .00041 1.97090
2.199 21.753 .00000 1.06461 -. 02289 .14278 .07551 .06726 .00104 -. 00282 .00046 1.77534
GRADIENT .Crfm .06546 -. 01578 -. 00128 .00048 -. 00176 .00072 -. 000V6 .00004 .34923
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLATED 9OURCE DATA - CAtI6 PAGE 24
LARCS-686 ACA-1G) 926C9F8NsIG~ 8) w116E43) (VSFS) (RU020) ( 13 NOV 74
FRFEfRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sFRF M 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. P BETA = .000 ELV-LC, = -30.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .000 IN. C0 ELV-LI = -. 0.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BREF 936.6817 INCHES ZMP = 375.0000 IN. '2 ELV-iR = -30.000 RiDDER = .000
SCALE x .0150 SPDBRK 25.000
RLN tC. 59/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LD
1.200 -2.312 .00000 -. 33580 .17328 .19882 .05476 .1t806 -. 01034 .00419 -. 0OO09 -t.67240
1.201 -. 094 .00000 -. 17992 .13082 .17436 .05439 .11997 -. 01256 .00420 .00101 -1.02848
1.200 2.130 .00000 -. 03055 .09301 .16913 .05576 .11337 -. 00951 .00243 .00108 -. 21930
1.200 4.274 .00000 .10781 .06196 .16496 .05716 .10780 -.03601 .00095 .00103 .55185
1.200 8.684 .00000 .37678 .01585 .15257 .05781 .09476 -. 00275 -. 00010 -. 000tI 1.68225
1.200 13.041 .00000 .63105 -. 00851 .15054 .06289 .08766 .00299 -. 00175 .00004 2.00935
1.200 17.479 .00000 .85877 -. 02534 .14840 .06832 .08009 .00550 -.00370 -.00052 .94809
1.201 21.799 .00000 1.06058 -. 02111 .14433 .07549 .06884 .00304 -. 00348 -. 00006 1.76399
GRADIENT .00000 .06735 -. 01693 -.00268 .00059 -. 00307 .00073 -. 00052 .0001S .34029
LARC8-686 (C-t16) 626C9FqMI68) (V16E43) (VSRS) (RH21t) ( 13 NoV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAEITRIC DATA
SwEF = 2690.0000 So.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. 20 BETA = .000 ELV-LC = -40.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. C. ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
B1EF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. A2 ELV-RO = -40.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBK = 25.000
RUN NO. 46/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C4N CBL L/D
1.200 -2.396 .00000 -. 37596 .19102 .19976 .05673 .14303 -. 01127 .00497 .00213 - .70657
1.200 -. 170 .00000 -. 22193 .14953 .19108 .05510 .13598 -. 01293 .00467 .00oI -1.15454
1.201 2.051 .00000 -. 06616 .10911 .17872 .05504 .12369 -. 01200 .00325 .. 00137 -. 41146
1.201 4.246 .00000 .08183 .07331 .17049 .05682 .11366 -. 00949 .00249 .00091 .39178
1.201 8.658 .00000 .36350 .02077 .15402 .05781 .09622 -. 00395 .00002 .00058 1.62412
1.199 13.071 .00000 .62611 -. 00809 .14934 .06270 .08663 .00068 -. 00088 .00051 2.00686
1.199 17.450 .00000 .86257 -. 02460 .14690 .06858 .07832 .00490 -. 00294 .00068 1.95221
1.200 21.786 .00000 1.05391 -. 02069 .14435 .07538 .0697 .0007 -. 00297 .00018 1.76138
GRADIENT .00000 .06914 -. 01780 -. 00453 .00001 -. 00454 .00028 -.00040 -. 00016 .31917
DATE $4 NOV 74 TABULAIED SURCE DATA - PAtII6 GE
LARCS-686 fCA-tt6) tCFS6p4e) 164D43) (0ORS) 004 ) ( 13 NO V 74
EFIENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMIRP c 1076.6800 IN. )~ BETA .000 ELV-tC s 10.000
LEF 474.8117 INCHES MW = .0000 IN. 16 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI C .000
BREF = 936.68t?17 INCHES P = 375.0000 IN. ELV-R -10.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE : .0150 S=DRK x 25.000
RUN NC. 37/ 0 RNA. s 2.04 GRADIENT NIERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CA
r  CY CN COL -LD
.350 -2.056 .OX000 -. 16458 .03437 .06953 .05536 0415ts -. 00882 .00144 .0113 -e.14847
.351 -. 003 .00000 -. 07262 .031e4 .07193 .055st .05675 -. 01083 .001t8 .01524 -1.00956
.350 2.072 .00000 .01914 .03104 .07025 .03495 .05529 -.01114 .00094 .01577 .23396
.351- 4.095 .00000 .10984 .02881 .06482 .03400 .05082 -. 01244 .000S4 .0161tt .44736
9350 8.219 .00000 .30392 .02871 .04471 .03316 .01156 -. 01083 .00066 .01656 3.35694
.550 12.239 .00000 .51224 .02651 .02139 .03449 -. 01310 -.0011t -. 00052 .01527 3.03085
.550 16.376 .00000 .76954 .00876 .01290 .05936 -. 02646 -. 00688 -. 00091 .01563 3.20342
.349 20.516 .00000 1.00904 -. 0006 .00855 .04794 -. 03938 -. 00750 -. 0013 .01139 2.60486
GRADIENT .00000 .04457 -. 00085 -. 00077 - 0 -.21 0 -. 00054 -. 00010 ..r017 .58606
RLN NO. 36/ 0 RI/. 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C't COL LiO
.599 .5 .00000 -. 17778 .0398 .07021 .05771 .03522 -. 00983 .0025 .01606 -2.27925
.600 -. 093 .00000 -. 00272 .03736 .01213 .03?36 .03477 -. 01Qt .0025 .01608 -1.14301
.600 2.063 .00000 .0262 .05518 .06979 .053668 .0311 -. 01317 .00190 .01659 .28471
.599 4.255 .00000 .12516 .053668 .06366 .0357 .02 88 -. 0118 .00156 .01726 1.65027
.599 8.407 .00000 .33464 .03143 .04205 .054 6 .00719 -. 0105 .00094 .01705 3.58910
.599 12.785 .00000 .58728 .01419 .05094 .03769 -. 00675 -. 00437 -.00097 .01562 3.53369
.599 17.067 .00000 .81404 .01157 .03086 .04457 -. 01371 -. 00532 -. 00075 .01505 2.86548
.600 21.344 .00000 1.0 6 -. 002 .0602 .05479 -. 02847 -. 016 -. 0000 .0136 2.3626
SRADIENT .00000 .04756 -. 00097 -.00105 -. 000350 -. 00074 -. 00030 -. 00012 .00019 .62000
RUN NO. 35/ 0 RNL = 3.64 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CL CA CA B CAF CY   CL LO
.800 -2.217 .00000 -.20239 .05129 .07515 .03854 .05661 -. 01123 .00368 .01668 -2.40391
.801 -. 058 .00000 -. 08671 .04374 .07626 .03772 .03854 -. 01346 .00314 .01518 -1.15475
.801 2.180 .00000 .03058 .03900 .07401 .05663 .05737 -. 01519 .00255 .01570 .36941
.801 4.293 .00000 .14487 .03518 .06814 .05540 .05274 -. 01273 .00188 .01639 1.76859
.800 8.720 .00000 .38941 .02205 .05760 .03495 .02265 -. 00883 .00 84 .01550 3.24366
.801 13.098 .00000 .61740 .00909 .06123 .03926 .02197 -. 00529 -. 00071 .01266 2.94403
.800 17.539 .00000 .6084 .00110 .06461 .04854 .01607 -. 00696 .00016 .01534 2.49626
.800 21.928 .00000 1.04252 .02349 .06871 .06165 .00706 -. 01672 .00138 .02093 2. 093
GRADIENT .00000 .n5324 -.002 -.00107 -. 00048 -. 00058 -. 00029 -. o0002 -. 00002 .64415
DATE 14 WNV 74 TABLLATED SOURCE DATA - C4116 PAGE 26
LARCS-686 CA-116) 26C9FElIBt6W8) (416E43) (VRS) (RHL2) ( 13 KV 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S EF = 2690 .0000 5Q.FT. xMRP = 1076 .6800 IN. )C BETA = .0 ELV-LC, 10.000
LrEF = 474.8117 INCHES ~R = .0000 IN. '0 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI .000
BIFF = 936.6817 INC ES 42RP = 375.0000 IN. 2' ELV-RO = -10.000 RLDDER .0 0
SALE = .0150 0B8RK = 25.000
RLN NO. 34/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LAD
.900 -2.274 .00000 -. 21633 .06317 .08920 .04240 .04680 -. 01564 .00584 .01515 -2.17601
.900 -. 094 .00000 -. 08336 .04907 .08936 .04127 .04809 -. 01683 .00498 .01387 -.92976
.900 2.153 .00000 .05518 .03304 .09000 .04016 .04984 -.01696 .00393 .01238 .56255
.901 4.369 .00000 .1396 .02052 .0560 .03890 .04670 -. 01003 .00134 .00893 1.78045
.901 8.780 .00000 .41435 .00711 .08326 .03853 .04473 -. 00129 -. 00123 .00689 2.72656
.902 13.088 .00000 .64566 -. 00994 .09636 .04282 .04354 .00396 -. 00185 .00780 2.64548
.900 17.511 .00000 .88397 -. 02363 .09036 .05t55 .03881 -. 00078 -. 00074 .01079 2.31669
.900 21.838 .00000 1.05336 .00535 .09519 .06735 .02783 -. 007oe .00016 .01376 1.96245
GRADIENT .00000 .06040 -. 00649 -. 00046 -. 00052 .00006 .00075 -. 00066 -. 00091 .60260
RLN NO. 33/ 0 IN/L = 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C IN CBL LtO
.980 -2.160 .00000 -. 22318 .08855 .13395 .05927 .07468 -. 01388 .00612 .01504 -1.53211
.981 .009 .00000 -. 08373 .06588 .13213 .05795 .07418 -. 01535 .00567 .01414 -. 63392
.980 2.181 .00000 .05809 .04270 .12900 .05659 .07242 -.01324 .00394 .01328 .40525
.980 4.398 .00000 .20485 .01688 .12694 .05618 .07076 -.00966 .00227 .01134 1.36718
.980 8.773 .00000 .47462 -. 02004 .12378 .05933 .06445 -. 00515 .00058 .00908 2.31199
.980 13.200 .00000 .72944 -. 04445 .12898 .06859 .06038 .00550 -. 00328 .00838 2.33013
.980 17.644 .00000 .98907 -.06962 .12986 .07744 .05242 .01626 -. 00955 .00495 2.13241
.980 22.100 .00000 1.22011 -.07452 .12888 .08639 .04249 .01127 -. 00727 .00645 1.87049
GRADIENT .00000 .06527 -. 01090 -. 00t11 -. 00049 -. 00062 .00068 -. 00061 -. 00055 .44571
RLN NO. 32/ O RN/L - 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF Y C CBL L/D
1.200 -2.173 .00000 -. 17812 .07448 .15388 .05619 .09769 -. 00475 .00209 .010G5 -1.07246
1.201 .049 .00000 -. 04009 .04258 .15489 .05664 .09825 -. 00489 .00102 .00899 -.25977
1.201 2.238 .00000 .09315 .01398 .15541 .05749 .09792 -. 00485 .00015 .00804 .54745
1.201 4.381 .00000 .21956 -. 01081 .15407 .05825 .09582 -. 00383 -. 00021 .00656 1.21577
1.201 8.772 .00000 .46575 -.04235 .14511 .05905 .08606 -. 00154 -. 00113 .00510 2 .04334
1.201 13.124 .00000 .72013 -. 07052 .14457 .06476 .07981 .00255 -. 00290 .00551 2.19685
1.200 17.571 .00000 .95901 -. 08877 .14608 .07275 .07333 .00369 -. 00425 .00677 2.02940
1.200 21.891 .00000 1.14387 -.08253 .14178 .07778 .06401 .00282 -. 00450 .00710 1.80724
GRADIENT .00000 .06070 -. 01302 .f0005 .00032 -. 00027 .00013 -. 00036 -. 00060 .35120
DAIE 14 NOV 74 TABUA1ED 4.CE DATA - C0Ai PAGE, 27
LARC-6886 -6A-6) ecSCeF6OtSe) l441643) (ilS )4RW) 13 C NV 74 )
R ERENCE DATA PARAOEITIC DATA
Swlr s 2 ,90.0000 0.FT. )WMP s 1076.6800 IN. )o BETA .000 ELV-L o 40.000
LlR X 474.811? INCHES MP .0000 IN. ELV-LI .000 EL- sl .000
ocF a 936.6817 INCHES MIRP 375.0000 IN. X' ELV-mR a .000 ReICR s .000
SCALE a .0150 8RK a 25.000
RUN tN. 40/ 0 RNA. 2.88 GRADIENT INERVAL 46.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C W CBL LD
1.200 -e.158 .00000 -. 19911 .08931 .1559? .05509 .10008 -. 00144 -. 00149 -. 010ts -4 .1eeo
1.200 -. 032 .00000 -.0634? .05575 .15526 0559s6 .09930 -. 04s57 -. 0009 -. 0097 -. 40813
1.200 2.228 .0000 .07246 .02504 .15449 .05665 .09783 -. 00525 -. a0008 -. 00856 .42240
1.200 4.381 .00000 .20478 -00010 .15381 .05734 .09647 -. 00441 -. 00069 -. 0 osl 1.13862
1.200 8.751 .00000 .45170 -. 03334 .14609 .05895 .08714 -. 00387 -. 00066 -. 00572 1.99062
t.200 13.180 .00000 .71037 -. 06076 .14471 .06448 .0~3 -. 0006? -. 0t110 -. 00658 2.17475
1.200 17.530 .00000 .94378 -. 07805 .14631 .07229 .07403 .00015 -. 00197 -. 00633 2.01954
1.200 21.823 .00000 1.13035 -. 07290 .14219 .M847? .06371 -. 00255 -. 00148 -. 00581 1.80461
GRADIENT .00000 .06159 -. 01366 -. 00053 .00023 .0005 -. 00044 .00011 .00025 .35622
LARC8-6f6 CA-t6) e26C9Fe)40E8) 41863) (R1) (r4Lu4) 4 13 NCV 74 )
REFEINCE DATA PARAM'TRIC DATA
SIEF 2= 690.0000 5OFT. )xM = 1076.6800 IN. )O BETA a .000 ELV-LC, 30.000
LREF 474.8117 INCHES '4 = .0000 IN. v0 ELV-LI % .000 ELV-RI .000
GREF = 956.6817 IKCH 4S W 375.0000 IN. X0 ELV-R a -10.000 RUDDER .000
SCALE = .0150 SIOBRK 25.000
RN NO. 47/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INlERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF. CY CN CeL LD
1.201 2.237 .00000 -. 23246 .10921 .16258 .05534 .10724 .00677 -. 00591 -. 00739 -1.51721
1.201 -. 051 .00000 -. 08847 .07210 .15912 .05522 .10391 .00286 -. 00427 -. 00652 -. 55403
1.200 2.143 .00000 .05120 .03982 .15687 .05590 .10097 .00135 -. 00360 -. 0060 .28547
1.200 4.343 .00000 .1838 .01206 .15486 .05657 .09929 .00026 -. 00281 -. 00583 1.01950
1.200 8.735 .00000 .44312 -. 02722 .14567 .05818 .08749 -. 00064 -. 00160 -. 00355 1.96825
1.199 13.139 .00000 .69717 -. 05290 .14450 .06437 .0801 -.00044 -. t0017 -. 00324 2.15943
1.198 17.508 .00000 .92997 -. 06934 .14650 .07217 .07433 .00063 -. 00289 -. 00319 2.00914
1.200 21.855 .00000 1.11899 -. 06486 .14266 .07821 .06445 -. 00314 -. 00197 -. 0041 1.79510
GRADIENT .00000 .06331 -. 01476 -. 00116 .00020 -. 00136 -. 00096 .00045 .00024 .35791
DAlE 14 NOV 74 IABLA1ED SOURCE DATA - CA116 PAGE 28
LARC8-686 CA-t6) (26C9PFMI16NES) T16E43) (V8le) (RHLMS) (13 NOV 74 )
IREFIENCE DATA PARACETRIC DATA
SFEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XIMP 1076.6800 IN. )00 BETA = 000 ELV-LC = 10.000
LFEF = 474.8117 INCIES YRP = .0000 IN. 10 ELV-LI - 10.000 ELV-RI = 10.000
BIEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RO = -10.000 rIUDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SFOBRK = 25.000
RI4 No. 31/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GR)IENT INRVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C CBL LOA
1.201 -2.162 .00000 -. 11274 .02606 .15798 .05852 .09946 -. 00446 .00231 .0093 -. 65819
1.201 .037 .00000 .02240 -. 00478 .15923 .05874 .10050 -. 00532 .00125 .00790 .13999
1.201 2.213 .00000 .15289 -. 03207 .16079 .05975 .10104 -. 00518 .00042 .00722 .87990
1.201 4.385 .00000 .27863 -. 05686 .16064 .06030 .10034 -. 00361 -. 00008 .00613 1.46316
1.200 8.816 .00000 .53329 -. 09222 .15286 .06134 .09152 -. 00013 -. 00157 .00529 2.16324
1.200 13.212 .00000 .7TB986 -. 11960 .15163 .06531 .08633 .00260 -. 00264 .00512 2.23774
1.200 17 .651 .00000 1.03187 -. 14030 .15362 .07135 .08227 .00M59 -.00417 .00672 2.05956
1.200 21.918 .00000 1.2214 -. 13569 .14993 .07624 .07369 .00526 -. 00542 .00745 1.81036
GRADIENT .00000 .05980 -. 01265 .00044 .00029 .. 00015 .00012 -. 00037 -.00042 .32567
LARC8-66 CA-116) 2t6C9FS4168e) d 6E4 3) (VSMI) (RHIZ.6) ( 13 NOV 74 )
IEFEIENCE DATA PARAtMTRIC DATA
SCEF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XM1 P 1076.6800 IN. ~ BETA = .000 ELV-LC = 10.000
LFF = 474.8117 INCHES eW .0000 IN. NO ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BREF = 936.6817 ICIHES 2IP 375.00130 IN. a ELV-R = -10.000 RLIDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 sPOMBR = 25.000
RLN NCD. 38/ 0 RN/I = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LA
1.200 -2.234 .00000 -. 24683 .12085 .16368 .05437 .10932 -. 01069 .00488 .01206 -1.38736
1.199 -. 021 .00000 -. 10800 .08848 .16343 .05484 .10859 -. 01008 .00327 .00984 -. 66028
1.200 2.157 .00000 .02558 .05963 .16355 .05615 .10740 -. 00823 .00165 .0063 .11805
1.199 4.312 .00000 .15393 .0335? .16168 .05718 .10451 -. 00631 .00072 .00767 .81793
1.200 8.777 .00000 .41204 -. 00515 .15185 .05785 .09401 -. 00163 -. 00084 .00615 1.80549
1.200 13.075 .00000 .66473 -. 03150 .14791 .06246 .08544 .00197 -. 00254 .00673 2 .0539
1.200 17.542 .00000 .90253 -. 04923 .14504 .06785 .07719 .00520 -. 00428 .00688 1 .99075
1.200 21.794 .00000 1.07900 -. 03826 .14229 .07350 .06879 .00468 -.00495 .00726 1.78151
GRADIENT .00000 .06124 -. 01337 -. 00027 .00045 -. 00071 .00069 -. 00065 -. 00066 .33694
DAl 14 NOV 74 TABULAED 0kJuE DATA - CAIA li PA 29
LARCO-686 CA-t16) 26CC9F6416t68) 4t6M4S) (RS) (RHWT2) . 13 NCv 74 )
REFEENCE DATA PARAICTIC DATA
S1F = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. )ID BETA 3 .000 ELV-4.C -o.o000
LFEF = 474.8117 INCHES mrP .0000 IN. 0 ELV-LI a -10.000 ELV-RI s -10.000
BaEF Z 956.68t? INCHES 248P = 375.0000 IN. 0 ELV-RL a .000 RtD  R 
=  00
SCALE = .0150 SPOOK 25.000
RUN NO. S/ 0 RN/L s 2.04 G.ADIENT INTERL a -5.00/ 5.00
PACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C r COBI LA)
.350 -2.111 .00000 -. 29157 .09945 .07712 .031t3 .04498 s -. 00355 -. 00 4 -. 00088 -5.E609
.351t -. 059 .00000 -. 20277 .09?65 .079 .031 .04744 -. 00472 -. 00 98 -. 00 08 
-2.55067
.35st .985 .00000 -. 1145 9 .0 51 07 .05121 .0466. -. 00569 -. 0027 -. 00792 
-1t.54236
.351 4.021 .00000 -. 01523 .09290 .07308 .05052 .04256 -. 0022 -. 010 -0077 
-. 2ee7
.550 8.122 .00000 .17426 .09178 .05370 .02923 .0"447 .00445 -. 00435 -. 00919 
2.12040
.350 12.202 .00000 .37671 .09425 .02991 .03052 -. 00061 .00506 -. 00585 -. 00729 
3.32433
.350 16.540 .00000 .60222 .08958 .01999 .054A8 -. 01489 .0098 -.00437 -. 00854 
5 .0342t
.350 20.432 .00000 .83961 .08534 .01283 .04165 -. 0282 .f0003 -. 00293 -.
o0tte 2.56377
GRADIENT .00000 .04502 -. 00108 - X0066 -. 00027 -. 00059 .rm -. 00Cm .0003 .49001
RUN NO. 90/ 0 r /I. 3.1?7 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C* CBL LD
.600 -. 262 .00000 -. 31667 .10992 .07877 .05430 .0444? -. 00543 -. 00135 -. 00728 -5.43557
.601 -. 143 .00000 -. 21636 .10706 .08057 .0336 .04671 -. 00529 -. 00170 -. 00724 
-2.66482
.600 1.980 .00000 -. 11248 .10432 .0G787 .05530 .04544 -. 00492 -. 00216 -. 00693 -1.53913
.601 4.099 .00000 -. 01224 .10085 .07330 .03234 .04096 -. 00326 -. 00273 -. 00747 -. 24147
.600 8.334 .00C00 .20133 .09678 .05131 .05125 .02005 .00193 -. 00381 -. 00831 2.39961
.600 12.613 .00000 .43696 .08896 .05566 .03375 .00191 .00576 -. 00485 -. 00701 3.21499
.601 16.911 .00000 .66223 .09228 .03490 .03895 -. 00405 .00191 -. 00273 -. 00 82 2.75831
.600 21.193 .00000 .91121 .0821 .05081 .04758 -. 01677 -. 00545 -. 00066 -. 00747 2.34226
GRADIENT .00000 .04797 -. 00142 -. 00086 -. 00050 -. 00056 .00004 -.00022 -. 00001 .50493
RvL N . 79/ 0 N/L. = 3.36 GRADIENT INERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C C W CBL LD
.900 -2.415 .00000 -. 37532 .16175 .10706 .05863 .06842 .00268 -. 00375 -. 01197 -3.01741
.901 -. 214 .00000 -. 24042 .14653 .10674 .03797 .06877 .00043 -. 00402 -. 01125 
e.22998
.900 1.994 .00000 -.10t18 .12890 .10331 .05692 .06639 .00168 -. 00479 -. 01080 
-1 .1204
.901 4.2t9 .00000 .04310 .10568 .09917 .05612 .06305 .00324 -. 00467 -. 00892 
.34964
.901 8.664 .0000J0 .32659 .06578 .09069 .03568 .05501 .00287 -. 00309 -. 00251 
2.22688
.901 1S.033 .10000 .55504 .05314 .09244 .03911 .055533 .00054 -. 00166 -. 00342 
2.41551
.900 17.394 .00000 .76854 .05318 .09689 .04761 .04929 -. 00989 .00067 -. 00197 
2.19625
.902 21.766 .00000 .95030 .07595 .09962 .06021 .03941 -. 01949 .00254 .00135 
1.900 67
GRADIENT .00000 .06285 -. 00840 -. 00123 -. 00039 -. 00084 .000t3 -. 00016 .00 43 .50813
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLA1ED SOURCE DATA - CAt16 PAGE 30
LARCO-686 CA-I6 26C98eMF16ES) "-16E43) (VIS) UG1M027) ( 13 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMIP = 1076.6800 IN. O BETA .000O ELV-LC = -20.000
LREF z 474.8117 INCHES YM RP = .0000 IN. 'I ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BrEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-WR = .000 IDDER .000
SCALE = .0150 SODBRK 25.000
RLN NC,. 78/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY CYN CBL LoA
1.201 -2.280 .00000 -. 26719 .13453 .16579 .05457 .11122 -. 00131 -.00165 -.00904 -1.47703
1.201 -.077 .00000 -.12694 .10023 .16425 .05506 .10919 -.00364 -. 00097 -.00770 -. 77072
1.200 2.104 .00000 .00999 .06859 .16262 .05639 .10623 -.00389 -. 00108 -.00663 .02464
1.200 4.295 .00000 .14261 .04158 .16074 .05707 . .10368 -. 00288 -. 00106 -. 00650 .76139
1.199 8.698 .00000 .40066 .00372 .15138 .05768 .09369 -.00141 -. 00124 -. 00673 1.77509
1.199 13.106 .00000 .65826 -.02318 .14724 .06181 .08542 .00176 -. 00240 -.00676 2.07655
1.199 17.491 .00000 .89453 -. 04087 .14411 .06783 .07628 .00037 -.00203 -.00537 1.99324
1.199 21 .817 .00 1.07366 -.03136 .14143 .07392 .06751 -. 00251 -.00129 -. 00464 1.78047
GRADIENT .00000 .06237 -.01417 -. 00077 .00 -00117 -. 00023 .00008 .00040 .34284
LARC8-686 *A-116) 626C9F841618) 416E43) M(VrI) (RHLL028) ( .3 Nv 74 )
IREFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SIF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. )C0 BETA = .000 ELV-LC = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES mw = .0000 IN. 10 ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES 2lMR = 375.0000 IN. a ELV-RC, = .000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SDOBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 39/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
"ACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C CBL LiO
1.200 -2.284 .00000 -. 27132 .13645 .16647 .05450 .11198 -. 00151 -. 00200 -. 00881 -4.49286
1.201 -.080 .00000 -. 12928 .10096 .16485 .05460 .11025 -. 00335 -.00152 -. 00788 -. 78200
1.201 2.098 .00000 .00556 .06952 .16331 .05599 .10732 -. 00358 -. 00157 -. 00703 -. 00259
1.200 4.358 .00000 .14471 .04117 .16089 .05697 .10392 -. 00277 -. 00149 -. 00668 .77044
1.200 8.680 .00000 .539470 .00537 .15224 .05739 .09485 -. 00124 -. 001 85 -. 00655 1.74808
1.200 13.088 .00000 .65226 -.02159 .14761 .06265 .08496 .00183 -. 00308 -. 00663 2.06500
1.200 17.529 .00000 .89308 -.04079 .14471 .06744 .07727 .00055 -. 00255 -. 00518 1.98544
1.200 21.856 .00000 1.07240 -. 03067 .14167 .07394 .06773 -. 00271 -. 00163 -. 00451 1.77603
GRADIENT .00000 .06256 -. 01435 -. 000O 3 .Or040 -. 00123 -. 00018 .00007 .00033 .34244
DAlE 14 N)v 74 TABU.ALE SCuaCE DATA- C116 PAGE 31
LARCS'e86 CA-t) MsKscFSV6NL SI416F4WS (1 ) URua291 (13 s Kv 74 )
MERENCE DATA PAPAITRiW C DATA
SEF = 2690.0000 So.FT. xmwP . 1076.6800 IN. )0Ci ETA .000 ELV-L' 5 -10.000
LF = -474.8117 INCIHS WP = .0000 IN. 0 CLV-LI - 0.000 ELV-RI = -0.000
BIEF = 9 6.6817 INtHS 2RP = 375.0000 !N. 2C AELV-M0 -30.000 AWOE.R = .000
SCALE .0150 PBasli = 25.000
RU Nto. 85/ 0 RN/L 2.e0 GRADIENT INERVAL -4.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF C CI CL LA
.350 -4.56 .00000 -. 43821 .16178 .09500 .05005 .06495 -. 014 .00526 .o017T -3.0925
.350 *-.1. .00000 -. 34046 .15759 .09019 .05062 .0679 -. 0144 .00465 .01490 -3.44838
.351 1.965 .00000 -. 24453 .154806 .09789 .05059 .0670 -. 01567 .00443 .01i50 -. 76969
.350 4.079 .00000 -. 15012 .15160 .09577 .05056 .065341 -. 01473 .00390 .01556 -1. 0889
.350 0.181 .00000 .0407 .14g92 .07630 .03063 .04567 -. 0t164 .00369 .0143 .35690
.350 12.220 .00000 .24506 .14934 .05216 .05 t .01087 -. 00 49 n.001o .01122 2.22142
.350 16.516 .00000 .46275 .15026 .03549 .05468 .005t -. o0091 .00172 .01475 2.59555
.349 20.472 .00000 .67571 .t5o0 .05301 .05977 *.00676 -.Otta .00260 .01507 2.52563
GRADIENT .00000 .04620 -. 00160 -.00020 00 -.005 -.005 -. 001 00 32291
R N o. 84/ 0 AN/L 3.17 GRADIENT INIERVAL -4.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB C Cr C cBL.- LA
.600 -. 279 .00000 -. 44589 .16785 .09998 .03271 .06727 *.01256 .00605 .01499 -5.7581
G600 -. 197 .00000 -. 33967 .16189 .10140 .05252 .06888 -. 013 8 .00608 .01423 -3.530041
.600 1.948 .00000 -. 23333 .15677 .09990 .05239 .06751 -. 01470 .00536 .01365 -. 57414
.598 4.001 .00000 -. 12655 .15106 .09429 .05231 .06197 -. 01451 .00401 .01318 -t.55842
.599 8.288 .00000 .08807 .14754 .07362 .0 0419 -.0141 .00430 .01255 .89468
.599 12.541 .00000 .31794 .14123 .05453 .03368 .02064 -.00421 .00097 .001t 2.44500
.599 160.817 .00000 .54473 .14236 .05020 .03829 .01191 -. 00s88 .00200 .00992 2.4648
.599 21.233 .00000 .77832 .14487 .04870 .04546 .00323 -. 01016 .00205 .01063 2.16291
GRADIENT .00000 .05072 -. 00264 -. 00088 -. 0000 -. 00082 -.00032 -.053 -.3 00029 .34963
RLN ND. 83/ 0 RN/L : 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CL CA CAB CAF C CW4 CL LA)
.901 -e.449 .00000 -. 49062 .22418 .13767 .03864 .09923 -. 01729 .0 10to .010t -3.09524
.901 -. 314 .00000 -. 36214 .20844 .13674 .03807 .09867 -.0189S .00928 .01106 -2.60501
.900 1.925 .00000 -. 22794 .19210 .13125 .03722 .09403 -. 01810 .00183 .01103 -1. 7999
.900 4 .128 .00000 -. 07822 .16659 .12233 .03639 .08594 -. 01530 .00590 .01040 -. 74607
.900 8.648 .0000 .23276 .11866 .10920 .03445 .07476 -. 00124 -. 00143 .00151 1.49475
.900 13.116 .00000 .50940 .08368 .10609 .04071 .06537 -.00007 -.-00244 .00154 2.15621
.901 17.414 .00000 .72690 .08206 .10949 .04875 .06014 -. 00659 -. 00057 -. 00167 2.05210
.900 21.704 .00000 .89389 .10887 .11t369 .06031 .05338 -. 01750 .00318 .00531 1.80760
GRADIENT .00000 .06351 -.00861 -.00238 -. 035 -. 0r203 .00031 -. 00064 -. 00001 .35415
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLA1ED SOURCE DATA - CAt6 PAGE 32
LARCS-686 CA-t6) 0l26C9F8M 6I8) 6416E43) (V8RI) (RHL029) ( 13 NOV 74
R(EFtENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
RE w 2690.0000 So.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN. C' BETA c .000 ELV-LC : -10.000
LBEF = 474.8117 INCHES 'M RP .0000 IN. wc ELV-1 z -3.OM ELV-RI " 40.000
BREF x 936.6817 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RC, -30.000 RILDDER .000
SCALE s .0150 SPDBRK : 25.000
RLN NO. 82/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GPADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N CBL LAD
1.200 -e.458 .00000 -.35354 .19880 .19373 .05493 .1380O -. 140 .0 0 .00812 -1.78516
1.201 -1.278 .00000 -.30106 .17605 .19080 .05450 .13630 -.02073 .01019 .00648 -1.50269
1.200 -.075 .00000 -.21759 .15415 .18732 .05424 .13309 -. 01971 .00878 .00553 -. 15850
1.200 2.053 .00000 -.08233 .12260 .18222 .05403 .12819 -. 01714 .00596 .00315 -.49571
1.200 4.247 .00000 .05252 .09515 .17787 .05470 .12317 -. 01378 .00418 .00139 .21625
1.200 8.708 .00000 .33232 .04425 .16572 .05794 .10778 -.00431 .00024 -. 00013 1.41689
1.200 13.095 .00000 .59713 .01465 .16090 .06322 .09768 -.00133 -. 00075 .00117 1.86691
1.200 17.405 .00000 .83186 -.00484 .15656 .06953 .08703 .00075 -.- 0113 .0312 1.87570
1.200 21.767 .00000 1.02405 .0039 .14934 .07362 .07572 .00558 -. 00276 .00258 1.72757
GRADIENT .00000 .06489 -.01537 -. 00239 -. 00004 -. 00235 .0115 -. 114 -. 300100 .30141
LARCS-686 CA- t6 e26C9FG61Z8) %W16E43) 1tVS8) (PHU130) t 13 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAEIRIC DATA
F = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMHRP 1076.6800 IN. NC BETA .000 ELV-LC = -10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES 4Wp = .0000 IN. N0 ELV-LI = 10.000 ELV-Rl -10.000l
BEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2RP 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RC = -30.000 RDObER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SFDBRK = 25.00
RLN NO. 49/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C'N CBL LDo
1.200 -2.243 .00000 -.24585 .11444 .17094 .05644 .11450 -. 04307 .02124 .02050 -1.32444
1.201 -.099 .00000 -. 10278 .07736 .16692 .05639 .11053 -. 03843 .01744 .01936 -.61333
1.201 2.029 .00000 .03134 .04662 .16497 .05687 .10810 -. 03361 .01404 .01937 .15349
1.201 4.313 .00000 .17590 .01446 .16145 .05783 .10361 -.02656 .01031 .01787 .93713
1.201 8.836 .00000 .44405 -. 02795 .15054 .05882 .09173 -.01569 .00541 .01287 1.91574
1.202 13.205 .00000 .69959 -.05325 .14927 .06380 .08547 -.00527 .00211 .01291 2.12034
1.200 17.478 .00000 .93001 -.07012 .14866 .06881 .07985 -. 00047 -. 00081 .01346 2.00045
1.200 21 .801 .00000 1.12509 -. 06781 .14507 .07448 .07059 .00149 -.00282 .01385 1.79306
GRADIENT .00000 .06420 -. 01516 -. 00140 .00 21 -.00161 .00250 -. 00166 -. 00036 .34646
DATE 14 NOv 74 IABLLAIED SURCE DATA - CA1i6 PAGE 33
LARC-886 (CA-116) .26C9F8116 8) (L416E43) (VRS) (RHt ) ( t3 N V 74
rEFEfENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sr;F = 2690.0000 so.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. )o BETA r .000 ELV-C,= 10.000
LEF 2 474.8117 INCHES mfP = .0000 IN. C- ELV-LI 2 20.000 ELV-RI = .000
Bf F = 936.6817 INCHES 2M P = 375.0000 IN. M ELV-RO = -10o.000 RDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPoBRK 2 25.000
RLN NO. 50/ 0 RN/L : 2.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C(N CBL LA)
1.201 -2.163 .00000 -. 12467 .03270 .16411 .05820 .1059t -. 00708 .00185 .02113 -. 70179
1.201 .051 .00000 .01526 -. 0000 . .16401 .05794 .10606 -. 00653 .00029 .01971 .09212
1.201 2.241 .00000 .14982 -. 02993 .16413 .05837 .10576 -.00606 -. 00099 .i0187 .A4354
1.201 4.502 .00000 .28323 -. 05730 .16430 .05945 .10496 -. 00447 -. 00177 .01838 1.44849
1.200 8.861 .00000 .53720 -. 09284 .i5818 .06114 .09704 -. 00017 -. 00365 .01850 2.11851
1.201 13.251 .00000 .79492 -. 11973 .15891 .06721 .09170 .00234 -. 00502 .01872 2.18868
1.201 17.606 .00000 1.02892 -. 13412 .16083 .07263 .08820 .00543 -. 00740 .01906 2.00655
1.200 21.930 .00000 1.21491 -. 12658 .15649 .07569 .08080 .00304 -. 00766 .01929 1.78416
GRADIENT .00000 .06122 -. 01350 .00005 .00019 -. 00016 .00037 -.00055 -. 00041 .32452
LARC8-686 C A-it) 26C9F6816te8) (dt16E43 (c8) OReL32) (13 SOV 74 )
IRFEIfNCE DATA PARAPITRIC DATA
S :EF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMI = 1076.68600 IN. JO BETA = .000 ELy-LC = - o.000
LIEF = 474.8117 INCHES 'MIr = .0000 IN. ' ELV-LI 4-0.000 ELV-RI 2 .000
BFEF = 936.6817 INCHES 2MP = 375.0000 IN. 2 ELV-RC a .000 RDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SDBRaK 25.000
RIN NO. 77/ 0 RN/L 2.05 GRADIENT INiERVAL 2 .001 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C'~ CL LD
.350 -2.075 .00000 -. 26984 .08789 .OE223 .03487 .04737 .01313 -.001 t -. 02425 -2.90028
.5350 -. 032 .00000 -. 18012 .08579 .08455 .03414 .05040 .01455 -. 00890 -. 02391 4.12728
.350 2.010 .00000 -. 09092 .08381 .08276 .03359 .04917 .01321 -. 00956 -. 02368 -1.17909
.350 4.054 .00000 .00207 .08177 .07836 .03291 .04545 .01607 -. 0100o -. ss2332 -. 04434
.351 8.150 .00000 .20078 .07965 .05936 .03202 .02734 .02268 -. 01144 -. 02504 2.18228
.351 12.237 .00000 .39664 .08171 .03595 .03265 .00330 .02889 -. 01212 -.02448 3.18794
.350 16.358 .00000 .63187 .07769 .02461 .03630 -. 01169 .03008 -. 01286 -. 02664 2.97330
.350 20.454 .00000 .85074 .07541 .01878 .04207 -. 02329 .02838 -. 01131 -. 03159 2.51051
GRADIENT .00000 .04430 -.00100 -. 00066 -. 00031 -. 00034 .00037 -.00034 .00015 .46581
DATE 14 NOV 74 TABLLAIED SOURCE DATA - C~I~ PAGE 34
LARCO-48S rA-l16) 2G6C9f8O1M,8) M~8~O45b 0( ) (FmtOS2) ( 13 Cv 74 )
REFEtENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SrEF 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMIRP = 1076.600 IN. )0 BETA a .000 ELV-LC = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES %%RP = .0000 IN. * ELV-LI = -20.000 ELV-RI = r00
BrME = 936.6817 INCHES 4MRP = 575.0000 IN. a ELV-ROI = .000 RWDER = 000
SCALE s .0150 SPOBRK = 25.000
RUN Nd. 76/ 0 RN/L : 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL c -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C N C8L L/D
.599 -2.243 .00000 -. 28941 .09548 .08346 .03679 .04668 .01815 -. 00932 -. 02314 -3.01837
.598 -. 115 .00000 -. 18962 .09247 .08537 .03695 .04842 .01653 -. 00957 -.02284 -2.20941
.598 2.016 .00000 -.08629 .08909 .08312 .03556 .04756 .01690 -. 01013 -. 02295 -1.11408
.600 4.117 .00000 .01613 .08551 .07790 .03440 .04350 .01808 -. 01065 -.02292 .13304
.600 8.372 .00000 .22904 .08201 .05659 .03391 .02268 .02463 -.01164 -. 02426 2.44419
.600 12.664 .00000 .46792 .07334 .04074 .03580 .00494 .02908 -. 01290 -.02315 3.14485
.600 16.934 .00000 .68983 .07454 .04066 .04074 -. 00008 .02537 -. 01089 -. 02344 2.70237
.600 21.215 .0000 .93241 .07076 .03768 .04921 -. 01153 .02056 -. 00965 -. 02565 2.29664
GRADIENT .00000 .04808 -. 00157 -. 00089 -. 00040 -.00049 .00001 -. 00021 .0000r .49724
RLN NO. 75/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C YN CBL LID
.900 -2.408 .00000 -. 35388 .14135 .11010 .04082 .06927 .03888 -. 01776 -. 02686 -2.79440
.901 -. 178 .00000 -. 21336 .12537 .10984 .03969 .07015 .03866 -. 01811 -. 02609 -1.92770
.901 2.044 .00000 -. 07880 .11009 .10656 .03866 .06789 .03649 -. 01773 -. 02630 -. 79625
.901 4.242 .00000 .05551 .09325 .10209 .03799 .06410 .03635 -. 01670 -. 02314 .45132
.902 8.679 .00000 .32806 .06042 .09529 .03685 .05844 .03330 -. 01532 -. 01444 2.15677
.902 13.078 .00000 .57647 .03758 .09704 .04199 .05505 .02622 -. 01325 -. 01166 2.39847
.901 17.462 .00000 .80236 .03196 .10115 .05090 .05025 .01326 -. 00942 -.01320 2.17939
.902 21 .04 .00000 .96611 .06231 .10563 .06567 .03996 -. 01869 -. 00066 -. 00681 1.87723
GRADIENT .00000 .06146 -. 00720 -. 00123 -.0004 -. 00080 -. 00044 .00016 .00049 .49007
RLN NO. 74/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CLM CA CAB CAF CY C tN CBL LID
1.200 -2.258 .00000 -. 26946 .13192 .16922 .05340 .11583 .03322 -. 01726 -.02230 -1.46119
1.201 -. 063 .00000 -.12750 .09657 .16707 .05375 .11331 .02993 -.01632 -.02116 -.76143
1.201 2.121 .000m .01075 .06533 .16504 .05401 .11103 .02774 -.01569 -. 02063 .02806
1.201 4.322 .00000 .14383 .03867 .16241 .05498 .10743 .02554 -.01468 -. 02043 .75915
1.201 8.700 .00000 .39720 .00251 .15512 .05737 .09775 .02122 -. 01213 -. 01455 1.72983
1.199 13.115 .00000 .65371 -. 02471 .15333 .06313 .09020 .01876 -.01128 -. 01856 2.02202
1.200 17.502 .00000 .89540 -.04745 .15081 .07025 .08056 .01279 -.00837 -.01640 1.95731
1.199 21.838 .00000 1.08427 -. 04188 .14422 .07363 .07059 .00527 -. 00502 -.01522 1.77367
GRADIENT .00000 .06286 -. 01418 -. 00102 .00023 -. 00125 -. 00115 .00038 .00028 .339A3
DATE 16 DEC 74 TABU LTE SCURCE OATA - CAItt PAGE 35
LARC8-686(CA-116N (26C9FM1N28) ()(W16E43) (VRR5) (SHt1) ( 17 OEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SR " a 269.0000 S .FT. Xt4P = 1076.6800 IN. X BETA = .000 ELV-LO .000
LIEP 474.8117 INCHES Y4RP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-Lt ,00 ELV-RI .000
E a 936.6817 INCHES Zt4RP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-R O ,000 RUOE a .000
SCAe = .0150 SPDRIK = 25.000
RUN No. 8/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT INTEVA~ L -5.00/ 5.00
MAC ALPHA CHEItm CHECTS CHETTL CtING Q4tJNG CWLNG CLP CO CDO L/OP
.350 -2.054 ,01418 .01921 .03339 -. 05142 .02110 .01139 -. 15601 .07164 .03652 -4.27251
.350 - .022 .01415 .01822 .03237 -. 01760 .01336 .00225 -. 06902 .06783 .03298 -2.09269
.351 2.023 .01382 .01683 .03065 .00919 .00835 -. 00604 .02260 .06691 .03265 .69234
.351 4.067 .01287 .01560 .02847 .03949 .00228 - .01496 .11331 .06824 .03458 3.27711
.352 6.122 .01188 .01284 .02472 .07653 - .00741 -. 02480 .20553 .07337 .04065 5.05621
.350 10.211 .00598 .00299 .00897 .13593 - 02046 -. 042003 .40665 .09972 .06768 6.00639
.351 14.327 -.00814 - .0650 -. 01464 .20314 -. 0398 -. 05931 .6i201 .16333 .12913 4.81702
.350 16.431 -.04123 -.02491 -.06614 .27571 -.05765 -.07770 .84806 .26585 .24626 3.44376
.350 2t.148 -.05284 -. 03632 -. 08916 .32549 -.07123 -.06979 .99474 .3 042 .33557 2.96436
GRADIENT -. 00021 -.00063 -. 0 ~81 .01468 -.00301 -. 00142 .04408 -. 00054 -. V0003 1.24635
RUN WN-. 7/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHE- 8 CHEjTB CHETTL C4ING CMQING MLW"G CLF CD CDF L/DF
.6m -2.157 .03564 .01944 .05508 -. 04904 .01931 .01239 -. 16507 .07392 .03616 -4.56499
.599 -. 039 .03554 .01820 .05374 -. 01 555 .01228 .r0024 -. 06743 .06921 .03201 -2.10659
.599 2.081 .03540 .01792 .05332 .01873 .00495 -. 00703 .03220 .06791 .03137 1.02637
.60 4.191 ,03488 .01649 .05137 .05089 -.0162 -.01641 .13091 .07000 .03463 3.77966
.s3 6.315 .03386 .01339 .04725 .08379 - .00912 -.0262? .23435 .07581 ,04141 5.65947
.599 8.451 .03040 .00785 .03825 .12331 -.01917 -. 03735 .34754 .08888 .05478 6.34408
.599 10.597 .02661 .00191 .02852 .15619 -.02722 -. 04663 .45880 .11092 .07648 5.99908
.599 14.861 - .00567 -.02140 -. 02707 .22773 -.04767 - .06366 .63079 .20797 .16947 4.01710
.599 19.152 -.03606 -.03608 -.07214 .29697 -.06602 - ,079A .9013 .33652 .29149 3.09364
.599 22.000 -.04057 -. 04992 -. 09049 .34244 -.07654 -. 09042 1.04246 .43854 .38701 2.69369
CRADIENT -. 00011 -. 00043 -. 000'55 .01579 -. 00334 -. 00455 .04666 -. 00062 -. 00025 1.33089
RUN o. 6/ 0 RN/L= 3.64 GRADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CW ING CNWING COL"N CLP CD CDF L/DP
.800 -2.244 .03869 .02226 .06395 -. 05746 .02270 .01483 -.18724 .07954 .04120 -4.54487
.800 -. 062 .03816 .01999 .05815 -. 01971 .01461 .00398 -. 07461 .07334 .03593 -2.07645
.801 2.129 .03632 .02044 .05676 .02003 .00573 -.00714 .03661 .07194 .03572 1.03038
.8L0 4.321 .03851 .0190 .05759 .05641 -.00210 -. 01795 .495 ,07568 .04084 3.64731
.79q 6.519 . 3744 .01395 .05139 .09696 -. 01313 -. 03045 .27442 .08603 .05393 5.08819
.800 10.8A1 .02176 -.00 l73 .01393 .16329 -. 03128 -. 04670 .47742 .1470 ,.11142 4.28496
.800 15.268 -. 012710 -.02269 -. 03539 .22594 -.04755 -. 061 13 .69646 .24829 .20660 3.37108
.801 19.697 -. 02535 -. 04669 - .07204 .28196 -. 06303 -. 07381 .90316 .38334 .33333 2.70950
.80 22.518 -. 04725 -. 04461 -. 09206 .2A808 -. 05984 -. 0738 .96977 .46361 .40545 2.39187
GRADIENT -. 0002 -. 00041 -. 00043 .01741 -. 00380R -. 00500 .05113 -. 00059 -.00006 1.26392
ATE S 0EC 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - CAi16 PAGE 36
LARCS-686(CA-I16) (B2GCf9PM16N8) (itGE43) (VRS (SHU01) I 17 EC 74 )
REFERDCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF m 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = .0
LA7e u 474.6117 INCHES 't4VP = .00 IN. YO ELV-LI= .oo00 ELV-RI .000
BREF 936.6817 INCHES .ZvRP = 375.000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .00 RUDODER .000
SCALE a .0150 SPO~BrK = 25.000
RUN N3. 5/ 0 RN/L = 3,36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB OCEOTB CHETTL CNWING CKI4 NG CBLWNG CLF CD COF L/OF
.901 -2.272 .05238 .02928 .08166 -.06094 .02545 .01583 -.20169 .09320 .05132 -3.92991
.901 -.050 .05202 .02515 .07717 -.01575 .01394 .03263 -.06942 .08570 .04513 -1.53830
.901 2.145 .05286 .02225 .07511 .02952 .00180 -.01043 .05628 .08661 .04736 1.18842
.901 4.346 .05912 .02522 .08434 .06836 - .0071 5 - .2147 .17266 .19641 .05817 2.96804
.901 6.543 .06406 .02307 .08713 .13035 -. 01679 -. 03044 .28148 .11422 .07688 3.66130
.901 10.896 .05096 .00152 .05248 .16913 - .038O -. 04754 .49205 .17606 .13631 3.60978
.901 15.296 -.01102 -.01823 -.02925 .24151 -. 06026 -.06513 .71191 .27997 .23459 3.03474
.901 19.680 -. 047"4 -. 04950 -.09654 .29152 -. 07458 -. 07695 .9088 0 .41289 .35866 2.53385
.901 22.519 -. 08343 -. 05254 -.13597 .29389 -,.06753 -.07555 .97257 .49464 .43006 2.26148
GRADIENT .01895 -. 0M69 .88327 .01965 - .M499 -. 88567 .05664 .0047 .0133 1.06224
RUN N. 4/ 0 RLN/ = 3.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.88
-ACH ALPHA CEINTB CHEOTB CHETTL CNWING (C~MNG CBLWNG CLF CO CDF L/DF
.920 -2.257 .05312 .03010 .08322 -.05503 .022 3 .01416 -. 19668 .10010 .05712 -3.44344
.920 -. 044 .05297 .02678 .07975 -. O8781 .00932 .08832 -. 06180 .09268 .0507U -1.21878
.921 2.158 .05553 .02575 .08128 .04099 -. 00472 -. 01368 .0766 .09379 .05352 1.32025
.920 4.366 .06612 .02999 .09611 .07689 -. 01217 -. 02375 .18621 .10357 .06453 2.88535
.919 6.555 .07312 .01983 .09295 .1 -. 023058 -. t 3262 .29621 .12135 .08282 3.57649
.920 10.914 .03566 -. 0504 .03062 .18282 -.04526 -. 05118 .51958 .18625 .14528 3.50747
.920 15.308 -. 02233 - .02276 - .04509 .25182 -. 06682 -. 06815 .73238 .29114 .24429 2.99792
.921 19.692 -. 05380 -. 05029 -. 10409 .30113 -. 08107 -.07957 .92554 .42494 .36968 2. 50361
.920 22.550 -.09 82 -. 05745 -.14747 .31371 -. 07845 -. 8132 .99490 .51092 .44419 2.23979
GRADIENT . l188 -.0 006 .00182 .02014 -. 0l528 -. 0 1579 .058 95 .0852 .00113 .97527
RUN No 3/ 0 RN/L. 3.24 CRADIENT 1NTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.0
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHE.TB 0ETTL CNING CMnWNG CBLLWNG CLP CD CDP LI/D
s949 -2.274 .0L852 .04143 .1995 -. 05656 .02376 .01469 -,21710 .11648 ,06959 -3.11960
.950 -. 045 .06522 .04068 .10590 -. 868A1 .80945 .IYm115 -. 07572 .10711 .06129 -1.23537
.950 2.154 .06496 .03837 .10333 .04 02 -. 00566 -. 01431 .06104 .1, 49 .06282 .95A82
.950 4.369 .07001 .02735 .09736 .08783 -. 01912 -. 02741 .19644 .11795 .07422 2.64682
.950 6.575 .07226 .0953 L.0179 .13021 -.03231 -.03911 .32675 ,13726 .093S7 3.48846
.950 10.968 .02684 - .01691 .00993 .20206 -. 05622 -. 05762 .55603 .2496 .1595?7 .48457
.950 15.375 -.04546 -. 03770 -,08316 .27044 -. 08030 -. 07437 .78075 .31477 .26114 2.98979
.950 19.759 -. 08743 -. 05988 -. 14731 .33269 -. 10146 -.08907 .97614 .45315 .39137 2.49417
.950 22.627 -.09903 -. 07798 -. 17791 .33039 -. 09044 -. 08683 1.04801 .54204 .47346 2.21343
GRADIENT .01019 -. 08201 -. 0012 .02183 -. 0650 -.00636 .06220 .00021 .00069 .88075
DATE 18 DEC 74 TA .LATED SOcUCE DATA - OATI6 PAGE 37
LARC-686(OA-.16) (826C9F8HI6N28) (W116E43) (VRS) (SHUQI) : 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.T. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .OQ ELV-LO .000
LREf, 2 474.68117 INCHES MRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L1 = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP m 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE .0150 SPDRK = 25.000
RUN ,). / 0 RN/L = 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIIB CHEOTB 0iETTL CNWING CM0tNG CBL NG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.979 -2.256 .07687 .04426 .12113 -. 05613 .02471 .01453 -. 21221 .13850 .07965 -2.66411
.980 -. 031 .07269 .04346 .11615 -.00731 .01053 .00024 -. 07220 .12848 .07143 -1.01091
.980 2.167 .07134 .03962 .11096 .04158 -. 00475 -.01410 .06317 .12834 .07274 .86835
.979 4.376 .07276 .02811 .10087 .08748 -.01940 -.02743 .19800 .13913 .08385 2.36144
.980 6.594 .07301 .00703 .08004 .12883 -.03291 -. 03913 .33045 ,16128 .10431 3.16803
.979 10.992 .01037 -.02406 -. 01369 .20596 -. 05961 -. 05921 .56691 .23352 .17262 3.28425
.981 15.405 -. 04972 -. 04425 -. 09397 .28923 -. 09002 -. 08057 .81144 .34961 .27958 2.90235
.980 19.799 -. 12313 -. 06629 -. 18942 .35245 -. 11266 -. 09595 1.01483 .49002 .41468 2.44727
.979 22.672 -. it185 -.08054 -. 19239 .36773 -. 11357 -.09803 1.10990 .58548 .50730 3 .18788
GRADIENT -.00062 - .0237 -.00299 .02171 .0668 -*.00635 .06183 ,.0000 .00063 .76742
RUN M. 1/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRAIINT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
SMACH ALPHA CHEIN CHEOTB CHETTL C IKNG, CM4 NG CLW3NG CLP CD CDF L/DP
1.200 -2.199 .09225 .03821 .13046 -.04403 .0207 .01051 -. 6859 4 t57,6 .10204 -1*,5222
1.201 -.012 .08082 .02472 .10554 .00469 .00178 -. 00 0 -.13.0 97 .1521 .096 ? -. 3944
I .00 2,173 606543 .01094 .07637 .04956 -. 01501 -0(658 .0880 .15611 .09915 ,s8955
Ila00 4.3O4 .051 -A.00216 .04905 .00043 -. 0248 -02822 .1103 1871t .10%81 1.902173
I.n 8.555 .03821 -.01250 .02571 .13025 -.0425? -.03901 .32798 .8678 .12825 2.55745
1.L200 1.93 -.01225 -. 0337 -. 04598 .20764 -.06865 -.05876 .5592 .24960 .19043 2.93652
1.200 15.347 - .7189 -.05355 -. 12544 .27877 -.09105 -.07834 .78990 .36020 .29540 2.67396
1.200 19.894 -.13497 -.06970 -. 20457 .33292 -.11 20 -.08941 .96712 .48A16 .41845 2.31119
1. l0 22.545 -. 16745 -. 07757 -. 249.12 .35125 -. 11465 -. 0933A 1.05479 .57414 .50374. 2.09394
CRADIENT -.00)833 -. 00616 -. 01249 .0048 - .00765 -.003590 .5782 .00146 .00119 .54878
DATE iS DEC 74 TABULATED SCIRCE DATA - CA16 PAGE 38
LARC8-686(0A-116) (B26C9F8 NE81 (Wt16E431 (VRS) (SHU002) 17 DEC 74 )
REPEFRENC DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP a P 60,0003 S.PT, )XRP a 1076.6800 IN. XO BET&A = .00 ELV-LO .000
LREP a 474.8117 INCHES YMI4P a .0000 IN. YO E V-LI = .000 ELv-RI .000
AtEP a 934.6817 INCHES ZtIP a 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO a .000 RB~ a L.000
C~A L a .0150 SPOBRK a 25.000
R\IN N, T73/ 0 RN/L m 2.04 ,ADUIENT INTMVAL 0 =-L.0/ ,00
t MO ALPKA tHEIMJ C CHiETL Ct"JlNG C t4ING CBLWNG CLF CD CDP L/Dr
.348 -2.037 .04416 .01758 .06174 -. 04751 .01850 .01066 -. 11698 .05693 .0282 -4.36193
.349 .04 .04304 .01643 .05949 -.01682 .01108 .00197 -. 03238 .05465 .02476 -1.53755
.348 2.048 .04130 .01539 .05669 .01199 .00505 -. 00647 .05833 .05578 .02603 2.24089
.349 4.093 .04026 .0154 .05410 .04258 -. 00 14 -. ,01572 .15355 .05955 .03000 5.11919
.349 8.178 .03261 .00465 .03726 .11254 -. 01831 -. 03497 .34895 .07905 .04952 7.04720
.349 12.286 .01902 -.00603 .01299 .17195 -. 03362 -. 05106 .55067 .12493 .09352 5.88855
.349 16.399 - .00444 -. 02016 -. 02460 .24563 - .05254 -. 06973 .77995 .22930 .19312 4.03666
.348 M.510 -. 03339 -. 03755 -. 07094 .31645 - .07055 -. 08694 .99717 .36388 .31989 3.11726
CR-ODIET -. 00066 - .00060 - .00126 .01464 - .00322 -, 00429 .04416 .00044 .00053 1.56561
RUN NO. 72/ 0 RN/L = 3.16 GRAIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
MACH ALPHA CHEI? CHET TB CHETTL CINGt CM ING  LSLWG CL Co CDF L/DF
.599 -2.125 .04766 .01908 .06674 -. 04315 .01748 .01085 -. 12799 .0577s .020G5 -4.91433
,s9 99 -. 02 .04689 .01788 ,6477 -.01165 .01073 .00158 -. 03363 .0XS29 .02364 -1.42257
.599 2.109 .04611 .01748 .06359 .02621 .00215 -. 00880 .06670 .05602 .02460 2.71157
.599 4.233 .04482 .01562 . L0644 .05980 - .00517 -. 01878 .16941 .06038 .02935 5.77288
.599 8.496 .03654 .00498 .0415.1 . 320V9 -. 02262 -. 03982 .38933 .09452 .05311 7.33130
.599 12.771 M.0178 -. 01452 .00334 .19956 -. 04180 -. 05747 .0367 .16042 .12532 4.842958
.599 17.026 - L.0190 -. 03369 -.05269 .25357 -. 05584 -.06 47 .80297 .27371 .23137 3.47046
,598 21.339 -. 02307 -, 04909 -. 07216 .33465 - .07559 -. 0L8819 1.03797 .42071 .36980 2..068
GRAOIENT -.00044 -.Tr3051 -. 00095 .01637 -. 00361 -.00469 .04685 .00041 .00051 1.70845
RUN N. 71/ o RN/L = 3.64 GRAIENT INTERVAL = -5.0/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIN CHEOT CHETTL CN4ING CIING CBLNG CLF CD COF L/F
.800 -2.186 .05403 .02192 .07595 -. 04398 .01877 .01164 - .14'37 .30624 .03026 -4.75325
.8.O -. 009 .05317 .02060 .07377 -. 00909 .01126 .00125 -.03318 .05848 .02702 -1.22818
.800 2.204 '.05280 .02067 .07347 .03072 .00237 - .01.01 .08041 .06023 .02949 2.72664
.800 4.392 .05220 .01817 .07037 .07107 -. 00724 -. 02178 .19700 .06764 .03745 5.26053
.800 8.776 .04535 -. 00315 .04220 .14419 -. 02759 -.0t4218 .42217 .11391 .08250 5.11730
.800 1z.025 .01570 -. 01354 .00216 .18227 -. 03835 -.05049 .55A68 .17327 .13764 4.05895
.799 17.526 -. 01097 -. 03919 -. 05016 .26186 -. 00152 -. 06902 .83026 .32068 .27435 3.02623
.800 21.858 -. 0461-9 -.04287 -. 08f96 .28448 -. 06111 -. 0727.1 .973004 .44825 .38772 2.50189
GRADIENT -.00027 -.00051 -.00078 .01754 -.00396 -.00508 .05175 .00085 .00110 1.54871
DATE 1s DEC 74 TABULAED SCURCE DATA - cAt16 PACE 39
LARC8-686(OA-ls) (B26C9F8 N28) (WillE43) (V8RS) (SH160) ( 17 DEC 74 1
'REERENCE DATA PARAMETRC DATA
5REF % 2690.0000 S.PT. 1 4P t1076.6800 IN, XO BETA .000 ELV-LO a .000
LRtP a 474,t117 INCHES YM4P = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI .000 .V-RI a .000
BREPF 93617 NINCES ZIt4P = 375.0011 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDDER = .000
SCALt a .0150 SPORK = e 2.000
RUN NM. 70/ 1 RN/L a 3.36 4RADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MAC ALPHA OCHEIN CHET CHETTL CJ1tNG CMING CMLUN CLF CD CF L/OP
.9m -2.186 .06551 .02738 .09289 -. 04779 .02172 .01244 -.15286 .07404 .03970 -3.85086
.901 .026 .06446 .01965 .08411 .00036 .00804 - .0017 - .01819 .07166 .03728 -. 48792
.901 2.213 .06854 .01533 .18387 .04405 -. M402 -. 01353 .10110 .07843 .04448 2.27297
.901 4.404 .07949 .02029 .,9978 .09030 -. 0186 - .02371 .21343 .09308 .05949 3.58745
.900 8.760 .07512 .00622 .08134 .14697 -. 03148 -. 03418 .41736 .14199 .10649 3.91909
.93 13.126 .02437 -. 00773 .01664 .21281 -. 05383 -. 05697 .62000 .22873 .18683 3.31851
.899 17. 526 -.01658 -.03320 -. 04978 .27109 -. 07078 -. 07137 .83846 .35109 .29930 2.80140
.90 ;21.83a - .07756 -. 05315 -. 13071 .29 04 -. 06920 -.07453 .96835 .47484 .40799 2.37346
RADIENT .002209 -. 00117 .00093 .01949 -. 00527 -. 0 549 .05548 .00291 .0031.3 1.14243
RUN NO. 69/ RN/L = 3.31 GRADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA O-EINB CHEWDTB CHETTL CNMINWG CK4NG CBLWqG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.920 -2.180 .07482 .02784 .10266 -. 04394 .01980 .01123 -. 14762 .107995 .04436 -3.32797
.920 .041 .07512 .01745 .19257 .0nl638 .00442 - .01359 -. 00410 .07859 .04331 -. 09468
.920 2.238 .08505 . 2019 .10524 .05067 -. r00795 -. 01582 .11474 .08637 .05146 2.22952
.920 4.418 .09489 .01996 .11485 .08799 -.01744 -. 02600 .22899 .10134 .06717 3.41417
.920 8.799 .07976 .0 ,383 .08359 .15617 -. 03742 -. 04428 .43324 .15083 .11503 3.76637
.920 13.138 .00246 -. 01231 -. 00984 .221357 -. 05924 -. 05927 .63448 .23802 ,19447 3.26264
.920 17.546 -. 02281 - .3813 -. 06094 .28351 -. 07820 -. 07465 .86193 .36469 .31163 2.76584
.920L 21.875 -. 08165 -. 05580 -.13745 .30966 -. 07972 -. 08035 .99471 .49248 .423012 2.35147
GRADIENT .00319 -.Y.'095 .00223 .021932 - .00565 - .00564 .05679 .00326 .00346 1.02629
RU N NJ. 68/ 0 RN/L = 3.24 GRADIfT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIT3 CHECiTB CHETTL C ING CMHING CBL~*G CLF CD CDF L/DF
.951 -2.159 .10502 .03447 .13949 -.03094 .01426 .03740 - .13644 .09503 .05638 -2.41991
.951 .064 .10392 .02585 .12977 .02277 -. 00402 -. 00835 .01346 .09419 .05542 .24283
.951 2.272 .10244 .02294 .12538 .1 397 -. 02127 -. 0217 .14934 .10289 .06449 2.31575
.950 4.464 .09378 .01046 .10424 .11581 -. 03494 -.103498 .27988 .11934 .08074 3.46623
.950 - - 8.847 .07421 -. l0996 .06425 .17828 -. 05058 -.05144 .49397 .16957 .13104 3.76960
.953 13.216 -. 01681 -. 028107 -. 04488 .24411 -.07319 -.06731 .69820 .261065 .21393 3.26372
.950 17.606 -.05976 -. 052013 -. 10979 .31207 -.09661 -. 08340 .91507 .39107 .33253 2.75184
.950 21.971 -. 08739 -. 0722 0 -.15959 .33456 -.09543 -. 0876i 1.05980 .52971 .45833 2.31233
GRADIENT -. 01159 -. 00339 - .00499 .02213 -.00742 - .0 U639 .06273 .00369 .00372 .89422
DATE 1t DEC T4 TABULATED SCiURE DATA - CA 16 PAGE 40
LARC8-686(-A-116) (826C9F8 N28) (WitE43) (VRS) (SHU02) 17 DEC 74 )
RE ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
%REP a 690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = .000
LRU1 a 474.8117 INCHES YTRP .0000 IN. YO V-LI = .000 ELV-t= .000
ROEP a 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO 
..LV-rO = .000 RUDDER .000
SCAe .0190 SPORK = 25es.000
RUN ". 67/ 0 RN/L = 3.18 GRADIENT INTEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
SMACH ALPHA .CHEIHB CHE.TB CHETTL C"NG C wINGt CBLG CLF CD COF L/OF
.97s -2.148 .11844 .03938 .15782 -. 02948 .01458 .00691 -. 13503 .11050 .06440 -2.09691
.979 .076 .11089 .02894 .13983 .02432 -. 00426 -. 013899 .01904 .10828 .06228 .30565
.979 2.273 .10428 .01953 .12381 .07458 -.02183 -. 02333 .157017 .11783 .07112 2.20836
.979 4.486 .08976 .00520 .09496 .12094 -. 03823 -. 03672 .29145 .15581 .08747 3.33218
.979 9.864 .06679 -. 01571 .05108 .18905 -. 05663 -. 05448 .51319 .19196 .13859 3.70296
.981 13.256 - .02198 -. 03879 -. 06077 .26009 -. 08154 - .07250 .73610 .29102 .22695 3.24348
;s 0 17.663 -. 06241 -. 06157 - .12398 .33218 - . 8 -e . 09033 .96317 .42623 .3513? 2.74t11
.980 22.045 -.0921 -.08320 -.17538 .37939 -.12266 -.10040 1.14438 .57760 .49817 2.29716
ADIENT -.00419 -. 00507 -. 00926 .02269 -. 00796 -. 00656 .06414 .00387 .00353 .82323
RUN N. 66/ 0 HWL = 2.87 GRADIENT INTEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MkCH ALPHA Q-EIlNB -ETB CHETTL CNWtING CK I NG CBLWNG CLF CO COF L/DF
1.200 -2.126 .10787 .00910 .11697 -. 01802 .00577 .00352 -. 09148 .13578 .08494 -1.07706
1.201 .055 .08426 .00095 .08521 .02775 -. 01119 -. 00944 .03331 .133E4 .08299 .40133
1.201 2.245 .06452 -. 00531 .05921 .06756 -. 02560 -. 02105 .15473 .14059 .08909 1.73680
1.201 4.437 .05092 -. 01281 .03811 .10784 -. 03948 -.03260 .27308 .15498 .10253 2.66345
t.20 8.797 .00973 -. 03104 -. 02131 .18283 -. 06213 -. 05267 .49546 .20392 .19 36 3.29503
1.200 13.195 -.03357 -. 04755 -. 08112 .25579 -.08538 -. 07081 .72708 .29698 .23683 3.07001
1.200 17.576 -. 09168 -. 06680 -. 1584A .31525 -.10641 -. 0.539 .93244 .42253 .35824 2.60281
1.200 21.926 -.13916 -. 07998 -.21914 .36071 -. 12151 -. 09549 1.08721 .56150 .49172 2.21102
GRADIENT - .0871 -. 00329 -. 01203 .019I0 -. 70686 -. 00548 .05554 .00294 .00269 .57387
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCATRCE DATA - rd16 . PAGE 41
LARC6-6 s(rA-116~ (B2C98gM6N2) (Wt1643) (VOR5) (SHULO) ( 17 DEC 74
REFRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
ItBEP a 2 90.o00 SQ.7*.FT XMP , 1076.800 IN. o BETA a .000 E.V-LO .000LUtP 2 474.8117 INCHES YlRPP a .0000 IN. YO EV-LI = .000 EL.V-RI .00
BREP a 936.681? INCHES ZMP4 375.0000 IN. ZO V-R 2 .000 RU0VR0 3 .000
SCALE .01EL a RUDDER .000
SPDRK 2 S5.000
RUN . 44/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT NT VAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MA 4 ALPHA CHEI B CHE)TB CHETTL CNW NG CCL NG CBLW~G 
_F CD CDF L/DF
.349 -2.052 .03984 .01724 .05708 -.08809 .03211 .01746 -. 16845 .09919 .05508 -3.05807
.3 0 .11 347 .01610 .05457 
-,06281 .02708 .00968 
-. 08031 .09447 .05078 -1.58158
.349 2.095 .03674 .01507 .05181 -. 02543 .01836 - .YY3022 .0069 .09335 .071 .17133
.349 4.078 .03619 .01401 0502 .00512 .01229 - .898 .070 .09408 .0525 1.86713
.49 8.152 .02942 .00548 .03490 .06794 -.00283 -. 02717 .28980 .10794 .06915 4.19107.349 12.239 .01743 
-. 00425 .01318 .13263 -. 1922 
-.04406 .48707 .14662 .1778 4.51901
.349 M16.383 -. 0539 -. 01849 -.02388 .2026s -.03865 
-. 06308 .7140 .24217 .20001 3.59181t.349 20. 516 -. 0,3359 -. 03440 -. 06799 .27269 
-. 05584 
-.08024 .93277 .37274 .32307 2.88723GRADIENT -.00062 -. 00052 -. 10114 .01 548A -.00333 -.00436 .04349 
- .00034 .80718
RUN n. 43/ 0 R/L 3.17 GRADIENT INTwVAL = -5.m/ 5.00
H40H ALPHA HEINI3 CHEOTB OiETTL 04ING, O4AIHG C0U4'" CLP CO CF L/OF
.601 -2.174 .04389 .01883 .06272 -.06832 .02587 .01577 -. 18112 .099 .05304 
-3.41474
.690 .0 .0433 . 01766 .0098 
-.03563 .019'2 .3634 
-. 08493 .09459 .04836 -1.75611
.600 2.093 .04233 .01728 .05961 - .00288 .01228 
-.00318 .01265 .09222 .04759 .26581
.690 4.259 .04137 .01583 .05720 .03278 .001456 - .01333 .11632 .09383 .05081 2.28943.600 8.475 .03396 .00620 .04016 .10625 -. 01350 -. 03425 .32771 .1108 .06997 4.68355
.•00 12.761 .01721 -.01097 .00624 .17874 
-.03397 -. 05379 .55333 .17579 .13386 4.13354
.599 17.040 
-.01133 -.02604 -. 03737 .24264 
-.05322 
-. 06897 .76854 .28 43 .23635 3.25170
.690 21.275 -.03141 -. 04657 -. 07798 .32227 -. 07190 -. 08736., .99441 .42836 .37220 2.67171
GRADIenT 
- .00040 
- .~344 -. 00084 .01565 - .00329 
-. 00451 .04611 
- .0V094 -. 00034 .89153
RIN T. 42/ 0 RN/L 3.36 GR'ADIENT ITEVAL 
-5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA 0EIEN OtE-0TB IETTL O/CNING CJING CeL,'G 0.F CD CDF L/OF
.900 
-2.262 .06321 .0331 .09352 -. L.07268 .0316 .01s58 
-22478 .1138 .06662 
-3.37395
'.901 .01 .06374 .02705 .09079 
-. 02830 .01932 .0,3521 
-.0 957 .10913 .05955 
-1.50423.901 2.181 .06437 .i2508 .08945 .01836 .0665 
- .L805 .03687 .10885 .0089 .60555.900m 4.423 .07105 .L0237 .09477 .a5525 
-. 03196 -. 01905 .15531 .11796 .07128 2."r882
.900 8.699 .07214 .008B65 .08079 .12413 -. 0222 -. 03782 .392* .15886 .11449 3.22545.90M 13.178 . 477 -. A .51 .01626 .20071 
-.04800 
-,05595 .5930 .24256 .19552 3.03344.901 17.555 
-.01681 -.03389 
-. 05070 .268334 
-. 06591 
-. 073 7 .8057 
.6129 .3821 2.61211.902 21.884 
-. 07036 -. 056F3 
-.12719 .28830 




-. 0009 8 . 11 .01937 -. r00r49 
-. 0056A .05701 .C00006 .M068 .84435
DATE 18 OhC 74 TABUL.ATED SrUcCE DATA - CA16 PAOE 42
LARC-68e6(A-l16) (B26C9F8M16N28) (Wl16E43) (V5R) (SHUD 3 ) t 17 DEC 74 1
RE"ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
s 2 ,£90.0000 M .P fT. tRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA .000 ELV-LO .O
LEP a 474.811? INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L1 .000 ELV-RI= .000
aRV a 938.6 17 INCHES ZMRP a 575.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDDER = .000
SCArL .0150 SPDBRK 55.000
RUN NO. 41/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
O ACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB O-4ETL CHAING O41 NG CBLWNG CLF CO CDF L/DP1.200 -2.100 .10303 .03755 .14056 -.05374 .02478 .01225 -. 18618 .18503 .12616 -1.47571
1.200 .115 .08725 .02351 .11076 -.00245 .00454 -. 00275 -.04853 .17904 .11699 -. 407866
1.200 2.205 .07137 .00972 .08109 .04187 -. 01230 -. 01551 .07648 .18142 .12045 .63492
1.200 4.405 .05934 -.00387 .05547 .08814 -.02867 -.02841 .20334 .19151 .12974 1.56730
1.199 8.792 .02493 -.0530L 5 -.0037 .1023 -.05063 -.04785 .42864 .23218 .16941 2.53029
1.200 13.158 -.03042 -.04570 -.07612 .24055 -.07777 -.06792 .67094 .31870 .25288 2.65322
1.199 17.484 -.09695 -.06368 -.16063 .29784 -.09795 -.08223 .87619 .43494 .36544 2.39766
1.200 21.829 -.15190 -.07743 -.22933 .33930 -.11159 -.09114 1 .0255l ;56222 .4890 2.09414
GRADIENT - .0068 -.00639 -. 01319 .02176 -.00820 -.00624 .05988 .00101 .00056 .47073
LARC8-686(CA-116) (B26C9F8M16N28) (W1146431 (VAR51 (SHUqD4) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP S .00.3~  oSQ.F. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = ,00U ELV-LO ,.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO EL.V-LI = .00 ELV-RI = 000
REF = 936.6817 NCHES ZK4-P = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .00T0 RUDDE a .000
SCALE .0 15 SPDBRK = 85.000
RUN NO. 65/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAGI ALPHA CHEIN5 CHEOTB CHETTL CAIG N CHING CBL~ CLF CO C! LI0
.30 -2.072 .04190 .01852 .06042 -.0751 .02354 .01472 -.18928 .12s93 .0777 -2.67433
.350 -. 029 .04095 .01703 .05798 -.04067 .01758 .00649 -,.10098 .1 033 .06492 -. 553542
.350 2.024 .05933 .019i9 .05552 -.00851 .01051 .00239 - .01371 1i822 .06331 -.21694
.350 4.057 .03841 .01497 .05338 .02188 .00350 -,01130 .07477 .11797 .06475 1.1547t
.350 8.154 .03147 .00639 .03786 .08441 -. 00933 -. 02959 .27241 .1073T .08140 3.34659
.349 12.262 .01869 -. 00342 .01527 .15667 -.02916 -. 04783 .46971 .16830 .12010 3.91110
.350 16.378 -. 00314 -.01794 -. 02108 .21962 -.04555 -.06545 .69808 .26106 .21057 3.31520
.350 20.486 - .03249 -. 03384 -.06633 .29007 -. 96313 -. 08266 .91042 .587c0 .32966 2.76168
GRADIENT - .00059 -. 00056 - .00115 .01469 -. 00329 - .00425 .0430 - .0127 -. 00096 .62748
DAE 1i DEC 74 TABULTEO SAJRCE OATA - CAiis PAGE 43
LA , 8-88( (A-16) (26C9P8M1tN28I) MWl S43) (VCR5) (SHU004) (17 DEC ?4 3
RCEERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRP a 2480.0000 SQ.PT. MRP a 1376..800 1N. Xo BETA a .000 ELV-LO : .000
LRFP a 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L .000 EL..V-Rl .000
RE * 936.881t? INCHES ZM4P m 375.0000 IN Z. ELV-RO .000 RLUDo ER .000
scL t a .0150 SPODRK a 85.000
Ru4 W,. 64/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO ALPHA CHEIN CHEOT OCHETTL CNAING CMIfNG CBLG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.599 -2.168 .04540 .01941 .06481 -. 06540 .02374 .01568 -. 20829 .12784 .07144 -2.91548
.e00 -. 061 .04415 .01806 .06221 -. 03316 .01707 .00642 -. 11241 .12t112 .06528 -1.72193
.60 2.059 .04296 .01760 .06056 .00380 .00831 -. 03382 -. 01340 .11820 .06280 -.21330
.600 4.190 .04203 .01638 .05841 .03868 .00073 -. 01375 .08499 .11887 .06541 1.29936
.599 8.452 .03483 .00663 .04146 .11298 -. 01762 -. 03507 .30192 .13404 .08372 3.60650
.600 1.71 8 .01845 -. 01021 .0024 . .18681 -. 03801 -. 05517 . 52574 .19462 .14417 3.64666
.;99 17.017Oi -. 01056 -. 02567 -. 03623 .25250 -. 05477 -. 07047 .74519 .30109 .24636 3.02482
.6 L 21.303 -. 03128 -. 04570 -. 07698 .33177 -.07675 -.08870 .96370 .44234 .38020 2.53474
GRADIENT -. 00053 -. 0t0045 -.00098 .01648 -. 00367 -.00465 .04619 - .00141 - .0Y097 .66787
RUN NO. 63/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAo ALPHA 1EINB CHE-Te C-ETTL CWING. CING CBLW'G CLF CO CDF L/DF
.900 -2.276 .06745 .03178 .09923 -. 07344 .03018 .01931 -.2038 .14720 .0922 -2.82324
.900 -. 065 .06579 .02750 .09329 -. 03318 .02102 .0069G -, 13001 ,13W10 .08960 -1. 59330
.901 2.142 .06718 .02640 .09358. .05ti .00I07 -.0054 - .0025 I 13 .0087 -03188
.901 4.350 .07207 .02287 .09494 .09390 -,.0057 -,.0105 .18006 .14140 ,0901 1,33216
.900 8,728 .07589 .00929 .08318 ,12748 -. 02269 -.03806 ,3399 .18244 .10241 2,56516
.901 13114 .03179 -. 00689 .02490 .80459 -.04689 -. 05638 513 426153 .909384 86550
,901 17.504 -.01295 -. 03267 -. 04562 .26785 -.06877 -. 0715 .7?7402 .37729 .3a2051 2.4491
.900 21.854 -. 06788 -. 05630 -.12418 .29719 -. 07229 -. 07775 .91135 .49926 .4336688 .1015
ORADIENT .00089 -. 00126 -. 00057 .0194 -.00490 -3.0056 .05745 -. 00089 -.00032 .63516
RUN No. 62/ 0 RN/t. = 2.7 GRANT !NTeRVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA OCEINt CHET CHETTL CWINNG CM4lNG C LMNG CLF Co COF L/OF
1.199 -2.187 .10326 .03732 .14058 -. 04612 .02069 .01070 -.19933 .20792 .15060 -1.32353
1.199 .040 .08980 .02311 .11291 .00323 .00138 -.00365 -.08657 .19959 .14088 -.47254
1.199 2.213 .07452 .00884 .08336 .04856 -. 01541 -. 01668 .06131 .20022 .14014 .43753
1.e20 4.396 .06161 -.00387, .05774 .09383 -.03140 -.02906 .18412 .20891 .14773 1.24632
1.201 8.772 .02421 -. 02553 -. 00132 .16885 -.05475 -.04966 .416933 .24861 .18608 2.23576
1.199 13.162 -.03327 -.04573 -,0700 .24785 -.08112 -.06908 .65180 .33327 .26838 8.42668
.199 17.555 -.09633 -.0L387 -.19320 .30640 -.10180 -.08369 .85596 .45075 .38210 2.24018
1.199 21.880 -.1 62 -.07695 -.22747 .34317 -.11274 -.09126 .99123 .57565 .50338 1.96915
CRADIENT - 00641 -..00631 -.01272 .0212e - .00792 - .00035 .05847 .00016 -.00043 .39427
OATE 1I$ OC 74 TABULATED S URCE DATA - :A16 PAGE 44
LARC-686(C.A-116) (826C9pFM1N28) (WI16E43) (VSRS) (SHUOUO) ( 17 0D 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRI P 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 EV-LO .000
LREP t 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = . 000 IN. YO ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI .000
BREp - 936.Gt17 INCHES ZWiP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDDER = -10.000
SCALE .0150 SPBRK 25.000i
RUN N. 54/ 0 RWL = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAC1 ALPHA 0-lEINB COTB CHETTL CNWING CiJJ1NG CBLWNG CLF CD CDO L/DF
.350 -2.000 .04037 .01788 .05825 -. 07902 .02972 .01591 -. 14967 .07768 .04121 -3.63172
.35 .001 .03967 .01648 .05615 -. 05213 .02437 .00801 -. 06606 .07396 .03764 -1.75497
.349 2.134 .03791 .01572 .05363 -. 01648 .01536 -. 00174 .02342 .07325 .03755 .62690
.350 4.101 .03656 .01418 .L05074 .01753 .00945 -. 01133 .12056 .07483 .04001 3.01326
.3593 8.205 .03056 .00532 .03588 .08363 -. 00695 -,.02977 .31331 .09079 .05749 5.44998
.350 12.377 .01767 -. 30505 .01262 .15699 -. 02734 -. 04828 .51878 .13345 .09955 5.21111
.349 16.397 -. 00411 -. 01930 -. 02341 .21315 -. 04102 -. 06485 .74577 .23016 .19269 3,87040
.349 20.479 -. 03293 -. 03546 - .06839 .28664 -. 06019 -. 08229 .95889 .36207 .31795 3.01586
GRADIENT -. 00065 -. 00058 -. 00123 .01592 -. 00342 -. 0448 .04403 -. 00045 -. 00L019 1.09194
RUN tN. 53/ 0 RWL 3 .17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEItB -IEOTB GCHETTL CN ING C141N CBL NG CLF Co CDF L/DF
.599 -2.165 .04332 .01858 .06190 -. 06365 .02400 .01488 -. 16510 .07910 .03985 -4.14281
.599 -. 027 .04249 .01746 .05995 - .0J83 .01675 .00544 - .06786 .07444 .0354E -1.91287
.(00 2.142 .04194 .01706 .05900 .00419 .00936 -. 00442 .03053 .07300 .03485 .87591
.599 4.323 .04088 .01546 .05634 .04203 .tU)81 -. 01514 .13830 .07545 .03837 3.60481
.599 8.568 .03321 .00550 .03871 .11556 -. 01727 -. 03607 .35366 .09453 .05901 5.94261
.599 12.732 .01612 -. 01231 .00381 .182 09 -. 03525 -. 05462 .57634 .16189 .12424 4.6385
.40n 17.215 -. 01307 -. 02750 -. 04057 .24914 -. 05266 -. 06978 .79047 .27384 .23101 3.42177
.599 21.551 -. 03222 -. 04752 -. 07974 .32634 -. 07359 -. 08780 1.01317 .41880 .36799 2.75323
GRADIENT - .00036 -. 00045 - .00082. .01628 - .356 -. 0462 .04663 -. L00057 -. 00023 1.20356
RUN to. 52/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CNWlNG C.INGH, C8LMNG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.900 -2.287 .06010 .03079 .09089 -. 06826 .02823 .01732 -. 20476 .10165 .05677 -3.60670
.901 -. 056 .05982 .02714 .08696 -. 02485 .01734 .00428 -. 07283 .09429 .05063 -1,43847
.900 2.203 .06114 .02266 .04380 .02140 .00519 -.00894 .05634 .09360 .05149 1.09418
.901 4.395 .06959 .02374 .09333 .06216 - .00469 -. 02046 .17397 .10376 .06309 2.75763
.900 8.700 .06878 .00786 .07664 .13134 -. 02488 -. 03914 .38733 .14631 .10677 3.62759
.901 13.092 .02393 -. 00876 .01517 .20458 --. 04949 -. 05663 .60746 .23058 .18722 3.24462
.900 17.506 -.01967 -.03393 -.05260 .26359 --.06745 -.07093 .81940 .35075 .30049 2.72691
.901 21.837 -. 07142 -.05958 -.13100 .28019 - .06451 -. 07337 .95541 .47969 .41601 2.29660
GRADIENT .00133 -. 003115 .00018 .01962 -'.00497 - .03567 .05674 .00025 .00088 .96994
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA116 PAGE 45
LARCS-68(0-M16) (B26CSw8rit4V 61) W116E43) (VR5) (SHLUDDS) ( ?17 DEC 74 3
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRa a 2690.0000 S.FT. XMP c 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA a .000 ELV-LO = .000
LREF a 474.8tt? INOl ES YMP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI= .000 ELV-RT = .000
9REF = 38.68? INCOES ZMiP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO .000 RUDDER = -10.000
SCALE = .0190 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN t,. 5t/ 0 RN/L u 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPhA C0iEIN OCHETB OCHiTL CNWING C4ING CBLW N CLF CD COP L/DF
1.201 -2.22 .107 .03690 .14067 -. 05170 .02385 .01171 -.17067 .16529 .10765 -1.58546
1.201 .O01 .08956 .02313 .11269 -.00244 .0045 -. 00273 -. 03878 .16022 .10178 -. 38099
1.2t 2.246 .07476 .00815 .08291 .04431 -.01312 -.0103 .09062 .16360 .10451 .86710
1.201 4.359 .06144 -. 00409 .05735 .09151 -. 03002 -. 02893 .21211 .17473 .11534 1.83901
1.2 8.801 .02306 - .0201 -.00295 .16706 -. 05332 -. 04937 .44454 .21924 .15949 2.78731
1.200 13.154 -. 03051 -.04583 -. 07634 .245S9 -. 08016 -. 06889 .68217 .30880 .24511 2.78314
i . t17.502 -. 09554 -. 06391 -. 15945 .30241 -. 10035 -.08308 .88620 .42946 .3069 2.45561
%.00 21.922 -. 15206 -. 07764 -. 22972 .34415 -. 11387 -. 09o20 1.030.9 .56209 .48930 2.11750
CRADIENT -. 6047 0 -.0630 -. 01277 .02174 -. 00818 -. 00617 .05832 .00143 .00116 .52607
LARC-66(CA-16) (69 N (82ltC9F8M.) (Wm E43) (V~pR5) (SHLC3D6) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERE1NCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SREF = 26Me.00 SQ.FT. RP = 1076.600 IN. ) BETA = .000 ELV-LO= .000
LREP = 474.8117 INWES YWP = .000 IN. YO ELV-LI = .00 ELV-RI = .000
REF = 936.6817 INOES ZIP = 375.0000 IN. ZO LV-RO = .000 RLUDER = -10.000
SCALE = .0150 SPRK = 55.000
RUN Nt. 58/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INTErVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi ALPHA CHEIB QCHETB OETTL CIMING CW ING CBLNG CLF CD COr L/DP
.350 -2.000 .04244 .01761 .Q0005 - .07466 .02835 .01546 -. 16550 .09928 .05568 -2.97222
.350 .174 .04086 .01680 .05766 -. 05134 .02407 .00769 -. 07647 .09375 .05040 -1.51725
.350 2.088 .03983 .01580 .05563 -. 01203 .01391 -. 00253 .01511 .09325 .05092 .29680
.349 4.191 .03843 .01423 .05266 .01846 .00768 -. 01127 .10233 .09373 .05256 1.94713
.349 8.196 .03147 .00588 .03735 .08308 -. 00663 -. 02981 .29739 .10859 .06984 4.25790
.349 12.352 .01884 -. 00411 .01473 .14416 -. 02259 -. 04604 .49149 .14830 .10970 4.48042
.349 16.477 -. 00363 -. 01818 -. 02181 .21911 -. 04273 -. 06564 .72279 .24357 .20181 3.58155
.349 20.488 -.03184 -. 03411 -. 06595 .28414 -. 06015 -. 08203 .93592 .37279 .32381 2.89029
GRADIENT -. 0L064 -. 00054 -. 00118 .01552 -.0034. -.00441 .04366 -. 00062 - .00044 .80775
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - CtSB PAGE 46
LARC8-S8A(CA-ie1l (12C9F6PM*Em8 (I46E43 (V518R (SHUO) I P DEC 74 )
q tt(eNC DATA PARAMEITI 4ATA
Mi a280.0000 9.7 T. X4mP a 1076.600 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO 2 .000
LRY 2 474.8117 I EtatS Yl P 2 .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI .000
%R a 938.817? INCHES IMPP % 375.0000 IN. 20 ELV-RO = .000 RUDDER a -10.000
SCALE n .0150 SPDORK 2= S.000
RUN No. 57/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRA40~NT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
tACH ALPHA CHEINB CHE0TS CHETTL CI4NG C1NW, CBL"O CD COP L/DF
.599 -2.126 .04409 .01878 .06287 -. 06608 .02482 .0155? -. 18319 i.1008 .05413 -3.38430
.a00 .its .04295 .01747 .06042 -. 03039 .01707 .00537 -. 08076 .09458 .04864 -1.669027
.599 2.178 .04186 .017t6 .05902 .00526 .00910 -. 00455 .01755 .09297 .04794 .36e00
.598 4.285 .04096 .01573 .05669 .03894 .00168 -. 01416 .11443 .09442 .05106 2.24104
.598 6.492 .03356 .00583 .03939 .11459 -. 01675 -. 03574 .33504 .11184 .07085 4.72913
.599 12.772 .01689 -.01117 .00552 .18389 -. 03619 -. 05488 .55632 .17604 .13391 4.15444
.599 17.085 -. 01202 -. 02661 -.03863 .24910 -. 05260 -. 07000 .77252 .28471 .23789 3.24743
99 21.326 - .0204 -. 04709 -. 07913 .32677 -. 07387 -. 08802 .99760 .43038 .37509 2.65964
GRADIENT -. 00049 -. 00045 -. 0009 4 .01647 -.00363 -. 00465 .04654 -.. 00097 -. 00048 .88698
RW 1N . 56/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIE T INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.0
AC04 ALPHA CHEI 8 GIE TB CHETTL C04INGt CMWING CBLSNG CF CO COF L/DF
.900 -2.257 .06288 .03117 .09405 -. 06995 .02950 .01802 -. 22368 .12168 .07100 -3.15065
.900 .008 .06263 .02712 .08975 -. 02761 .01955 .00518 -. 09023 .11252 .06282 -1.43645
.900 2.188 .06346 .02399 .08745 .01617 .00765 -. 00741 .03244 .11160 .06328 .51274
.900 4.251 .07104 .02340 .09444 .05546 -. 00210 -. 01870 .14726 .12008 .07311 2.01419
.901 8.769 .07005 .00755 .07763 .13042 -. 02412 -. 03884 .37341 .16291 .11838 3.15430
.901 13.187 .02255 -. 00920 .01335 .20356 -. 04954 -. 05667 .59743 .24658 .19909 3.00076
.900 17.479 -. 01792 -. 03319 -. 05111 .26316 -. 06713 -. 07067 .80117 .36092 .30762 2.60437
.901 21.854 -. 07034 -. 05864 -. 12898 .28708 -. 06800 -. 07532 .93878 .48737 .42366 2.21589
GRADIENT .00115 -. 00123 -.00008 .01935 -. 003491 -. 0566 .05694 -. 0" 30 .00027 .80386
RUN NO. 55/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.t0
MACH ALPHA C4EI3NB CHECS CHETTL CN.4ING 0441NG CBLNG CLF CD CDF L/ID
1.200 -2.166 .10327 .03704 .14031 -. 04853 .02254 .01114 -. 18266 .18742 .12737 -1.43415
1.201 .085 .08847 .02312 .11159 .00175 .00287 -. 00351 -. 04868 .18048 .11986 -. 40614
1.200 2.316 .07446 .00786 .08232 .04857 -. 01485 -. 01695 .08264 .18282 .12174 .67880
1.200 4.448 .06119 -. 00410 .05709 .09382 -.03118 -. 02947 .20378 .19352 .13179 1.54624
1.200 8.799 .02400 -. 02546 -. 00146 .16698 -.05345 -. 04933 .43146 .23482 .17257 2. 50022
1.199 13.232 -.02970 -. 04553 -. 07523 .24487 -.07984 -. 06872 .66978 .32186 .25645 2.61177
1.199 17.599 -. 09694 -. 06411 -. 16105 .305Sf -. 10095 -. 08358 .88056 .44151 .37123 2.37198
1. 20 21.894 -. 15113 -. 07760 -. 22873 .34156 -. 11207 -. 09126 1.02136 .56659 .49425 2.06649
GRADIENT -. 00635 -. 00628 -. 01264 .02147 -. 00811 -. 00t613 .05848 .00091 .00066 .45439
DATE tS OtC ?4 TABUL Tr S 'JU OATA - OAU6 PAGE 4?
LARC-U86C-11 - (B CFBMtNS) (Wit431 (VRS) (SHTt)5) ( 1? DEC 74 1
rEPREtCt DATA PARAMTRIC DATA
sar u 2600,0000 Q.PT. KP n 107.6800 IN. M BETA = .000 ELV-LO a .f0
LR~t  a 474.917? INCHF. Y4tP % .0000 IN. YO ELV-L1t a 000 L.V-RI 3 .000
Rt a 936.681? INCHES ZMIP a 75y.000 I.N. ZO .V-t = .000 RUDDE -10.000
SCNLt .0tg SPBRK = 85,000
RUN N. 61/ 0 RN/L a 3,38 6GRADI4 INTERVAL a -5.00/ 5.00
MA ALPHA Oi2INB CHEOTS CH2"TL CtW CWING N CBL"4G CLF CD COF L/DP
.901 -2.147 .06612 .03223 .09835 -. 08079 .03381 .02060 -. 26085 .14884 .09234 -2.82495
.900 .012 .06537 .02800 .09337 -.04097 .02501 .00841 -. 13157 .13796 .08231 -1.59845
.901 2.201 .06671 .02658 .09329 .00573 .01248 -. 00479 -,00374 .13578 .08167 -. 04585
.900 4.390 .07166 .02322 .09488 .04651 .00183 -. 01650 .11359 .14289 .09023 1.25893
.901 8.810 .07348 .00903 .0.251 .12231 -. 02047 -. 03716 .34034 .18398 .13581 2.54345
.901 13.118 .02950 -. 00729 .02221 .19762 -. 04628 -. 05499 .55917 .26181 .20971 2.66643
.899 17.632 -. 01614 -. 03288 -. 04902 .2576 -.. 06472 -. 06972 .77385 .37901 .32212 2.40237
.901 21.778 -. 06838 -. 05681 -. 12519 .29112 -.06986 -. 07673 .91393 .49953 .43446 2.10359
GRADIENT .00083 -. .01 00048 .01966 -. 00498 -. 00571 .05739 -00089 -. 00031 .63328
RUMN W. 64/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRA0ENT INTiRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MHAC ALPHA O4EIB CHE 0TB C ETTL CWING 044tN, CLG CLF CD. C OF L/DF
1.201 -. 023 .08991 .02405 .11396 -. 00269 .00437 -. 03273 -. 06821 .20180 .14107 -. 48350
1.201 2.360 .07437 .00879 .08316 .04463 -.01362 -. 01633 .06590 .20335 .14107 .46719
1.201 4.323 .06157 -. 00321 .05836 .08785 -. 02e74 -. 02800 .18163 .21126 .14831 1.22466
1.200 8.842 .02395 -. 02483 -. 0o.l8 .16449 -. 05262 -. 04890 .41503 .25058 .18753 2.21310
1.199 13.199 -. 03071 -. 04529 -. 07-30 .24341 -. 07923 -. 06849 .65510 .33621 .27097 2.41759
1.201 17.494 -. 09534 -. 06336 -. 15873 .3.'40 -. 09939 -. 08267 .85516 .45096 .38245 2.23600
1.199 21.793 -. 15012 -. 07666 -. 22678 .33659 -. 10967 -.09010 .99233 .57571 .50467 1.96631
CArDIENT -. 0652 -. 00628 -. 012 .02080 -. 00762 -. 00581 .05744 .00212 .00161 .39325
DATE i t C 74 TABULATED 80URCE DATA - eAIle PGE 46
LARC6-58tA-116) (!C98tM16NL28) (W1iGE43) (VIS) (SHU00) ( 17 ODEC 74 )
ReFMI"h DAT A PARAMETRIC DATA
IREP a atw .0o  8.P. XMRP a 1076.680, IN. X0 BETA = .000 L.V-LO ,000ltF 474.8117 INCHES YRIP .M00 IN. YO EL-V-LI 10.000 ELV-RI 10.000Re a 936 68 1 INCHES ZM'P a 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO : .000 RUDDE 000SCALt 
.0150 SPD9RK = 25.000
RUN NO. 9/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL 
-$.00/ 5.00
MAt ALPHA OHEINB CHE TB 0ITT CNWING CMWINN CBLWNG CLF CD COP L/0P1.199 -2.156 





-.06606 .62656 .27056 .20922 2.995181.199 15.395 
-. 17887 -.06766 
-.24653 .30772 
-.1116A -.08374 .85450 .38714 .32175 2.655831.199 19.754 -.23359 
-.08492 
-.31851 .35990 -.12919 -. 0955 1.02988 .52079 .45170 2.279981.199 22.620 
-.25995 -. 09349 
-.35344 .37809 
-. 13298 
-.09975 1.11627 .61309 .54199 2.05959GRCAAOI 
-. 00419 -. 00585 -. 01004 .02081 -. 00766 -.00596 .05768 .00298 .t0276 .51063
LARC8-686(CA-116) (B26C9F8Mi6 28) (WleE43) (V8R5) (SHLU09) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE = 269~.0 00 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1078.6800 IN. X0 BETA . m V-LO = 000LRE  474.8117 INCHES YMP 0000 IN. YO E.V-LI = 20.000 LV-R1 20.000RE e = 936.6817 INHES ZM'P = 375.010 IN, Zr EYV-R = .0M0 RUDWE 
.000SChZ .0150 SPDOK= 25.000
RUN Mn. 87/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL 
-5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHElMB CHEOTB CHETTL CNWIN CAING CBLWNG CLF CD COF L/DF1.L. 
-1.851 
-.15819 .02207 
-.13612 .02155 -. 02371 -. 005037 -. 03168 .17?28 .11187 -.283001.z00 .066 -.16256 .01175 
-.15081 .06532 
--.04052 -.01765 .0L393 .17316 .11220 .748011.200 2.363 
-.16719 
-.00388 -.17107 .11361 
-.05837 
-.03147 .21810 .18254 .12117 1.800021.200 4.46 -.17623 -. 02188 
-.19811 .15235 
-. 07183 
-.04279 .34057 .19944 .13728 2.480751.200 8.834 -.22237 
-.04939 -.27176 .23434 
-.0965 -. 06510 .58044 .25944 .19566 2.966571.200 13.310 
-. 26210 -.06722 -.32932 .31229 
-.12330 
-. 08533 .A1942 .36427 .29651 2.76354i.20l 17.633 
-. 30683 
-.0A394 
-.39077 .36972 -. 14109 
-. 09843 i.01227 
.49594 .42482 2.382841.200 21.954 -. 33516 
-.09456 -. 42972 .4 127 
-.15203 -.10710 1.1481 .63166 .561W6 2.04615iGRAOI ENT -.002?? 
-.00695 -. t0972 .02072 
-. 076-2- 
-.0059? .05884 .00422 .00404 
.43888
DATt 18 Ott 74 ABULA.AT SO RCE DATA - t041 PAGE 49
LARCB(-9C86(-t6) (826Ct9PetIPM8) (WGe643) (VSRS) (SHUD10) ( t? DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DOTA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP 26900.000 SQ.r XMP = 10T6.6800 IN.* X '  BETA = .000 ELV-LO = .000
LREP a 474.8117 INCHES YtQRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
RIEP a 934.6817 INCHES ZMtP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-1r = .000 RUDDER = .000
SCAL.E a .0150 SPBDIR 25=000
RUN Mr. 10/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACh ALPHA CHEI43 CVEOB COETTL C NWNG CWING CBLWNG CLF CD COP L/DP
1.200 -2.229 .2475 .04671 .27146 -. 09123 .04948 .02118 -. 23598 .16963 .11943 -2.04437
1.201 -. 116 .21739 .03391 .25130 -. 04156 .03030 .l0717 -. 10918 .16110 .10663 -1.02391
1.202 2.102 .20891 .01847 .22738 .00514 .01280 -.00601 .01936 .16153 .10578 .18017
1.201 4.378 .19289 .0028 .19577 .05044 -. 00399 -. 01887 .14955 .17038 .11395 1.31245
1.201 6.513 .17539 - .0039 .16930 .09125 -.01799 -. 03010 .26817 .18593 .12938 2.07275
1.200 10.902 .13786 -.02570 .11216 .17433 -. 04567 -. 05232 .50938 .24497 .18745 2.71745
1.23 15.358 .06097 -. 04566 .01531 .24431 -. 06892 -. 06931 .74043 .34963 .28627 2.58649
1.201 19.659 -. 01623 -. 06157 -. 07780 .29229 -. 08544 -,.08083 .91349 .46798 .40156 2.27483
1.200 22.885 -. 04310 -.06971 -. 11281 .31637 -. 09243 -. 08564 1.01 764 .56366 .49468 2.03695
GRADIENT - .00473 -. 0667 -. 01140 .02139 -. 00907 -.003 5 .05829 .00015 -. 00021 .51164
LARC8-686(CA-116) ( ?6C9FSMt2E8) (W4116E43) (VeSRS) (SHWi) ( 17 DEC 74
REFERENCE DATA PAAMETRIC DATA
SR EF 690.0000 SO.PT. X4P a 1076.6800 IN. BETA a .000 ELVLO u 1.
LRE z 474.8117 INCHES YtMP = .000 IN, Y ELV-LI a .000 ELY-RI a .x
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.00 IN. ZC' ELV-RO = .10.00 RUDO0R .000SCALE .0 5 SPDRK = 1.50
RUN N. 29/ 0 RnmL a 2.8 J,ADIENT INTERVL -5.00/ 5.00L
Mt4H ALPHA OCEIMN CHEOT OCHETTL CJING CWI NG, CBLWN CLF CO CDF L/DF
1.200 -2.168 .0902S -. 01082 .07946 -. 03619 .01292 .00609 -. 14065 .15905 .10255 -1.37154
1.201 .020 .08000 -. 01927 .06073 .01303 -. 0564 - 00799 -. 01049 .15589 .09885 -. 10615
1.201 2.209 .06835 -. 03079 .03756 .06027 -. 02352 -. 02129 .11741 .16o68 .10293 1.14070
1.201 4.382 .05536 -. 04318 .01218 .09905 -.03709 -.03250 .23769 .17332 .11538 2.06007
1,20l1 .770 .00916 -. 06203 -. 05287 .17758 -. 06206 -. 05384 .47017 .22081 .16257 2.89221
1.200 13.165 -.04202 -.08253 -.12455 .25847 -.09997 -. 07481 .71055 .31456 .25189 2.82088
1.200 17.556 -. 10922 -. 09955 -.20 77 .31494 -.10913 -.08804 .91396 .43856 .36998 2.47003
.2 1.886 -.16754 -. 11255 -.28009 .35411 -.12144 -.09648 1. 05826 .56975 .49841 2.12327
GRADIENT -. 00533 -.00497 -.01030 .02074 -. 00769 -.00591 .05783 .00219 .00195 .52855
DATE 18 DEC T4 T~AULATED SCARCE DATA - CA16 PAGE 50
LARC8-686(OA-116) (B26C9FSM16N28) (W116E43) (VSRS) (SHUIt2) ( 1T DEC 74 1
'EFERECE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2900000 OS .F. XRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO EIV-LI = .000 LV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZIP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -10.000 RUDDER = 000
SCALE = .0150 SPBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 30/ 0 RN/L= 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA OiEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CNWING I04J H CBLNG CLF CD CDP L/DF
1.200 -2.200 .12420 .07223 .19643 -. 07352 .03846 .01909 -.19989 .16191 .10625 -1.88136
1.200 -. 009 .10901 .05024 .15925 -.02269 .01796 .00415 -. 06522 .15396 .09837 -. 66300
1.200 2.181 .08917 .03365 .12282 .02657 -.00149 -. 00994 .06716 .15623 .09967 .67382
i.200 4.365 .07037 .02294 .09331 .06984 -.01767 -. 02234 .18960 .16648 .10942 1.75267
1.203 8.737 .02795 .00074 .02869 .14992 -. 04393 -. 04419 .42709 .21013 .15249 2.80067
1.199 13.142 -. 02328 -.01565 -. 03893 .22734 -. 06943 -. 06332 .66550 .29853 .23590 2.82106
i.200 17.555 -.09040 -.02788 -.11828 .28770 -.09046 -.07814 .87211 .41963 .35028 2.46976
1.199 21.867 - .14333 -.03970 -.18303 .32896 -.10410 -.08713 1.01959 .54815 .47550 2.14427
GRADIENT -.00829 -.00752 -. 01580I .02190 - .0858 -.0032 .05944 .00073 .00049 .55654
LARC8-686(CA-1i6) (826C9FaHCMit2) (116E43) (V R5) (SHUM13) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO SETA = .000 LV-LO = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES 4 P = .0000 IN. YO L.V-LI= .000 ELV-RI = .00BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZrJ ELV-RO = -20.000 RUDDER = .00rJ
SCALE = .0150 SPDRK = 25.0
RUN N. 12/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTEAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHTB CHETTL CWING COtING CBLWNG CLF CD CDP L/DF
1.200 -2.232 .14311 .09518 .23829 -.08893 .041i7 .02425 -.22511 .17005 .11310 -1.99034
1.200 -. 053 .12570 .07337 .19907 -. 03470 .02618 .00866 -.09099 .15899 ,t10.6 -. 88617
1. 20 2.226 .10129 .05416 .15545 .01856 .00414 -.00656 .04853 .15818 .10184 .47660
.200 4.319 .07908 .03810 .11718 .06687 -.01434 -. 01971 .17268 .16715 .11056 1.56190
1.200 8.675 .03180 .01542 .04722 .15493 -. 04482 -. 04316 .41576 .21066 .15327 2.71256
1.200 13.168 -. 02137 .00190 -.01947 .23541 -. 07125 -. 06296 .65817 .29952 .23772 2.76867
1.200 17.507 -. 09154 -. 00455 -. 09609 .29944 -. 09316 -. 0712 .86069 .41832 .35187 2.44602
1.200 21.889 -.14656 -.01148 -. 15804 .34064 -.10670 -.08761 1.01542 .54972 .47837 2.12267
1.199 22.896 -.15935 -. 01398 -.17333 .34363 -.10627 -.09852 1.04796 .58028 .50874 2.05990
GRADIENT -. 00987 -. 00669 -.01856 .02374 -. 00956 -.00671 .0 078 -.00045 -.00040 .54823
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SJWRE DATA - C PAGE 51
LARCS-68W6(A-ii6) (B6C9F8M16N) (WIIE43) (VR5) (SHUDt4) ( DEC 74 ?
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN, XO ETA = .000 ELV-LO = -40.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. 10. ELV-LI = .00 ELV-RI a .000
:REF = 936.6817 INCHES ZmP = 375.0000 iN. ZO ELV-RO = -40.000 RLDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPOBRK = 25.000
RUN Nj. 45/ 0 RN/L = 2.67 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.03/ 5.00
VAOi ALPHA CHEItB CHEOTB CHETTL C ING 0m4NIte CBL"R CLF CD CDF L/DO
1.201 -. 090 .11873 .12617 .24490 -. 06389 .04183 .01757 -. 14126 .17488 .12047 -1.17259
t.201 2.102 .10476 .08938 .19414 -.00963 .01939 .00193 .00416 .16719 .11083 .03755
1.201 4.306 .07751 .07597 .15328 .03909 .00067 -. 01169 .13661 .17265 .11572 1.18058
1.201 8.690 .01333 .02523 .03856 .13066 -.03300 -. 03756 .39988 .20886 .15212 2.62877
1.199 13.127 -.02553 .00717 -. 01836 .21658 -.06108 -. 05927 .64706 .29715 .23500 2.75342
1.2 2 17.501 -. 08534 .00478 -. 08056 .27954 -.08371 -. 07458 .85369 .41781 .34923 2.44448
1.199 21.851 -. 14799 -. 00144 -.14943 .. 32664 -.09900 -.0l506 1.00635 .54918. .47703 2.10960
GRADIENT -.00942 -. 01141 -.02084 .02342 -. 00936 -. 00666 .06321 -. 00050 -. 030108 .53528
LARC-686(CA-116) (P26C9F8M16N28) (WI6GE43) (V8RS) (SHWl15) ( 17 DEC 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 90.0000 SQ.FT. XWIP = 1076.6800 IN. X O ETA = .0 ELV-LO = 10,000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = 10.00l ELV-RI = 10.00
9REF = 36.6817 INCHES ZWP = 375.03 0 IN. ZO ELV-RO = 10.000 RUODER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDtRK = 25.000
RUN NCt. 28/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA CHEI S CHEJTB l 0ETTL CNHING CM4ING CLLKG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.350 -2.007 -. 00836 -. 00464 -. 01300 .01469 -. 01559 -. 00862 .07L40 .07629 .03668 .20185
.350 .017 -. 00962 -. 00710 -. 01672 .04869 -. 02368 -. 01798 .09856 .07712 .03787 2.60231
.350 2.060 -. 01184 -.01051 -. 02235 .07741 -. 02972 -. 02648 .18730 .08156 .04280 4.37653
.349 4.104 -. 01250 -. 01520 -. 02770 .11353 -. 03892 -. 03643. .27771 .08883 .05110 5.43417
.349 8.198 -. 02262 -.02586 -.04848 .16746 -.04962 -. 05338 .47021 .11557 .07950 5.91488
.349 12.302 -.. 04440 -. 03827 -.08267 .22817 -.06549 -.06974 .68116 .17155 .13506 5.04321
.349 16.426 -.07562 -.05211 -. 1273 .30971 -.08769 -. 09034 .91571 .28446 .24490 3.73920
.348 20.554 -. 1071k -. 06937 -.17655 .39096 -. 10947 -. 10882 1.14363 .44100 .39128 2.92279
GRAI0M NT - .00072 -. 172 -. 00244 .01596 -. 00373 -. 00451 .04415 .00207 .00237 .85711
DATE 18 DEC 4 TABJULTD SCJRCE DATA - 04116 PAE 52
LARC8-686(OA-116) (B26C9FSMt41iO ) (W116E43) (VSRS) (SHUMS) ( 17 DEC 74 )
R~EOENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
v Q 280 .0000 oSQ.. XM4 = 1076.6800 IN. Xo BETA = .000 EV-LO = 0.000
LA "  A474.8117 INCHES Yt P = .0000 IN. t, ..V-LI 10.000 ELV-RI = 10.000
BRv a 93a.6817 INCHES ZRP = 375.0000 I'N. z ELV-RO 10.000 RUDDER .000
KALE .a010 SPDOBRK = 25.000
RJUM M. 2?/ RWNL = 3.1 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -. 00/ 5.00
~ MA# LqAt C-HivS CiT7B CHETTL C~WING CWING Ct OLF CC C0F L/F
.99 -2.0M -. 00775 -. 00452 -. 01227 .02807 -. 02247 -.01013 . X08 .0774S .03541 .00236
.599 .064 - .0024 -. 00702 -. 01526 .06086 -.02946 -. 01962 .09619 .07822 .03666 2.62390
.999 2.199 -. 00924 -. 01110 -. 02034 .08951 -.03487 -. 884 .19993 .08281 .04198 4.76225
.600 4.323 - ,0108 -. 01663 -.02750 .12796 -.04380 -.03979 .30307 .09128 .05185 5.84452
.599 8.573 -.02510 -.02716 -. 05?26 .19603 -.09O31 -. 00 34 .51757 .12382 .08553 6.05142
.599 12.853 -.05230 -.04584 -. 09614 .27448 -.08197 -.07971 .74644 .20970 .16949 4.40415
.599 17.120 -.08797 - .06107 -.14904 .32850 -.09551 -.08938 .94702 .33484 .28897 3.27721
.599 21.433 -. ,1086 -.06179 -. 19047 .39905 -.11123 -. 10688 1.17258 .49365 .43767 2.67915
GRADIENT - .00049 - .00190 - .00238 .01542 - .00326 - .00461 .04756 .00216 .00257 .92361
RUN hN. 26/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,L00 5.
MAO4 ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB ' CHETTL CNJING O4atNG CL'G CLF CO COP L/DF
.901 -2.160 -. 01616 -. 00515 -. 02131 .00115 -. 01396 -. 00215 -. 07411 .09647 .05073 -1.46091
.901 .057 -.01231 -. 0546 - .01777 .04694 - .02551 -. 0155 .06.00 .09391 .04959 1.21003
.901 2.269 -. 01134 -. 00894 -. 02028 .09417 -.03797 -. 02952 .19178 .10042 .05784 3.31555
.901 4.454 -. 01143 -.02527 - .03670 .13695 - .05028 -.04188 .31833 .11700.3 .07483 4.25430
.901 8.856 -.05557 -.05190 -.10747 .21036 -.07187 -.06085 .54390 .17860 .13585 4.0 358
.900 13.224 -. 11379 -. 07249 -. 18628 .28053 -. 09658 -.07724 .761.15 .27861 .23053 3.29735
.901 17.624 -. 15029 -. 09315 -.24344 .33423 -. 11057 -. 08991 .96747 .41311 .35688 2.71088
.900 21.914 - .152e -. 09446 -. 24708 .33465 -. 09794 -. 08778 1.05644 .53563 .46422 2.27571
GRODIENT .00069 -. 00289 -. 02 ,2 .02062 -. 00I551 - .00633 .05936 .00308 .0365 .87350
RUN NJ. 25/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.t00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CWI NGG C4JING C N G CLF CD CDF L/DF
1.200 -2.139 -. 03784 -. 01760 -.05544 .00163 -.01215 -.00212 -. 07680 .16160 .10213 -.75195
1.201 .046 -.04773 -.02708 -. 07481 .05238 - .03147 -.01648 .05156 .16157 .10089 .51104
1.201 2.244 -. 05563 -.03986 -. 09549 .09866 -. 04863 -. 02971 .17842 .16907 .10891 1.63822
1.201 4.429 -.06826 -. 05359 -.12185 .13030 -.06168 -. 04078 .30015 .18491 .12446 2.41156
1.20t 8.815 -. 11289 -. 07669 -.18958 .21856 --.08852 -. 06313 .54097 .24112 .17986 3.00769
1.199 13.224 -.16160 -. 09556 -. 25716 .29609 --. 11381 -. 09297 .77963 .33975 .27592 2.82546
1.199 17.V07 -.22918 -.11315 -. 34233 .35667 -.13429 -.09735 .98284 .47083 .40301 2.43877
1.200 21 .933 -.27248 -.12399 -.39647 .39227 -.14435 -.10492 1.12655 .60984 .53932 2.08884
GRADlENT -. 00 453 -. 00551 -. 01004 .0 366 -. .'757 -.00590 .05742 .00358 .00342 .48479
DATE I Ds 74 TABULATE SCUrE DATA - .AI~S PA. 51
LARC 8(Oh-I-I t (tIC9ScoPNMiNds) (witS411 (VYRe) (SHUD16) ( IT DEC 74 )
't!RtNt. DATA pRAMETRIC OATA
RE P . SQ.T. i. P 1076.8600 IN. " 9A X .000 ELV-LO' 20.000
ULRP a 474.8117 INCES tPl P .0000 IN. YO ELV-L1 = 20.000 L-t
M8EP a 936.8817 INCHES ZM4P = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO 20.000 RUODER .000
SCALt .0190 SPDB0K = 25.000
RUN Mo, 24/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
M AO ALPHA CtEINB COEOTS CHETTL CNiWtN C4NG CBaLM CLF CD C F L/W
.39 -1.954 -. 07698 -.04098 -.11796 .09658 -. 05534 -. 03081 .15680 .09725 .05480 .861SS3
.351 ,087 -. 08053 -.04619 -. 12672 .12353 - .0973 -. 03924 .24227 .10414 .06172 3.92508
.350 2.141 -. 08907 -. 05200 -.13707 .15592 -. 06853 -. 04841 .33157 .11281 .07090 4.67642
.350 4.176 -. 09217 -. 05953 -. 1517n .18599 -. 07855 -.05668 .42629 .12234 .08061 5.2884?
.350 8.272 -. 10795 - .06759 -. 17554 .24331 -. 09156 -.07363 .62185 .1091 .12045 5.16283
.350 12.37s -. 13438 -. 07839 -.21277 .32068 -.11353 -.09368 .A4211 .23261 .19146 4.39841
.350 16.469 -. 16993 -. 08721 -.25714 .39711 -. 13358 -. 11134 1.05535 .36119 .31686 3.33063
.349 20. e5 -.20342 -. 10067 -. 30409 .46004 -. 14700 -. 12639 1.27069 .51934 .46913 2.70863
GRAODIENT -. 00245 -. 00301 -. 00546 .01471 -. 00379 -. 00425 .04391 .00411 .00424 .39293
RUN W. 23/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRAENT NTERVAL =-5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHETB GCETTL CNING 41tNG CLW"% CLF co CF L/OF
S.80 -1.937 -. 08453 -.04246 -. 12699 .09642 -. 05836 -. 0290. .14160 .10004 .05456 2.59552
.60 .194 -. 08799 -. 04809 -.13608 .13287 -. 06655 - .03987 .24177 .10658 .06152 3.92990
.599 2.308 -. 09234 -.05439 -. 14673 .16517 -. 07388 -. 04980 .34414 .11632 .07206 4.77567
G.:0 4.432 -. 09618 -. 06142 -. 15760 .19867 -. 08102 -.000I9 .44567 .12957 .086 3 5.14643
.599 8.729 -.11976 -. 07115 -. 19091 .28091 -. 10296 -.08363 .68978 .18119 .13855 4.97866
.999 12.974 -.15627 -. 07999 -. 23626 .34089 -. 11817 -. 0965s .88765 .28M04 .23400 3.78364
.598 17.240 -. 20243 -. 09070 -. 29313 .39353 -. 12913 -. 10663 1.06906 .40839 .35783 2.98762
.599 21.529 -. 20610 -. 11512 -.32122 .44108 -.13373 -. 11681 1.26817 .56815 .50914 2.49082
GRADIENT -.00185 -. 00298 -. 00493 .01598 -.00355 -.00476 .047A1 .00463 .00503 .40055
RUN No. 22/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRAIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIN3 CHETB CHETTL CNING CM44NG CLW G CLF CD CDF L/DF
.901 -2.026 -.13496 -. 05832 -.19328 .06873 -.05308 -.02117 .06945 .12552 .07441 .93341
.901 .182 -.14097 -.06781 -.2087. .11700 -. 06716 -.03585 .20776 .13162 .08173 2.54213
.902 2.415 -.14550 -.07842 -.22392 .16997 -.08277 -. 05119 .34957 .14649 .09784 3.57281
.900 4.639 -.15081 -.08314 -.23395 .21662 -.09635 -.06481 .48422 .16814 .12029 4.02536
.900 9.006 -.19119 -.09520 -.28639 .26264 -.11413 -.01055 .69477 .24010 .19115 3.63467
.901 13.372 -.24680 -1.1102 -.35706 .34459 -.13314 -.09463 .88802 .34932 .29573 3.00263
.9.0 17.732 -.27462 -.12135 -.39597 .37288 -.13451 -.09968 1.04941 .48091 -.41695 2.51687
.900 22.005 -.22519 -.11546 -.34065 .37265 -.12024 -.09745 1.12377 .E0109 .52069 2.15824
GRADIENT -.00234 -.00383 - .00617 .02234 -.00654 -.00658 .06236 .00642 .00692 .46348
ATlt I DEC 74 TABULATED SJURCE DATA - CA tl PAGE 54
LARC8-688(CA-116) (B26C9F8MI6N8) (W116E43) (VOR5) (SHU019) ( 1T DEC 74 1
'ReF'CDe DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SeR a 2690.0000,n .PT. IMP r 73s.3300 IN. X(c TA .000 ELV-LO 20.000
LREP 2 474.811? INC1M Yt4P a .0000 IN. 'YO ELV-L u 20.000 ELV-RI a 20.000
SREP a 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP M 375.0000 IN, ZO ELV-RO a 20.000 RUDDER .000
SCALE a .0150 SPDORY, a 25.000
RUN t. 21/ 0 RN/L 2.87 GRADIE4T ITRVAL % -5,00/ 5.00
MACH ALPKA HEINB C04ET8 CHETTL CTWING CM4ING CBLWNG CLP CO COF L/DP
1.c00 -2.084 -. 18173 -.07874 -. 26047 .04938 -. 04398 -. 01517 .01555 .18459 .12240 .12703
1.200 .131 -.18724 -.08636 -. 27360 .09814 -. 06244 -. 02945 .15055 .18725s .12528 1.20177
1.201 2.314 -.19132 -. 09759 -. 28941 .14346 -.07915 -. 04258 .28243 .20029 .13802 2.04629
1.200 4.514 -.20404 -.104? -.31051 .18670 -. 09400 -. 05492 .40821 .22233 .15929 2.56265
1.199 8.927 -.24096 -.12011 -.36107 .27387 -.12162 -.07837 .65679 .29071 .22599 2.90628
1.199 13.324 -. 28058 -. 13171 -. 41229 .34334 -.14177 -.09562 .88240 .40.029 .33188 2.65880
1.199 17.704 -. 32911 -. 14575 -. 47486 .40075 -. 15929 -. 1880 1.06907 .53755 .46621 2.29311
1.200 22.031 -. 35567 -. 15148 -. 50715 .43251 -. 16655 -. 11553 1.19467 .67547 .60460 1.97597
CRADIENT -. 00326 -. 00431 -. 00757 .02S6 -.00761 - .00934 .05976 .00576 .00563 .37188
LARC8-686(CA-116) (826C9F816N28) (W11i43) (VRS) (SHUUI?) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 280.0000 S3FT. X *RP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO -10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCKES V MbP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BREF = 936.6817 IHtES Zit4P = 75.000 IN. 20 ELV-RO = -10.000 RCDD = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPORK = 25.000
RUN No. 16/ 0 RN/W = 2.05 GRADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
NA04 ALPHA CGEINB CGOTS CHETTL CHANG CHING CL. CL CD CDF L/DF
.349 -2.121 .11388 .05238 .16626 -.16854 .07546 .04091 -. 32271 .08752 .05564 -5.79963
.350 -.048 .11186 .04959 .16145 -. 14457 .07057 .03275 -. 23286 .07862 .04709 -4.94470
.350 2.017 .10946 .04814 .15760 -.11260 .06422 .02378 -. 13935 .07208 .04115 -3.38664
.350 4.020 .10637 .04626 .15263 -. 07880 .05591 .01439 -. 05138 .06929 .03903 -1 .31651
.350 8.164 .10215 .04294 .14509 -. 01096 .04006 -. 00428 .14019 .07345 .04470 3.13617
.350 12.263 .09558 .02578 .12136 .05868 .02138 -.02227 .34120 .10326 .07340 4.64836
.395 16.313 .00I71 .01090 .09161 .13541 -.00134 -.04228 .56709 .18286 .14865 3.81496
.349 20.413 .04727 .0l137 .04864 .19549 --.01473 -.05766 .78089 .29827 .25874 3.01801
GRAOIENT -.00122 -.00097 -. 00218 .01469 -- 0.317 -. 00432 .04429 -.00l299 -. 00273 .73146
DATE IS 74DE ?" TASULATE SCRCE DATA - OM11t PACE 55
LARC8-686(CA-116) (B26C9F8Mt4168) (Wt1E43) (VORMS) (ts17?) ( 1t DEC 74 )
REIERDC E DATA PARAMTRIC DATA
SR MO = 2690.0000 8.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA a .000 EV-LO -10.000
LREF 2 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L a -10.00 EL.V-RI -10.000
BREF m 936.68t? INCHES ZMRP = 375.0030 IN. ZO . ELV-RO a -10.000 RUICER 3 .000
SCALE a .0150 SPDORK = 2.000
RUN O. 15/ 0 RN/L .16 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -00/ 5.00
oACK ALPHA CHEI 04 EOTB OCETTL OWitN C44tNG CSLWNG CLF CD CDF L/DP
.G00 -2.343 .12821 .05625 .18446 -. 15263 .07047 .04038 -. 34249 .09065 .05640 -6.07287
.599 -. 139 .12539 .05307 .17846 -. 12126 .06427 .03065 -. 23917 .07961 .04590 -5.21039
.599 2.022 .12218 .05086 .17304 -.08636 .05684 .02071 -. 13911 .07221 .03907 -3.56014
.599 4.024 .11931 .04946 .16877 -.05488 .04945 .01149 -. 04545 .06912 .03694 -1.23056
.599 6.393 .11697 .04516 .16215 .01999 .03137 -. 00926 .16728 .07530 .04482 3.73207
.599 12.598 .10817 .02137 .12954 .09436 .00983 -. 03012 .397039 .12422 .09143 4.34326
.599 16.940 .08372 .00846 .09218 .16803 -. 00920 -. 04763 .61812 .21907 .18140 3.40743
.596 21.167 .05423 -. 00318 .05105 .24285 -. 02979 - .06498 .84109 .34893 .30475 2.75998
GRADIENT -. 00141 -. 00107 -. 00247 .01543 -. 00331 -.00454 .04662 - .00340 -. 0030M .75724
RUN N'. 14/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
4AO ALPHA CiEtNB O EOT6 OHETTL C*nING CMW4ING CLWNG CLF CD CDF L/DF
.901 -2.426 .20517 .08726 .29243 -. 1031 .08146 .04291 -.39325 .12366 .08544 -4.60244
.900 -. 177 .20109 .07920 .28029 -. 11020 .06764 .02808 -. 24913 .10668 .06925 -3.59767
.900 2.051 .19055 .07096 .26151 -. 05709 .05065 .01317 -. 11522 .09827 .06148 -1.87408
.901 4.220 .17994 .05655 .23649 -. 00588 .03359 -. 00207 .02877 .10092 .06509 .44194
.900 8.665 .17935 .03420 .21355 .09115 .t'0361 -. 02863 .29457 .13859 .10369 2.84090
.900 13.078 .15055 .03232 .18287 .15923 -.01995 -.04518 .51124 .21381 .17596 2.90546
.901 17.459 .12586 .02114 .14700. .21034 -.03199 -.05672 .70687 .32062 .27626 2.55872
.901 21.800 .08569 .01877 .10446 .24011 -.03487 -.06246 .84924 .43984 .38414 2.21073
GRADIENT -.00389 -.00452 -.00841 .02329 -.00724 - .0676 .06315 -.00347 -.00312 .75937
RUN 1t0. 13/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTEVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOB CHE4 ETTL CH0ING C4NG CMN LG LF co CDF L/DF
1.200 -2.267 .24787 .07925 .32712 -. 11673 .06555 .02938 -. 27306 .17552 .12163 -2.24499
1.200 -.039 .24081 .05454 .29535 -.08054 .04273 .01323 -.13271 .16368 .10947 -1.21225
1.200 2.144 .22695 .03850 .26545 -. 01038 .02275 -.00072 -.03536 .16288 .10713 -. 05004
1.200 4.337 .20205 .02928 .23133 .03350 .00643 -.01338 .12467 .17026 .11345 1.09895
1.200 8.663 .16229 .01121 .17350 .11766 -. 02273 -. 03623 .36833 .20759 .15082 2.44226
1.200 13.104 .11357 -. 00474 .10883 .20255 -.05033 -. 05701 .60986 .28922 .22830 2.67129
1.200 17.426 .02600 - .02000 .00600 .26611 -. 07329 -. 07271 .81972 .40100 .33645 2.43635
1.200 21.818 -.03802 -.03318 -.07120 .30526 -.08639 -.08119 .96495 .52583 .45689 2.11199
GRADIENT - .00687 -. 00755 -. 01442 .02278 - .(897 -.00647 .06004 -. 03076 - .00123 .50887
DATE t DOEC 74 TABULATED SOARCE DATA - OAttS PAGE' 56
LARCS-64(6OA-116) (826C9F8M1SN2) (W11GE43) (VJRS) (SU"1i8) ( 17 DEC 74 )
'EERNCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF a 20.0000 SQ.FT. I4RP a 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -20.000
LREF a 474.8117 INCHES YR4P = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI= -20.000 EL1.-RI -20.000
8REP a 936.6817 INCHES ZWRP a 375.0000 IN. ZO E.V-RO = -20.000 RUlDt0 a .000
SCALE a .s010 SPDBRK = 2e.000
RUW NO. 20/ 0 RWL = 2.04 GRADIENT INTEfVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAGA ALPHA O4EINB CHEOTB CHETTL CNING, C14NG, CBLW CLF CD CD L/DF
.348 -2.144 .18855 .07703 .26558 -. 23413 .10850 .05936 -.43844 .11144 .08 -5.34158
.348 -. 071 .18568 .07413 .25981 -. 20199 .10218 .05043 -. 35013 .09899 .06970 -5.02357
.348 1.931 .18366 .07120 .25486 -. 17621 .09822 .04259 -. 26347 .08985 .06045 -4.35835
.348 3.994 .18047 .06872 .24919 -. 15085 .09224 .03443 -. 17178 .08319 .05401 -3.18032
.348 8.096 .17782 .06344 .24126 -. 08582 .07729 .01578 .01701 .08033 .05138 .33104
.348 12.163 .17471 .05102 .22575 -. 02826 .06218 -.00017 .21795 .10167 .07203 3.0567
.347 16.308 .173. .4226 .21599 .05314 .03978 -. 02053 .42929 .16745 .13511 3.17730
.1347 2.433 .14535 .03461 .17996 .11496 .02569 -. 03559 .62568 .26437 .22755 2.74967
GRADIENT -. 00129 -.00136 -. 00265 .01350 -.00258 -. 00405 .04343 -. 00460 -. 00458 .35010
RUN NO. 19/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT INTEVAL -5,00/ 5.00
~AIA ALPHA CHEIe CHoT8 CHETTL CMING 0C4ING CL~G CLP CO COP UlOP
.401 -2.579 .p007 .08227 .28305 -. 91028 .10083 .0570 -. 45140 .1170 .0858E -5.2600
.598 -. 75 .t1970 .07920 ,27627 -. 17679 .09337 .04700 -. 35416 .10329 .07084 -4.9991t
.599 1.867 .19I99 .07632 Pp3t -. 1423% .108813 .03707 -. 25177 .09288 .0E097 -4.12958
.600 4.114 .19269 .07370 .26359 -,.10802 .7781 .0269s -. 14551 .08480 .05343 -2.72352
.c 8.200 .19012 .06581 .25593 -. 04020 .061553 .0074 .05697 .08359 .05321 1.07072
.99 1t.474 .19254 .04773 .24027 .03678 .03898 -. 01366 .28338 .11838 .0l867 3.26830
.999 ve.798 .18698 .03385 .22083 .10101 .02479 -. 02948 .49202 .20260 .16660 2.95332
.599 21.067 .16417 .02810 .19227 .17139 .00777 -. 04522 .69634 .31713 .27534 2.52907
GRADIENT -. 011il -. 00132 -. 00250 .01579 -.00356 -. 00465 .04722 -. 00508 -. 00494 .39422
RUN NO. 18/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
MWCH ALPRA C4EI Q-B 0oe2 OAETTL C4tNG 044ING CBIMG CLF CO COF L/F
.901 -2.516 .28811 .13391 .42202 -. 20786 .10682 .05656 -. 50332 .16010 .12176 -4.13382
.901 -. 3512 .2993 .12427 .41420 -.16545 .09620 .04359 -. 37096 .13933 .10182 -3.64335
.901 1.871 .27992 .11589 .39581 -. 11535 .08089 .02976 -. 24421 .12436 .08762 -2.78725
.901 4.123 .26632 .09718 .36350 -. 05778 .06079 .01297 -. 09079 .11674 .08096 -1.12142
.901 8.647 .25769 .04765 .30534 .06297 .01618 -.02079 .21982 .14550 .10967 2.0A36
.901 13.036 .21151 .02495 .23646 .15024 -. 01464 -. 04311 .48116 .22000 .18100 2.65842
.901 17.373 .17187 .02528 .19715 .19937 -. 02509 -. 05397 .66519 .32219 .27590 2.41101
.901 21.736 .12833 .02662 .15495 .21687 -.02114 -.05,41 .80458 .44948 .35387 2.09599
GRADIENT -.00342 -.00537 -. 00879 .02265 -.00695 -.00654 .06175 -.00s58 -.00617 .44830
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - CAt6 PAGE 57
LARC-686(CA-116) ( 26C9 FM16N28) (W1t6E43) (VBRS) (SHU8) ( 17? DEC 74 )
REFEREICE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YtRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = -20.000 ELV-RI = -20.000
BREF = 956.6817 INCHES ZlRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO fLV-RO = -20.000 RUODER .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN NO. 17/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAH4 ALPHA CHEItM CHEOTB CHETTL CNIING CI~ING CBLWNG CLF CD CDF L/DF
1.201 -2.378 .33120 .11178 .44298 -. 16299 .09177 .04282 -. 37256 .20842 .15468 -2.40858
1.201 -. 181 .32867 .07825 .40692 -. 11232 .07073 .02760 -. 23164 .18879 .13539 -1.71098
1.200 2.034 .31589 .04968 .36557 -.04981 .04468 .01020 -. 08674 .17927 .12606 -. 68810
1.200 4.279 .30651 .03334 .33985 .00030 .02596 -. 00344 .04578 .18115 .12762 .35873
t1.20 8.662 .24850 .02507 .27357 .09434 -. 00726 -. 02870 .30668 .21555 .15841 1.93601
1.200 13.052 .21891 .02455 .24346 .17441 -.03299 -. 04904 .54768 .29152 .23037 2.37741
1.199 17.432 .13046 .01258 .14306 .24331 -.05671 -. 06557 .761 58 .39955 .33428 2.27829
1.199 21.753 .05154 -. 00172 .04982 .2835 -.07235 -. 07541 .91561 .51783 .44968 2.0361'3
GRADIENT -. 00392 -. 01189 -.01580 .02490 -. 01007 -.00704 .06309 -. 001411 - .T00407 .42045
LARC6-666(CA-t16) (826C9PFSM6 N28) (Wt16E43) (VSR5) (SHUD19) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 240.0000 SQ.FT. *WRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 LV-LO 2 -20.000
LAEF 474.8117 INCHES ytKP = .Y0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI -10.000
OREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.X000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -20.000 RUDOI = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN tN. 86/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIN3 CHEOTB CHETTL C4ING 04 ING CBLG CLF CD CDF L/DF
1.200 -2.207 .26296 .09888 .36184 -.12738 .07198 .03311 -.29626 .18340 .12897 -2.29703
1.200 -.058 .25165 .07011 .32176 -. 06813 .04770 .01628 -.15248 .16809 .11346 -1.34387
1.201 2.109 .23579 .04485 .28064 -. 01540 .02646 .00138 -. 01382 .16532 .10931 -. 12638
1.200 4.290 .21096 .03005 .24101 .02692 .01032 -. 01104 .11571 .17221 .11490 1.00703
1.200 8.672 .16272 .01586 .17858 .11434 -. 02037 -. 03483 .36402 .20894 .15178 2.39831
1.200 13.197 .11560 .00897 .12457 .19622 -. 04690 -. 05552 .60830 .29245 .23122 2.63079
1.200 17.496 .02486 -. 00044 .02442 .26118 -. 06978 -. 07112 .81424 .40275 .33784 2.41015
1.199 21.753 -.03995 -. 00905 -. 04900 .30039 -. 08262 -.0799 .96387 .52716 .45702 2.10903
GRADIENT - .00794 -.01070 -. 01864 .02380 -. 00952 -. L00680 .06346 -. 00167 -.00213 .51394
DATE 1S DC 74 TABULATED SCRJCE 0ATA - rAlt PAGE 58
LAS*668" A-fl~6it) 98WC9S8M1ON28) (WitiE4W) (VSRS) (SHU00) 17? DEC 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRe % 2690.0003 SO.PT. XmP a 1076.6800 IN. X0 BETA .000 ELY-LO a -30.000
LREP a 474.9117. INCHES YtP = .Y0 IN. YO ELYV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
UREF 936.6817 INCHES ZRP a 375.0000 IN. 20 eLV-RO -30.,000 RUDDER a .000
SCALE a .01S0 SPDBRK m 25.000
RUN N.O. 59/ 0 RNL a 2.87 CfADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACHi ALPrA QiEIt CHEOITa CHETTL CNWlNG CMWIN CBL4G CLF CD CDF L/OF
1.moO -2.312 .24917 .12437 .37354 -. 14358 .08039 .03805 -. 3303m .19622 .14150 -2.33466
1.201 -.094 .25114 .08306 .33420 -. 08579 .05650 .02124 -. 17972 .17465 .12026 -1.49441
1.E0 2.130 .23354 .05649 .29003 -. 03107 .03443 .00561 -. 03474 .16787 .11216 -. 30976
1.200 4.274 .21220 .03864 .25084 .01966 .01476 -. 00850 .09948 .17254 .11554 .8 398
1.200 6.664 .16372 .01427 .17799 .10673 -. 01737 -. 03313 .356! 5 .20771 .15056 2.37875
1.200 13.041 .11615 .00706 .12321 .18898 -. 04291 -. 05319 .59500 .28905 .22779 2.61208
1.200 17.479 .03368 .01051 .04419 .25405 -. 06617 -. 06920 .80460 .40249 .33732 2.36526
S1.21 21.799 -. 03656 .00216 -. 03440 .29658 -. 08J059 -. 07897 .95W18 .52786 .45777 2.09533
CRADIENT -. 00583 -. 01292 -. 01876 .02477 -. 00996 -. 00706 .06527 -. 00356 -. 00393 .48979
LARC-686(CA-116) (826C9P8MieN28) (WIE45) (V8R5) (SHULI) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRTIC DATA
SREF = 230..3 SQ.FT. )t4P = 1076.6800 IN. BETA = .000 ELV-Lr = -40.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES YRP = .0000 IN. YO EL-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000
BREF = 936.6817 INO'tES ZtRP = 375.X0Y3 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -40.000 RUE WR = .000
SCALE .0150 SPDURK = 25.000
RUN NO. 46/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CtlING CMING CBLL , CLF CD C F L/FP
1.200 -2.386 .23891 .15636 .39527 -. 16521 .08986 .04534 -.36968 .21524 .15856 -2.33147
1.2m -. 170 .21195 .14074 .35269 -. 10786 .06605 .02840 -. 22153 .19173 .13663 -1.62134
1.201 2.051 .22240 .08629 .30869 -. 0463 .04109 .01092 -. 07055 .17624 .12124 -. 58188
1.201 4.246 .20 989 .05456 .26445 .00471 .02093 -. 00400 .07319 .17608 .11941 .61294
1.201 8.658 .16188 .02198 .18386 .10273 -. 01533 -. 03113 .34487 .20699 .14984 2.30164
1.i99 13.071 .11059 .00573 .11632 .18474 -.04128 -.05206 .59029 .28707 .22599 2.61202
1.199 17.458 .03430 .00167 .03597 .25015 -.06478 -.06796 .79934 .39891 .33350 2.39683
1.200 21.786 -.03529 -.0372 -.03901 .29687 -.08087 -.07859 .95303 .52519 .455L2 2.09367
GRADIENT - .00346 -.01627 -.01973 .02582 -.01048 - .00748 .06690 - .00612 -.00601 .44629
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCrRCE OATA - CAit6 PAGE 59
LARC-SS6(0A--1i) (B C98M16N29) (WMi1E43) (VAR5) (SHUW) ( 1 OEC 74 1
rEPERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
QII1 a 2890.0 0 SMQ.L . Xt4tP a 107S.6800 IN. XO SETA ,000 ELV-UO = 10.000
LRr  a 474.8117? INCHES. YMt4P = .0000 IN. YO ELY-LE 2 .000 ELV-RI v .000
BRtP a 93.817 INCHES t4lP - 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO= -10.000 RUDDER .000
SCA. a .0150 SPDRK = 25.000
RUN No. 37/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADO14T INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI B CHE It CHETTL Ct4JING CFNG CBLNG CLF CO CDF L/DF
.350 -t.056 .03352 -.00259 .03093 -.09883 .04035 .02492 -.16325 .07539 .04003 -4.07783
.351 -.003 .03249 -.00421 .02n2 - .07000 .03455 .01625 -.07262 .07193 .03673 -1.976 6
.350 2.07 .,03416 -.00680 .0242 -.0415 .02925 .00784 1.01785 07089 .03596 .49634
.351 4.095 .03002 -. 01033 .02030 -.0130 .012526 .00026 .10736 .07250 .03958 2.72174
.350 68.19 .02531 -.01903 .00629 .04941 .00952 -.01646 .29914 .08770 .05949 5.45103e
,.350 1t.239 .01215 -. 0306S -.01467 .11391 -.00741 -. 03589 .5033 .12949 .09579 5.25505
.350 16.376 -.01276 -.04443 -.05719 .19066 -.03044 -.05667 .74578 .22934 .1915 3.89274
.349 20.516 -.04320 -.09 24 -.10344 .26849 -.05174 -.07541 .95885 .36165 .31675 3.02713
GRADIENT -.00047 -.00126 -.00172 .01316 -.00246 -.00401 .04395 -.00047 .-. 25 1.12310
RUN to. 36/ 0 RN/L = 3.17 GRADIENT NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAI ALPA OCEIt N CHE0T7 CHETTL OWING C 41NG CBLNG CLF C COF L/DF
.599 -2.135 .03539 -. 00109 .03430 -. 08765 .03825 .02444 -.17644 .07680 .03911 -4.51095
.900 -. 093 .03466 -. 00288 .03178 - .05739 .03195 .01545 -. 08266 .07227 .03491 -2.36800
.800 2.063 .03413 -. 00549 .02864 -. 0230 .02461 .00544 .02141 .07056 .03390 .63147
.599 4.255 .03333 -. 00953 .02380 .01046 .01762 -. 00415 .12275 .07277 .03709 3.30921
.599 8.407 .02829 -. 01803 .01026 .07836 .00198 -. 02368 .33000 .09052 .05604 5.88852
.599 12.785 .01166 -. 03630 -. 02464 .15845 -. 02299 -. 04566 .57421 .19014 .12338 4.65407
.599 17.067 -. 01959 -. 05045 -. 07004 .22528 -. 04125 -. 092 .78221 .26841 .22581 3.46405
.600 21.344 -. 04083 -. 07623 -. 11706 .30743 -. 06386 -. 08139 1.01684 .41846 .36743 2.77194
GRADIENT -. 00031 -.00131 -. 00163 .01541 -. 00325 -. 00449 .04697 -. .064 - .00032 1.24150
RUN N. 35/ 0 RN/L = 3.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACHA ALPHA CHEIN OCHECT8 CHETTL CWING CAING CBLVNG CLP CO COP L/DF
.800 -2.217 .03742 .00049 .03791 -. 09531 .04301 .02691 -. 20082 .08292 .04441 -4.52209
.801 -. 058 .03693 -. 00091 .03602 -. 05437 .03228 .01467 -. 08667 .07635 .03863 -2.24387
.801 2.180 .03700 -. 00341 .03359 -. 01507 .02349 .00338 .02914 .07512 .03851 .75678
.801 4.293 .03771 -.00742 .03029 .02219 .01532 -. 00737 .14201 .07880 .04349 3.26518
.800 8.720 .03351 -.02072 .01279 .10219 -. 00688 -. 02992 .38147 .11597 .08142 4.68494
.801 13.098 .00731 -. 04277 -. 03546 .17488 -. 03085 -.04759 .59636 .19955 .16131 3.69710
.800 17.539 -. 02658 -. 06497 -. 09155 .23497 -. 04560 -. 06167 .81598 .32102 .27473 2.97006
.800 21.928 -. 04577 -. 07306 -. 11883 .26759 -. 05049 -.06817 .96446 .45306 .39587 2.43629
GRADIENT .00004 -.00120 -. 00116 .01800 -.00422 -.00524 .05256 -.00063 -.00014 1.21134
DATE I DEC 74 TABULATED SUoIACE DATA - CA11s PAGE 60
LARC8-686(CA-116) (A2;6C9FSM1N29) (W116E43) (VSRS) (SHUDZe) ( T DEC 74 )
tEPERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP 2 0.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = t076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 .V-L a 10.000
LREP a 474.8117 INCHES YMRP a .CM0 IN. YO ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
RPF a 936.6817? INCHES ZMRP a 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -10.000 RUDDER= 000
SCALE m .010 SPDBRK 25.000
RUN NO. 34/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
ACH ALPHA CHEIU CHEOTB CHETTL CNINt O04NG CLN CLF CD CDF L/DF
.900 -2.274 .03960 .00212 .04172 -. 09576 .04502 .02683 -. 21430 .09771 .05535 -3.87200
.900 -. 094 .03983 .00254 .04237 -. 04888 .03218 .01279 -. 08328 .08950 .04822 -1.72694
.900 2.153 .04082 -. 00102 .03980 .00236 .01679 .00215 .05327 .09201 .05188 1.02687
.901 4.369 .04872 .00912 .03960 .04959 .00203 -. 01626 .17987 .09936 .06057 2.96942
.901 8.780 .04517 -. 03413 .01104 .12457 -. 02007 -. 03629 .40267 .14553 .10745 3.74752
.s02 13.088 - .0879 -. 05340 -. 06219 .19066 -. 04090 -. 05224 .61902 .23033 .18868 3.28192
.900 17.511 -. 05469 -. 08129 -. 13598 .25281 -. 05985 -. 06672 - .831335 35215 .3099 2.74377
.900 21.838 -. 08618 -. 08510 -. 17128 .28067 -. 06243 -. 07264 .96741 .48019 .41767 2.31619
GRADIENT .00128 -.00168 -. 00040 .02197 -. 003651 -. 0065 .05948 .00034 .00088 1.04986
RUN NO'. 33/ 0 RN/L = 3.18 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA ]EINY3 CHEOTB 3-ETTL CINmG 04~4 1HN CBLG CLF CO CDF L/OD
.980 -2.160 .06185 -. 00371 .05814 -. 09175 .04776 .02572 -. 22021 .14227 .08304 -2.65187
.9e8 .009 .05322 -. 00549 .04773 -. 04537 .032 .01171 -. 08374 .13212 .07417 -1.12910
.980 2.186 .04951 -.01190 .03761 .00536 .01651 -.00321 .05529 .13112 .07458 .74140
.980 4.398 .05205 -.02293 .02912 .05714 -.=0191 -,01858 .19882 .14227 .08626 52.0486
.980 8.773 .05204 -. 05393 -. 00189 .14707 -.03338 -.04328 .45924 .19472 .13609 3.37463
.980 13.200 -. 03342 -. 08237 -.11579 .22342 -. 06172 -. 06286 .69638 .29214 .22536 3.09012
.980 17.644 -. 10797 -. 09970 -. 20767 .30479 - .09233 -.08353 .92665 .42355 .54975 2.64943
.980 22.100 -. 13510 -. 12199 -. 25709 .35765 -. 10810 -. 09522 1.11448 .57845 .49840 2.23611
GRADIE T -. 00151 -. 00294 -. 00445 .02277 -. 00759 -. 00677 .06391 -. 00003 .00047 .76625
RUN NO. 32/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB OCETTL CNWING O 4ING CBLWNGP CLF CD COF L/DF
1.200 -2.173 .09029 -.01135 .07894 -.07087 .03727 .01903 -.17429 .16053 .10438 -1.66983
1.201 .049 .07968 -.01926 .06142 -. 01950 .01673 .00385 -. 04018 .15485 .09821 -.40909
1.201 2.238 .06610 -. 03075 .03535 .03171 -.00304 -. 01043 .08925 .15893 .10148 .87948
1.201 4.381 .05127 -. 04046 .01l81 .07404 -. 01885 -.02290 .21160 .17039 .11231 1.88408
1.201 8.772 .01312 -.06245 -.04933 .15118 -.04450 -.04416 .44717 .21444 .15608 2.86504
1.201 13.124 -. 04158 -. 08229 -.12387 .22990 -.07087 -. 06362 .68320 .30430 .24123 2.83216
1.200 17.571 -.11000 -. 09994 -.20994 .29008 -. 09145 -.07845 .89213 .42878 .35942 2.48214
1.200 21.891 -.16753 -.11282 -.28035 .32985 -.10443 -.08722 1.03752 .55805 .48588 2.13537
GRADIENT -. 00597 -. 00452 -. 01050 .02225 -.00861 -. 0064 1 .05891 .00153 .00122 .5470S
DATE 1 DEC 74 TABhULATED SURlCE DATA - (AiiS PAGE 61
LARC-686(A-i16) (S6C9PFMt6N26) (W16E43) (V8R5) (SHU023) ( ? DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 260.0000 So.PT. XERP = 1076.6800 IN. O BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -20.000
LRE = 474.8117 INCHES YSIP = .0000 IN. yr ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
REF = 936.6817 INCHES ZtWP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPOR = 25.000
RUN NO. 40/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.0/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHE~T CHETTL CAWIN CJWING CBL G CLF CD COF L/DF
t.200 -2.158 .14425 .09565 .23990 -. 05990 .02711 .01295 -. 19520 .16336 .10751 -1.81561
1.200 -. 032 .12411 .07273 .19684 -.00814 .00678 -. 00162 -. 06341 .15529 .09934 -.63833
1.200 2.228 .10112 .05404 .15516 .03719 -. 01054 -. 01475 .0686 .15719 .10057 .68208
1.200 4.361 .07883 .04181 .12064 .0149 -. 02Y36 -. 02734 .19681 .16901 .11183 1.75987
1.200 8.751 .02862 .01447 .04309 .1568 -.04898 -. 04723 .43318 .21311 .15484 2.79756
1.200 13.180 -. 02167 .00209 -. 01958 .23600 -. 07605 -. 06735 .67336 .30287 .24009 2.80463
1.200 17.530 -. 09279" -.00429 -. 09708 .29847 -.09833 -.08247 .87765 .42380 .35487 2.47318
1.20m 21.823 -.14645 -.01180 -.15825 .33657 -.11058 -.090 7 1.02566 .55219 .47934 2.13973
GRADIENT -. 01002 -. 00823 -. 01826 .02145 -.00606 -.03612 .05978 .00087 .00065 .55076
LARC8-686(CA-116) (826C9F8M1N28) (W11lE43) (V8R5) (SHU324) ( 17 CEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 260.0000 SQ.FT. XM)P = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -30.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCOES YiP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = .000 ELV-RI = .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZIRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -10.L RUDDER .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN NC. 47/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIDET INTRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB 0CHET CHETTL CNWING 04I NG CB tLN CLFP CO COP L/DF
1.201 -2.237 .12934 .13590 .26524 -. 07818 .04012 .0200 -. 22810 .17153 .11623 -1.96243
1.201 -.051 .12033 .09839 .21872 -.02295 .01810 .00438 -.0I838 .15920 .10399 -.84991
i.200 2.143 .11034 .08955 .17989 .02681 -. 0128 -. r00979 .04739 .15868 .10282 .46090
1.200 4.343 .08173 .05037 .13210 .06914 -.01701 -.0222 .17591 .16834 .11193 1.571581.200 8.735 .02772 .01482 .04254 .14974 -.04426 -.04438 .42469 .21128 .15377 2.76185
1,199 13.139 -. 02079 .00666 -. 01413 .22766 -. 06978 -. 06335 .66071 .29919 .23651 2.79362
1.198 17.508 -.09007 .00792 -.08215 .28835 -.09091 -.07824 .86453 .41949 .3506? 2.46537
1.200 21.855 -.14673 .00230' -.14443 .32869 -.10422 -.08719 1.01457 .54897 .47638 2.12973
GRADIENT -.00697 -.01301 -.01996 .02242 -.r00870 -.00643 .06145 -.00046 -.00064 .54312
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCJIRCE DATA - 0CA16 PAGE 62
LARC8-686(o-A-116) (826C9F8H128) (W16E43) (VRS) (SHU 35) ( 17 OEC 74 )
REF'ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XtP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = 10.000LREP = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .000J IN. YO ELV-LI = 10.000 ELV-RI = 10.000
BREF a 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-Rrj = -10.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE a .0150 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN NO, 31/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MHAO ALPHA OCEINB CHEJTB CHETTL ci~&Wr CHWING CBLG CLF CO COF L/DF1.201 
-2.162 -. 03799 -. 01898 -. 05497 -. 03516 .01257 .01078 -. 10891 .16212 .10364 -1.050861.201 .037 -. 04893 -.02592 -. 07485 .01564 -. 00748 -. 00413 .02233 .15925 .10051 .22218
1.20 2.213 -.05937 -. 03790 -. 09727 .05043 -. 02424 -. 01718 .14887 .16657 .10687 1.39301
1.201 4.385 -.06995 -.04987 
-.11982 .10270 
-.03986 -.02944 .27014 .18148 .12135 2.226141.200 8.816 -.11249 -.07597 -.18846 .18426 
-.06731 
-.05184 .51297 .23278 .17217 2.979421.200 13.212 -. 16153 -. 09529 -.25682 .26109 -.09215 -.07102 .74922 .32814 .26456 2.83194
1.200 17.651 
-.22989 -.11326 -.34315 .32420 
-.11370 
-.08659 .95835 .45927 .39128 2.44924
1.200 21.918 
-.27257 -.12372 -.39629 .36342 -.12559 -.09556 1. 10569 .59504 .52431 2.10885
GRADIENT 
-.00487 
-..00507 -.00994 .02101 -.00798 - .0613 .05792 .00299 .00272 .50439
LARC8-686(CA-1186 (B26C9F8M16N88) (WItSE43) (V8R5) (SHUE S) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
2RE 69 = 06.0000 SQ.FT. )O4P = 1076.600 IN. M BETA = .00 ELV-LO = 10.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES Y~ P = .0000 IN. O ELV-LI = -10.000 ELV-R = -10.000
BReF = 936.6817 INCHES ZWRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = -0.000 RUDDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPORK = 25.000
RUN NO. 38/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5. 0
MACH ALPHA COEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CWJING CING CBLwNG CLF CO CDP L/DF1.200 -2.234 .22184 -.00366 .21818 -. 11377 .06435 .02894 
-.24238 .17318 .11885 -2.03930
1.199 -. 021 .21520 -. 01129 .20391 -. 05694 .04153 .01266 -. 10796 .16347 .10863 -.993781.200 2.157 .20931 -. 02E05 .18326 -.00816 .02236 -. 00132 .02152 .16439 .10828 .19873
1.199 4.312 .19338 -. 03968 .15370 .03664 .00507 -. 01396 .14564 .1 728 .11579 1.257801.200 8.777 .15524 -. 05614 .09910 .12070 -. 02370 -.03697 .39287 .21295 .15578 2.522011.200 13.075 -10392 -. 07806 .02586 .19906 
-.04922 -. 05676 .62817 .29445 .23360 2.68903
1.200 17.542 .01891 -.09316 
-.07425 .26356 -. 07228 -. 07259 .83729 .41032 .34563 2.42254





- .00903 -. 654 .05930 -. 0000 - .00045 .50803
DATE 16 OEC 74 TABULATED SJRC E DATA - CAiiS PAGE 63
LARCB-686(C.A-116) (Be6C9FB i6N28) (W116E43) (V8RS) (SHU27) (t DEC 74 1
1EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRF 26930.0000 ,FpT. XRP = 107.68.00 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -20.000LREP 474.8117 INCHES YRP = .0000 IN. YO E.LV-L = -10.000 ELV-RI 2 -10.000
WGEF 93e.6817 INCHES ZMIP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RDDER .000
SCALE .O5 SPDBRK = 25.000
RUN WN. 81/ 0 RN/L = 2.04 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CNI4tNG Cm44NG CBL4G CLF CD COF L/OP
.350 -2.111 .. 11991 .06938 .18929 -.10479 .04688 .02511 -. 28971 .08780 .05569 -5.Em20
.351 -. 059 .11644 .06634 .18278 -. 07427 .04009 .01655 -. 20272 .07947 .04764 -4.25494
.351 1.985 .11337 .06353 .17690 -.04581 .03350 .00797 -. 11300 .07397 .04277 -2.64184
.351 4.021 .10974 .06126 .17100 -. 01552 .02709 -. 00094 -.01818 .07183 .04139 -. 43923
.350 8.122 .10714 .05776 .16490 .05045 .01116 -.01962 .16906 .07778 .04885 3.46101
.350 12.202 .10068 .04544 .14612 .10555 
-.00075 -.03444 .36833 .10886 .07903 4,66076
.350 16.340 .08623 .03280 .11903 .17496 -.01845 -.05295 .58208 .18861 .15513 3.75221




-.00297 .01449 -.00323 
-.00424 .04424 
-.00261 -,00234 .77774
RUN N . 80/ 0 RN/L = 2.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIMN CHEJOT CHETTL CW! NG CMING CLBLG CLF CO COP L/DF
.6 0 -2.262 .13537 .07346 .20883 -. 10796 .04838 .02738 -. 31467 .09120 .05693 -5.52704
.601 -. 14 13109 .06991 .20100 -.07650 .04211 .01799 -. 21624 .08111 .04726 -4.57595
.600 1.980 .12648 .06711 .19359 -. 04164 .03429 .00803 -. 11398 .0T748 .04152 -2.74500
.e01 4.099 .12207 .06466 .18673 -. 00748 .02636 - .00180 -. 01513 .07224 .03998 -. 37849
. 00 8.334 .11877 .05994 .17871 .06662 .00821 -. 02280 .19629 .07995 .04902 4.00398
.600 12.613 .11119 .03738 .14857 .13424 -. 00888 -. 0416W .42599 .13021 .09729 4.37913
. 01 is.911 .08997 .02746 .11743 .19926 -. 02465 -. 05721 .63477 .22E72 .18876 3.36284
,e00 21.183 .06858 .01007 .07865 .27524 -. 04591 -. 07464 .85570 .35799 .31362 2.72845
GRADIENT 
-. 00210 -. 00138 -. 00348 .0 158 -. 70348 -. 0014603 .0472 -, 0298 -,02867 ,81471
RUN NTo. 79/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 CRADIT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
M.AC ALPHA CHElh CHEOTB CHETTL CNWING C WING CBLN G CLP CO COF L/DF
.900 -2.415 .22616 .11791 .34407 "-.11513 .05691 .02986 -. 37210 .12278 .08418 -4.42029
.901 -. 214 .22031 .10867 .32898 -.07028 .04554 .01681 - .2407 .10764 .06967 -3.44739
.90 1.994 .20374 .09939 .30313 -. 02408 .03227 .00363 
-.10843 .09955 .06265 -1.73058
.901 4.219 .18463 .07931 .26394 .02809 .01657 -.01098 .03835 .10208 .06605 .58055
.901 8.664 .17953 .01881 .19834 .10808 -.00792 -. 03336 .31458 .13985 .10358 3.03717
.901 13.033 .14930 .01168 .16099 .17633 -. 02930 -. 05020 .52871 .21523 .17713 2.99489
.900 17.394 .12856 .01684 .14540 .22889 -.04274 -. 06215 .71866 .32221 .27678 2.59650
.901 21.766 .08742 .01967 .10709 .26132 
-.04750 -.06881 .86794 .44490 .38899 2.23129
GRADIENT -.%3639 -. 00566 
-. 01205 .02152 -. 0067.1 -. 00614 .06165 -. 00317 -.00277 .75651
DATE 1S DEC 74 TABULAED SCrUICE DATA - 04116 PAGE 64
LARC8-686(A--116) (B26C9PFM 6N28) (Wi16E43) (VSRS) (SHU?27) ( 17 DEC 74 )
EIENC3E DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REF m 290.0000 SQ.PT. XMRP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA .000 E.V-LO a -20.000LRP = 474.8117 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI = -t0.000 ELV-RI -10.000
BEP 936S.617 INCHES ZMiP = 3750000 IN, 20 LV-RO = .000 RER = .000
SCALE a .0150 SPDOBRK 25.000
RUN MN. 78/ 0 RN/L = 2.8? GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEfM CHDTBW CHETTL C4ING CMWING CBLG CLP CD CDF L/F01.201 -2.280 .26104 .09862 .35966 -. 08179 .04614 .01994 -.26256 .17629 .12176 -2.156271.201 -. 077 .25035 .08997 .32032 -. 02956 .02633 .00532 -. 12679 .16442 .10936 -1.15940i.200 2.104 .23513 .04544 .28057 .01669 .00866 -. 00787 .00608 .16288 .10653 .057111.200 4.295 .21091 .03354 .24145 .05802 -.l 066 
-.02004 .13445 .17097 .11407 1.178701.199 8.698 .I6 .01606 .17914 .14156 -.03498 -.0429 0 .38189 .21022 .15320 2.49267
1.199 13.106 .11747 .00908 .12655 .22441 -.06241 -.06364 .62174 .29264 .23246 2.674641.199 17.491 .02801 -. 00028 .02773 .28680 -.08475 -. 07873 .83025 .40630 .34161 2.430381.199 21.817 -. 03695 -.00885 -. 04580 .32197 -.09578 -.08635 .97167 .53031 .46169 2.10461
GRADIENT 
-.00756 -. 01044 -. 01t00 .l0216 
-. r0004 
-. 00 03 .06044 -. 00080 
-,00118 .51221
LARC8-686(CA-116) (826C9P8FM128) (Wl1jE43) (Ve i) (SH f28) ( 17 DEC 74)
REP CE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SR = 290.0000 SQ.PT. MRP = 1076.6800 IN. X0 BETA = 000 ELV-LO 2 -20.000LREF = 474.8117 INCHES Yt4P = .0000 IN. YO EV-LI = -10.000 ELV-RI = -10.000BREI = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO = .000 RUDER = .000
SCALE = .0150 SPDOXK = 25.000
RUN NO. 39/ 0 RN/L = 2.88 GRADIiT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA C-tEINM OCHEY. CHETTL CNWING CWING C LL G CLF O CODF L/0F1.200 -2.284 .26335 .09941 .36276 
-.09482 .05127 .02205 
-.26664 .17716 .12270 -2.173101.201 -.080 .25425 .07067 .32492 
-.04111 .03036 .00692 
-.12913 .16503 .11043 
-1.169351.201 2.098 .23838 .04499 .28337 .00611 .01214 -. 00649 .00163 .16340 .10745 .015131.200 4.358 .21217 .02888 .24105 .04892 
-.00351 - .019g3 .13640 .17142 .11461 1.190081.200 8.680 .16644 .01666 .18310 .12891 -. 03035 -.04073 .37587 .21006 .15333 2.451361.200 13.088 .11525 .00892 .12417 .21030 -. 05729 -.06119 .61960 .29147 .23045 2.675371.200 17.529 .02569 -. 00045 .02524 .274Z0 -. 07977 -.07674 .82833 .40697 .34266 2.41735
1.200 21.856 
-. 03864 -. 00894 -.04758 .30731 -. 093028 -. 08406 .97010 .53072 .46210 2.09935CRADIENT 
-. 00767 
-. 01072 
-. 01840 .02164 
-. 00926 -. 00618 .06061 
-.00084 
-. 00122 .51007
AtE it OC 74 TABULAATED SI:RCE DATA - OAtt PAGE S
LARCS-686(CA-iM) (2S6C9P8MitNE8) CWISE43) (vRS) (HUnn) t 17 DEC ?4 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRI DATA
REI a l0.00 SQ.FT. XRP a .6800 IN. YO BETA a .000 ELV-LO a -10.000LRE a & 474,8117 INCHES YMP • .0000 IN. YO ELV-LI a -20.000 ELV-RI m -20.000
BWRE a 9364.4T INCHES ZwpR4 a 375.000J IN. 20 ELV-RO -30.000 RUMof a .000
SCALE a .0150 SPW,.K 25.000
RUN NO. 85/ 0 RN/L = 2.05 GRADIENT INtRVAL t -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CHEIM CMOT OCET. CWING C4MNG CBLWNG CLF CO CODP L/O
.3 0 -2.156 .18523 .05718 .24241 -. 21924 .10236 .05909 -.43545 .11142 .08139 -5.35037
35 -. ii .1840 .05372 .2370 -. 18683 .09548 .04918 -. 34033 .09885 .06862 -4.95945
.351 1.965 .18357 .05127 .23494 -. 15432 .08787 .04007 -. 24670 .08945 .05907 -4.17616
.359 4.079 .18073 .04886 .22959 -. 13156 .08399 .03263 -. 15425 .08285 .05257 -2.93431
.350 8.181 .17759 .04465 .22224 -. 06754 .069 3 .01447 .03336 .08125 .05094 .65487S.30 12.220 .17360 .03094 .20454 .00217 .04862 -. 00499 .23509 .10285 .07227 3.25288
.350 16.316 .16863 .01724 .19857 .06637 .03370 -. 02116 .44303 .16993 .13365 3.31472
.349 20.472 .13797 .00594 .14391 .12529 .02304 -. 03434 .63540 .26725 .22999 2.76299
GRADIENT 
-.0 368 -. 0013M 2 -.. 00199 .01421 -. 00303 -. 00426 .04510 -. 00457 -. 00461 .38714
RUN NO. 84/ 0 RN/L 3.17 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MAO4 ALPHA CHEI m CHECITB CHETTL CNJING C4JNG CBL"'G CLF CO CDF L/DF
.e00 -2.279 .19398 .06211 .25"09 -. 20820 .10013 .05758 -. 44296 .11763 .08494 -5.21353
.600 -. 197 .19062 .05831 .24893 - .1774 .09090 .04639 -. 33944 .1025s .07004 -4.84608
.G00 1.948 .18907 .05491 .24398 -. 13542 .08223 .03603 -. 23549 .09191 .05954 -3.95528
.598 4.001 .18594 .05234 .23828 -. 09856 .07287 .02541 -. 13056 .08523 .05299 -2.46386
.599 8.288 .18382 .04589 .22971 -.02831 .05583 .00529 .08112 .08554 .05405 1.50088
.599 12.541 .18114 .02962 .21076 .04884 .03321 -.01737 .30599 .12207 .08919 3.42958
.599 16.817 .17967 .01151 .19118 .11784 .01651 
-.03398 .51799 .20565 .16900 3.06508
.599 21.233 .15818 .00068 .15886 .18174 .00354 
-.04794 .72432 .32727 .284A9 2.54245
GRADIENT -. 00122 -. 00156 -. 00278 .01736 - .00431 -. 0059 .049 3 -. 00514 -. 00507 .43511
RUN MD. 83/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA G-iEIB CHEOTB CHETTL CING C04WING CPLW"G CLF CD COF L/OF
.901 -2.449 .2.061 .09733 .35794 
-.21564 .11170 .05986 -. 49393 .15904 .12044 -4.10108
.901 
-.314 .26233 .090345 .35278 -.17136 .09996 .04652 
-.36159 .13873 .10066 -3.59226
.900 1.925 .25660 .08072 .33752 -. 12468 .08624 .03321 -. 23097 .12352 .08632 -2.67565
.900 4.128 .24690 .06687 .31377 -. 0641 .06635 .01689 -. 08421 .11638 .08009 -1.05145
.900 8.648 .25211 .05043 .3254 .05451 .02040 -.01884 .21887 .14296 .10891 2.00969
.900 13.116 .22212 .02866 .25078 .14645 -.01269 -. 04294 .48127 .21892 .17926 2.68470
.901 17.414 .18109 .02737 .20846 .20363 -. 02721 -.05587 .67540 .32202 .27550 2.45154
.9l0 21.704 .13517 .02215 .15732 .22485 -. 02610 -. 05865 .81078 .43620 .38017 2.13269
GRADIENT -. 00214 -. 03461 - .00675 .02223 -. 00682 - .0647 .06189 -. 00651 -. 00615 .45881
OAT1 iA DtC 74 TABULATED SCURC DATA - CAtts PAGE So
LARC8-86(CA-ltS) (92CS9FOH1NS8) (W116E43) (V85) SHUM29) I ? DEC 74 1
RIEP1ERNC! DATA PARAMEtRIC DATA
%RV 2 0.000.0 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.800 IN. X BETA .000 ELV-LO = -to10.iLRt 474.811t INCHES YMP a .001 IN. YO ELV-L1 = -20.000 LV-RI = -20.000EP 936.6617 INCHES ZMtP a 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO : -30.000 RUER .000SCALE .0150 SPDRK 25.000
RUN M. 62/ 0 RWN/L = 2.88 CADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
OI ALK CHEI B CECOTB CHETTL CNIMNG C4ING CBLW~G CLF CD COF L/DF1.200 
-2.458 .31815 .08671 .40686 -. 17499 .09814 .04751 -. 3773 .21000 .15512 
-2.43194
1.201 
-1.278 .31921 .07498 .39419 -. 14005 .08359 .03730 -.29794 .19746 .14298 -2.083841.200 
-.075 .31684 .05878 .37562 
-.10919 .07002 .02802 -. 21741 .18761 .13337 -1.630141.200 2.053 .31679 .04510 .36189 
-.05151 .04645 .01206 
-.08687 .17915 .12516 
-.694091.200 4.247 .31122 .03661 .34783 -.00375 .02828 
-.005I'Y .04325 .18127 .12673 .341291.200 8.708 .25481 .01465 .26946 .09125 -. 00567 -. 02820 .31217 .21413 .15686 1.990151.20 13.095 .22491 .00169 .22 60 .17162 
-.03118 -. 04847 .55947 .29200 .23043 2.42792
1.200 17.405 .12889 
-.01265 .11624 .23556 -. 05289 
-.06400 .76774 .39822 .33187 2.313381.230 21.767 .05034 
-.02949 .02085 .28118 -.06891 -. 07476 .92296 .51845 .45008 2.05067
GRADIENT 
-.00102 -.00772 - .00874 .02559 - .01047 - .0731 .06258 - 00420 -.00415 .41900
LARC-686(CA-116) (B26C9FM16N28) (W116E43) (VAR5) (SHU-33) ( 17 DEC 74 )
REFT RECE DATA PARAMJETIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. )OiP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA .00 ELV-LO = -10.000LRF = 474.8117 INOCES Y MRP = .000 IN. YO ELV-LI = 10.000 ELV-RI 2 -10.000BE = 936.6817 INCHES ZMP = 375.0000 IN. ZO E1.V-RO = -30.000 RUWDER .000SCALE = .0150 SPBK = 25.003
RUN N. 49/ 0 RN/L = 2.87 CRADIE~T INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO ALPHA CHEINB CHET8 CiETTL C&INGC CHWING CBLW#G CLP CD CF L/DF1.20L -2.243 -.0872 .,06825 .04953 -. 14827 .08251 .03908 -. 24118 .18043 .12403 -1.944511.201 -. 099 -. 03047 .04809 .01762 -. 08949 .05780 .02205 -. 10259 .16710 .11071 -. 926601.201 2.029 -. 04362 .03690 -. 003672 -. 03925 .03832 .00790 .02749 .16598 .10914 .251871.201 4.313 -. 05877 .02308 -. 03569 .01347 .01691 -,00721 .16761 .17422 .11655 1.438131.201 8.836 - .0964 
-.00461 -. 10145 .11190 -.01932 -. 03413 .42469 .21697 .15885 2.673561.202 13.205 -. 14545 
-.02251 -. 16796 .19046 






-.06912 .86309 .42112 .35548 2.427931.200 21.801 
-.24656 -. 04879 -.29535 .29836 
-.08148 
-. 07915 1.01841 .55254 .48339 2.10680GRADIENT 
-. 00612 -.00672 
-.01284 .02455 -. 00992 
-. 0702 .062253 
-.00088 
-,00107 .51971
DATE t OEC 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - CAtIt PAG ST
LARCS-686(CA-tI6S (B CSF14Bte8) (Wi16E43) (V8R5) (SHU031) ( 17 DEC 74 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
E a 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMtP = 1076.6800 IN. XO BETA = .000 ELV-LO 10.000
LRE 2 474.S11? INCHES YRP = .0000 IN. YO ELV-L = 20.000 ELV-RI= .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZP = 375.0000 I1. Z ELV-RO = -10.000 RUDDER .000
SCALE= .0150 SPDORK = 25.000
RUN N3. 50/ 0 RWtL = 2.87 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MHOAi ALPHA CHEINB CHEOTB CHETTL CN4ING COI Ne CBLN4G CLF CD C~F L/F
1.201 -2.163 -. 16019 -.02679 -. 18698 -. 07692 .03924 .01970 -. 12059 .16870 .11054 -1.09091
t.201 .051 -. 16681 -. 03762 -. 20443 -. 02118 .01676 .00369 .01516 .16402 .10608 .14293
1.201 2.241 -. 17299 -. 05178 -. 22477 .02609 -.00140 -. 00992 .14557 .16986 .11153 1.30515
1.201 4.502 -. 1r511 -.06589 -. 25100 .07036 -.01805 -. 02269 .27413 .1803 .12677 2.16246
t.200 8.861 -.22276 -. 08687 -. 30963 .15090 -. 04493 -. 04483 .51584 .23905 .17864 2.88761
1.201 13.251 -. 26164 -. 10112 -. 36276 .22756 -. 07016 -. 06356 .75274 .33688 .27146 2.77287
1.201 17.606 -.30996 -. 11549 -. 42545 .29502 -. 09374 -. 07946 .95405 .46452 .39529 2.41353
1.200 21.930 -. 33843 -. 12382 -.46225 .33131 -.10581 -.08776 1.09682 .59891 .52870 2.07457
GRADIENT - .0365 -. 03593 -. 00958 .02204 -. 00856 - .00634 .05925 .00262 .00245 .49208
LARC8-686(CA-116) (B26C9FOM16N28) (W11E43) (V8R5) (SHUI32) ( 17 DEC 74 1
REFErENCE DATA PARAMETIIC DATA
SRE = 2 90.0000. SQ.FT. )MRP = 1076.6800 IN. X BETA = .000 ELV-LO = -20.000
LREF = 474.8117 INCHES Yt RP = .0003 IN. YO ELV-LI = -20.000 ELV-RI .000
BREF = 936.6817 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0~0 IN. ZO ELV-R(O .000 RUDDER .000
SCALE = .0150 SPOBRK = 25.000
RUN NW. 77/ 0 RNL = 2.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
4AO0 ALPHA OCHEINB CHETB CHETTL C4aWe CM4twNG CBLG CLF CD CDF L/DP
.350 -2.075 .18890 .07698 .26588 -. 05691 .02087 .01344 -. 26795 .09195 .05711 -4.69207
.350 -. 032 .18639 .07427 .26 66 -. 02826 .01546 .00489 -.18009 .08465 .05050 -3.56590
.350 2.010 .18282 .07109 .25391 .00382 .074 -..00394 -. 09259 .07952 .04595 -2.01475
.350 4.054 .17906 .06826 .24732 .03590 .00010 -. 01310 -. 00115 .07831 .04548 -. 02518
.351 8.150 .17676 .06170 .23846 .09651 -. 01233 -. 03103 .19488 .08722 .05553 3.50972
.351 12.237 .17509 .04946 .22455 .15515 -.02746 -.04699 .38693 .119t2 .08729 4.43241
.350 16.358 .16960 .04143 .21103 .23573 -. 04999 -. 06766 .6,958 .20158 .16674 3.65576
.350 20.454 .14034 .03218 .17252 '.29275 -. 06321 -. 08200 .80524 .31489 .27547 2.92312
GRADIENT -. 00162 -. 00144 -. 00306 .01520 -.00344 -. 00433 .04346 -. 00225 -. 00193 .76127
DATE 18 DEC 74 TABULATED SCAUCE DATA - rCAOt PAGE 86
MLARC8-686(cJA-114)- (SCJPSl1E43) (VORS) (SHUD32) 17 DEC 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REP o 2000.0000 SO.T . XMRP n WO7.6800 IN. XO BETA .000 ELV-LO a -20.000
LREFP 474.8l17 INCHES YM4P .0000 IN. YO LV-LI -20.000 ELV-RI a .000
BREF 0 938.6817 INtHES ZIMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO ELV-RO .000 RUDi ER .000
'SCALE a 013 SPOBRK = 25.000
RUN W. 76/ 0 R/L = 3.17 GRADENT INTERVAL = -. 00/ 5.00
MAGHi ALPHA 0-EN CHET8 CETTL CN" NG oC~4IG CBL" CLF CD CDF L/O
.599 -2.243 .20206 .08104 .28310 -. 05766 .02119 .01484 -. 287T37 .09473 .05797 -4.95724
.998 -. 115 .19836 .07825 .27661 -. 02495 .01437 .00544 -. 18953 .08575 .04880 -3.85351
.998 2.016 .19489 .07573 .27062 .00805 .00754 -. 00428 -. 08791 .08003 .04450 -1,97570
.600 4.117 .19076 .07246 .26322 .04155 .00034 -. 01399 .01296 .07886 .04494 .29099
.600 8.372 .18709 .06355 .25064 .11420 -. 01744 -. 03488 .22330 .08934 .05579 4.00251
.600 12.664 .19069 .04535 .23604 .18608 -. 03692 -. 05479 .45545 ,14233 .10740 4.24072
.600 16.934 .18228 .03199 .21427 .25306 -. 05444 -.07007 .65994 .23982 .20084 5.28584
.600 21.215 .15981 .02811 .18792 .32672 -. 07412 -. 08733 .87340 .37254 .32666 2.67371
GRADIE NT -. 00176 -.00133 - .00309 .01559 -. 00327 -. 00454 .04727 -. 00252 -. 00210 .83190
RUN N". 75/ 0 RN/L = 3.36 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA C0EIB C.OTB CETTL C4ING CINri CBLeL(N CLF CO COP L/DF
.900 -2.408 .28156 .12817 .40973 -. 06955 .02811 .01844 -. 35065 .12487 .08408 -4.17039
.901 -. 178 .28094 .11824 .39918 -. 02072 .01556 .00438 -. 21314 .1105L0 .07081 -'3.01001
.901 2.044 .26831 .10950 .37787 .02499 .00307 -. 00882 -. 08118 .10368 .06504 -1.24812
.901 4.242 .25663 .09144 .34807 .06478 -. 00651 -. 02035 .05061 .10591 .06803 .74394
.902 8.679 .25319 .04212 .29531 ,14106 -. 02890 -. 04094 .31548 .14370 .10727 2.94091
.902 13.078 .20768 .02358 .23126 .20978 -. 05185 -. 05761 .54906 .22490 .18408 2.98306
.901 17,462 ,16799 .02523 .19'22 . 7030 -. 06985 -. 07212 .75030 .33726 .28871 2. 5986
.90e3 21.804 .13106 .02809 .15915 .28876 -. 06774 -. 0747'8 .8215 .45693 .39595 2.22791
GRADINT -. 00394 - .00536 -. 00930 .02024 -. 00525 -. 00595 .06925 - .0288 -. 00244 .74414
RUN NO, 74/ . RN/L = 2,87 CGRIAENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
4ACK ALPHA CHEINB CHEMTB CHETTL CN4ING CM4ING CBLWNG CLF CO CDF L/DF
1.200 -2.258 .32936 .10969 .43905 -.04268 .02046 .01061 -. 26469 .17970 .12635 -2.09486
1.201 -. 063 .32821 .07744 .40565 .00761 .00087 -. 00388 -. 12738 .16721 .11346 -1.12271
1.ea01 2.121 .3242 .04964 .37392 .05389 -. 01638 -. 01722 .00664 .16533 .11135 .05962
1.201 4.322 .30779 .03316 .534095 .09669 -. 03185 -.02937 .13532 ,17279 .11796 1.14713
1.01 8.700 .24780 .02482 .27262 .17173 - 05512 -. 04973 .37784 .21341 .15670 2.41124
1.199 13.115 .21808 .02407 .24215 .2520 -e.08085 -. 06925 .61619 .29766 .23617 2. 6906
1.200 17.502 .12503 .01173 .13676 .31303 -. 10389 -. 08466 .82972 .41'11 .34612 2.39724
1.199 z21.838 .104835 -. 00207 .04628 .35242 -. 11689 -. 09342 .98021 .53720 .46885 2.09064
.RADIENT -. 0313 -. 01174 -. 01487 .02118 -.00794 -. 0608 .0t085 - .00103 .0124 .49754
NASA-MSFC-MAF
